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Welcome to the new
Experia catalogue...
Here at Experia we are passionate about developing Great customer service
multisensory equipment that makes a real difference We strive to ensure all our customers are fully
to people’s lives.
satisfied with the service they receive. We are
currently working towards our ISO 9001:2008
This catalogue is packed full of exciting products that accreditation (expected by April 2013), confirming
use the latest technology and innovative designs to our commitment to quality customer care.
create stunning results.
Our team of experienced Sensory Advisors are
From LED Bubble Tubes and Fibre Optics controlled here to help you choose the correct equipment
by iPad to LED Projectors and much more, you can and design a room based on the user’s needs and
be sure to find everything you need to start your that suits the space and budget. They can provide
sensory environment or bring a new lease of life to 3D plans, detailed quotations and electrical plans,
your chosen space.
taking your project from the drawing board all the
way to completion.

Exciting new products
Check out our iRiS+™ system (page 8), which
allows sensory equipment to be controlled by your
iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch – it’s amazing what you
can do with a touch of a screen!
Our brand new LED Projector (page 24), the
Aurora, projects wonderfully bright images onto a
wall or floor and works with all standard fittings. And
because it’s LED, there’s less noise and no need to
change a lamp.
And then there’s our Noisy Soundboards on page
38 - perfect in a corridor, soft play area or common
room. Just press for various sound rewards!

More information
Throughout this catalogue you will notice a number
of QR codes, which you can scan with a smartphone
or tablet device to gain quick access to our website
www.experia-innovations.co.uk. Here you can find
more details about our products or see them in
action!
To keep even more up to date with new products
and offers, ‘Like’ Experia on Facebook, follow us
on Twitter @SensoryProducts, or subscribe to our
monthly newsletter via our website.

I hope you like the products in this catalogue. If you
This is just a snapshot of the
e have
h
any suggestions please email me at:
wonderful
w nderful new products
wo
produc
oducts m
md@experia-innovations.co.uk
throughout
this
cata
catalogue!
We look forward to creating a magical sensory
W
experience for you in the future!
e
Gareth
G
Jones
Managing
Director
M
Experia
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Ordering made easy!
By Post:
Experia
Lydia Pinkham House
Unit 3, Spring Hill Road,
Park Springs, Barnsley
South Yorkshire, S72 7BQ
Please make cheques payable to Experia.

By Telephone:
0845 644 0977
Orders can be placed over the phone using a debit or
credit card during opening hours. We are open from 9am
to 5.30pm Monday to Friday.

By Fax:
0845 644 0988

By Email:
info@experia-innovations.co.uk

Online:
www.experia-innovations.co.uk
Orders can be placed online using a debit or credit card
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

VAT Exemption
Some items provided by Experia may be VAT zero rated.
To qualify for VAT exemption, please complete the VAT
exemption form at the back of the catalogue and send it
back with your order. Experia reserves the right to reclaim
any VAT that is falsely claimed.

Prices
Prices throughout this catalogue exclude VAT at the
applicable rate.
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Introducing Experia
Who are we?

Sensory Advisors

Experia are designers, manufacturers and
installers of multi-sensory equipment.
Started in late 2005 by Managing Director
Gareth Jones, Experia was created
to fill a gap in the market - a company
that designed equipment specifically for
people with special needs.
"At that time, there were alot of companies
around but very few were listening to the
needs of their clients". Gareth continues,
"I created Experia to listen then develop
a viable product or solution to fulfill this.
This continues even today, after 7 years,
just look at our new app!"

Here at Experia, we have a team of
experienced Sensory Advisors who are
dedicated to helping you choose the
perfect sensory equipment to suit your
requirements.

And we continue to listen to our clients
needs, if you have any ideas for a new
product or have a need please let us
know and we would be delighted to help.

Customer Service
Here at Experia, we understand the
importance of good customer service,
which is why we ensure ours is of the
highest standard.
From the initial contact, our team is always
on hand to provide detailed information
and advice to guarantee the items you
choose are suited to the individual needs
of your users.
Even on the rare occasions when
problems arise, we are quick to resolve
any issues so that you can get on with
using your sensory equipment.
We are dedicated to sustaining our
customer relationships so that they do
not end when products are installed or
delivered. For us this is just the beginning!

Whatever your needs, you can be assured
that their advice and guidance is based on
many years of experience. Efficient and
courteous, they will ensure each room
is suitable for its users and will suggest
ways of making the most out of the space
and budget available.
To book an appointment with a Sensory
Advisor in your area, contact us on 0845
644 0977 or email:
exp3@experia-innovations.co.uk
Keith Murray,
Sensory Advisor for
Northern England, Scotland &
Ireland.
Keith has 20 years experience
designing sensory areas across
the globe.
Tony Ellison,
Sensory Advisor for
Southern England.
Tony has been around for a long
time, since 1993 infact. Tony
knows more about sensory
areas than most!
Gareth Simons,
Sensory Advisor for
South West England & Wales
A relative new kid on the block,
his speciality is IT based rooms
but he's happy in a basic room
as well!
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Free 3D Room Design

Installations

Want to know what your sensory
environment will look like when it’s
finished, before work has even begun?
No problem!
Whatever your needs, let Experia help you
every step of the way with an excellent 3D
room design tailored to each individual
space.

Our installation teams are made up of
experienced tradesmen who understand
the complexities of working in schools,
hospitals and homes.
Knowledgeable, courteous and helpful,
our friendly engineers will install your
equipment to meet our impeccably high
standards.
Trained in best practice, they work to
strict health and safety guidelines while
providing a quick and efficient service.

Our experienced Sensory Advisors use
the latest in CAD (Computer Aided Design)
software to produce dazzling 3D designs,
working closely with you to create the
perfect sensory environment tailored to
your specific needs, budget and space.
We provide 3D designs for a wide range of
space requirements, from sensory rooms
and M.I.L.E.®, to sensory pools and soft
play areas. We also provide electrical
diagrams on request.
To request your free 3D design, please
contact us on 0845 644 0977 or email:
exp3@experia-innovations.co.uk.
NOW AVAILABLE
We can now supply a video of your
potential new room - contact us today!
exp3@experia-innovations.co.uk or
call: 0845 644 0977

Installations can be completed at
weekends or overnight to suit individual
needs, and to guarantee minimum
disruption.
Before they leave, a 35-point checklist
is completed to ensure everything is
perfect. They even clean and vacuum the
room once the installation is complete,
allowing the room to be used and enjoyed
immediately!
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Training Contract

Servicing and Maintenance

Once your equipment has been installed it
is time for the fun to really begin, but that
doesn’t mean your contact with Experia
has to end.
We provide full training to key members
of staff after every installation, its our
way to ensure you get the very best from
the equipment.
And if you want further training, in the
future, just contact us and we can arrange
another session.

Once your room is installed we are still
here to help!
Keeping your room in tip-top condition
is easy with one of our comprehensive
service plans.

To ensure you can enjoy the benefits
of your sensory equipment for years to
come, we advise that members of staff
receive regular training. Staff change,
people forget, and your sensory room
may not be used to its full potential
without regular training refreshers.This
can be done inhouse by other members
of staff or by Experia.
Experia is the only company to offer
long-term training programmes for all our
equipment, giving you one less thing to
worry about.
Training sessions can be taken whenever
you feel they are required and at your
convenience.
We offer two training contract options,
each providing two visits a year:
1. One-year training contract
2. Two-year training contract
For further information or to sign up for
a training contract, please contact us on
0845 644 0977 or email:
exp3@experia-innovations.co.uk

Regular servicing will help prolong the life
of your equipment, ensuring it is enjoyed
for many years to come.
Our highly trained engineers will service
and test each piece of equipment
thoroughly. They will also ensure the
products are mounted correctly and
securely, giving you added peace of mind.
We will also provide a detailed checklist to
confirm products are in perfect condition,
which can be used as part of our ongoing
health and safety assessments.
We offer three types of service plans:
1. One off visit (priced individually)
2. Annual contract, with two visits
3. Annual contract, with four visits
We understand how important sensory
equipment can be, so why not let us take
care of the hard work for you!
For further information or to sign up to
a service plan, please contact us on
0845 644 0977 or email: exp3@experiainnovations.co.uk.

Environmental
We take our environmental responsibility
very seriously. We have reduced our
waste significantly over the last 12 months
with the purchase of new machinery. We
currently recycle 80% of our waste and
are continually looking at ways to increase
this.
We also plan our visits to site very carefully
thereby reducing the need to revisit the
same area twice in a short period of time.
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This edition's new products
For this catalogue we have been very busy developing lots of exciting new products!
Heres a brief overview of what you will find within - enjoy!

Helios LED Projector (pg25)

Monkey Climber (pg42)
Sensory
Resource
Boxes ((pg94))
S
R
B

Wigwam (pg195)
Tran Quill Writing Kit (pg69)

Mini Bubble Tube (pg13)
Interactive Floor System (pg106)
Sensory Backpack (pg114)

iRiS+ app (pg8)
Rocking Arch - Bridge (pg46)
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iRiS+® A full range of interactive switches
in an app

The power of the iPad is changing lives, particularly for people with special
needs.
We’re delighted to embrace this technology with the introduction of our
groundbreaking iRiS+ app, designed to enable the end user to easily control
multisensory equipment or a full multisensory room.
This unique app opens up a whole new world of interaction, learning and
development and is probably the easiest and most advanced control switch
on the market.
powerful,
It’s extremely powerf
erf offering seven control switches
touch, sound, vibration and
in one,, spanning
span
s
movement.
m
IIt’s also incredibly cost effective.
The full app is completely free to
T
download and by doing so you can
control a number of our multisensory
products in a variety of ways.

All rights reserved. iRiS+™ is trademark of Experia. All
rights reserved. Apple®, iPad®, iPhone®, iPod Touch®
and iTunes® are trademarks or service of Apple inc.

iRiS+

Turn the iPad, iPhone
ne or iPod
iP
Touch through 360

• Touch
uch

degrees to control sensory equipment.
ment. IIncludes two

Multiple Buttons Mode:

modes to develop switching skills.

Choose between two, four and eight
switches to contro
control the equipment
depending
nding on the user’s ability.
lity. It
also has eight switching
ing m
modes to
develop different
nt sw
switching skills.

Single Button Mode:
Sing
e:

Calming Mode:
Promotes calming and relaxation
by slowly changing the coloured lighting emitted

A ssingle button that controls sensory
equipment.

• Relaxation

Also

includes

four

from equipment. The speed of colour change is also
controllable.

modes to develop switching skills.

• Sound
Controls sensory equipment via sound. Just talk,
shout or clap your hands to control
equipment. Includes four modes to
develop vocalisation skills.

• Vibration
Move the iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch to control
sensory equipment. Includes four modes to develop
switching skills.

• Rotation
Qube Mode:
Turn the iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch onto different
sides to control sensory equipment. Includes
four switching modes to develop
switching skills.

Compass Mode:

Got an iPad, iPhone or iTouch?
Then download our free app and you've
got a range of Interactive switches to
control bubble tubes, fibre optics and
much more!

99
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Bubble Tubes

Made in the UK

Whether for calming, interaction or stimulation, we have a bubble
tube for everyone! Our bubble tubes are made in the UK using the
latest LED technology making them low-maintenance, silent and
bright.

•

iRiS+™ LED Bubble Tube Bundle

This brand new product brings the bubble tube into the 21st
century! Control the IRiS LED Bubble Tube with your iPad*, iPhone*
or iPod Touch* via touch, voice, vibration or rotation with the free
downloadable iRiS+ app from iTunes. The bubble tube also has a
calming mode and can be used for relaxation. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
* iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch not included.

113 16 00 02 1
113 16 00 02 2
113 16 00 02 3

Bubble Tubes

•

IRiS LED Bubble Tube and Qube Bundle

This bundle is a great introduction to the IRiS wireless range and is a fun way to
develop cause and effect skills and colour recognition.
Roll the IRiS Qube (200mm) and whichever colour appears on the uppermost
side, the IRiS LED Bubble Tube (1.5m high) will change to that colour and the
Recordable Speaker will announce the colour or any message you choose to
record.
The unit also features a calming mode with slowly changing colours that can
be used for relaxation. The IRiS Qube is powered by an integral 9v PP3 battery
(supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m. The IRiS LED Bubble Tube
and the IRiS Recordable Speaker operate on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage.
113 01 00 81

•

Superactive Gigantic LED Bubble Tube

Maximise the benefits of bubble tube technology with our gigantic bubble tube
measuring an impressive 200mm in diameter and 2m high. This offers all the
features of our Superactive LED Bubble Tube on a bigger scale! Wall bracket
included. The bubble tube operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 56 00 15 32

•

Superactive LED Bubble Tube

Completely interactive, this bubble tube can be used for distraction therapy, social
interaction or as an aid to the development and maintenance of dexterity skills
through the use of a nine switch wireless controller powered by 4 x AA batteries
(supplied) and operated from a distance of up to 30m. For tubes 1.5m and over,
we recommend the use of our bubble tube bracket to ensure stability. The bubble
tube operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 56 00 15 1
113 56 00 15 2
113 56 00 15 3
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Bubble Tubes
•

Touch Sensitive LED Bubble Tube

Slightly touch one of the four colours on the base of this extremely sensitive
bubble tube and watch as the tube changes colours. Ideal for individuals with
poor or limited motor skills or hand-to-eye co-ordination. Available in heights of
1m, 1.5m and 2m - please specify when ordering. For tubes 1.5m and over we
recommend the use of our bubble tube bracket to ensure stability. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 02 00 09 1 - 1m
113 02 00 09 2 - 1.5m
113 02 00 09 3 - 2m

•

Calming LED Bubble Tube

Create a relaxing environment with hundreds of bubbles flowing steadily up the
bubble tube while its colours slowly change. Available in heights of 1m, 1.5m and
2m. For tubes 1.5m and over we recommend the use of our bubble tube bracket
to ensure stability. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 02 00 01 1 - 1m
113 02 00 01 2 - 1.5m
113 02 00 01 3 - 2m

•

Interactive LED Bubble Tube Corner

A soft padded platform allows the user to sit close to the tube and feel its vibrations
while two acrylic mirrors give the effect of multiple tubes. Ideal for a classroom,
hospital or home, the corner features a 1.5m high LED bubble tube which slowly
scrolls through numerous colours until activated.
The plinth is adorned with coloured spots which, when pressed, change the colour
of the bubble tube and stop or start the bubbles. It also has a calming mode and
can be used for relaxation. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 900mm W x 900mm L x 400mm H.

113 48 00 93

Bubble Tubes

•

Portable LED Bubble Tube

Perfect for home use, this cost-effective bubble tube is particularly helpful for
those who need some soothing prior to sleep and its size (120mm diameter x
1m high) makes it extremely portable. Operates on mains voltage transformed
to low voltage.
113 02 00 07

•

Mini LED Bubble Tube

Probably the cheapest, high quality bubble tube in the UK! This wonderful little
bubble tube is only 500mm tall so great in a bedroom on the move. The LED light
slowly changes colour whilst small bubbles rise continuously creating a calming,
soothing effect. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 75mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 02 00 33

•

LED Bubble Tube Bedside Cabinet

Ideal for those who need a relaxing atmosphere prior to sleep, the LED Bubble
Tube Cabinet is aesthetically pleasing and fits into any bedroom environment. The
slowly changing colours and rising bubbles are perfect for relaxing and calming.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 395mm W x
395mm D x 1400mm H.
113 84 00 04
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Bubble Tubes

•

Calming LED Bubble Wall

Watch the slowly changing colours while bubbles rise from the base to create a
mesmerising and calming effect. Wall mounted, this imposing unit is ideal for use
in areas where space might be an issue. Operates on mains voltage transformed
to low voltage. Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H.
113 02 00 05

•

Superactive LED Bubble Wall

Develop those all important lifeskills by controlling the colour of the bubble wall
with the nine switch wireless controller. Bubbles can also be switched on/off by
the user. The bubble wall operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H.
113 02 00 05 S

•

UV Superactive LED Bubble Wall

Develop those all important lifeskills in your UV dark room by controlling the colour
of the bubble wall with the nine switch wireless controller. Bubbles can also be
switched on/off by the user. Controller and casing are painted in a dark colour to
enhance the effect when used in a UV room. The bubble wall operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H.
113 20 00 46

Bubble Tubes

Want to control this product
with your iPad, iPhone or
iTouch?
Download our unique free app and control
this LED Bubble Wall and much more
with its wide range of Interactive switches
• Touch

• Rotation
Qube Mode:

Multiple Buttons Mode:
Choose between two, four
and eight switches to control the

equipment. Includes four switching

ability. It also has eight switching modes

modes to develop switching skills.

to develop different switching skills.

Compass Mode:

Single Button Mode:

Turn the iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch

A single button that controlss sens
ssensory
se
ens
ns

through 360 degrees to c
control
on
o
nttrrol sensory

equipment. Also includes four modes to

equipment. Includes two modes to

develop switching skills.

develop switching skills.

• Sound

•

Controls sensory equipment vvia
iia
a ssound.
ou
ou

Calming Mode:

Just talk, shout or clap your hands to

Promotes calming and relaxation by

control equipment. Includes four modes

slowly changing the coloured
lour
lo
ure
ed
d lighting

to develop vocalisation skills.

emitted from equipment. The speed of

• Vibration

colour change is also controllable.

to control sensory equipment. Includes
Inc
In
clllu
ud
u
d
four modes to develop switching skills.

iRiS+™ LED Bubble Wall Bundle

Control the LED bubble wall with any Apple device: iPad*, iPhone* or iPod Touch*
via the free downloadable iRiS+ app from iTunes. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H.
* iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch not included.

113 16 00 10

onto different sides to control
on
nttro
ol sensory

equipment depending on the user’s

Move the iPad, iPhone or iPod
od Touch
To
ou

•

Turn the iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch

Relaxation
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Bubble Tubes
1

1. Square Bubble Tube Plinth
Fits any 150mm diameter bubble tube and allows the user to sit close to the
bubble tube and feel its vibrations. The plinth is covered in soft, durable, easy to
clean and wipeable vinyl and is available in any standard Experia colour - please
specify when ordering (see page 123).
113 32 00 21 1

Small - 650mm W x 650mm L x 400mm H

113 32 00 21 2

Medium - 900mm W x 900mm L x 400mm H

113 32 00 21 3

Large -1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H

2. Curved Bubble Tube Plinth
2

A stylish curved plinth that fits any 150mm diameter bubble tube and allows the
user to sit close to the bubble tube and feel its vibrations. The plinth is covered
in soft, durable, easy to clean and wipeable vinyl and is available in any standard
Experia colour - please specify when ordering (see page 123).
113 32 00 30 1

Medium - 900mm W x 900mm L x 400mm H

113 32 00 30 2

Large -1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H

3. Safe Mirror
Place behind your bubble tube to enhance its effect. Or place in key areas of a
room to allow users to develop spatial awareness. Each mirror comes complete
with a minimum of 6 double side pads for quick installation.
113 67 00 04

3

900mm W x 1200mm H

113 67 00 05

900mm W x 1500mm H

113 67 00 06

1200mm W x 1200mm H

4. Safe Mirror - Timber Backed
Place behind your bubble tube to enhance its effect. Or place in key areas of a
room to allow users to develop spatial awareness. Each mirror is timber backed
for strength and comes complete with a minimum of 6 mounting holes for easy
installation.
113 67 00 15

900mm W x 1200mm H

113 67 00 16

900mm W x 1500mm H

113 67 00 17

1200mm W x 1200mm H

4

Bubble Tubes
1. LED Bubble Tube Softie
1

Allows the users to comfortably sit close to the tube (1m high), immersing
themselves completely in the colours of the bubbles. The softie is covered in
soft, durable, easy to clean and wipeable vinyl. Available in any standard Experia
colour (see page 123) - please specify when ordering. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 1350mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 32 00 17 1

LED Bubble Tube & Softie

113 32 00 17 2

Softie Only

2. Bubble Tube Bracket
Recommended for all 150mm diameter bubble tubes with a height of 1.5m or
more. Safely secure the top of your bubble tube to a wall with this bracket.
113 02 00 03

3. Bubble Tube Cap
A clear bubble tube lid that allows light to escape producing a rippling effect on
the ceiling above. Fits any 150mm diameter tube.

2

113 02 00 04

4. Bubble Tube Emptying Kit
This kit comprises of a 6m hose and a pump to connect a cordless drill*.
*Drill not included.

3

113 34 00 01

5. Bubble Tube Emptying Kit – Foot Pump
4

This kit makes changing the water in a bubble tube much easier. Simply press
the pump repeatedly with your foot to remove the water from your tube. This kit
includes 6m of hose and a foot pump.
5

113 34 00 06

6. BCB - Bubble Tube Cleaner
6

Add BCB (Bubble Tube Additive) to your bubble tube to slow the growth of bacteria
and algae.
113 33 00 06

7

7. Coloured Fish
Add some fun in your bubble tube with these colourful fishes that bob up and
down. Set of 12.
113 02 00 10
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Fibre Optics

Made in the UK

Fibre Optics create a fabulous visual effect, while being tactile and
safe to touch.
Calming or interactive, fibre optics appeal to all ages and abilities.
No electricity is present in any fibre optic product, only light meaning
they are inherently safe.
Experia’s fibre optics are made in the UK using the latest LED
technology. This means brightness, vibrant colours and there’s no
need to change lamps!

•

iRiS+™ LED Fibre Optic Bundle

Drag your fibre optics into the 21st century with our unique iRiS+ LED Fibre
Optic Bundle comprising of an IRiS LED lightsource and fibre optic strands (2m
150 strands), which can be controlled via your iPad*, iPhone* or iPod Touch* by
downloading the free iRiS+ App from iTunes. The unit also features a calming
mode with slowly changing colours that can be used for relaxation. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
* iPad®, iPhone® or iPod Touch® not included.

113 16 00 03

Fibre Optics

•

IRiS LED Fibre Optic and Qube Bundle

Develop cause and effect, gross motor skills and colour recognition with the IRiS
LED Fibre Optic and Qube Bundle, made up of an IRiS LED Lightsource, fibre
optic strands (2m x 150 strands) and IRiS Qube (200mm).
Roll the IRiS Qube and the colour that is on the uppermost side of the Qube when
it stops will determine the colour of the fibre optics. The unit also features a calming
mode with slowly changing colours that can be used for relaxation.
The IRiS Qube is powered by integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied) and operates from
a distance of up to 30m. The IRiS LED Lightsource operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage.
113 15 00 12

•

Superactive LED Fibre Optic Bundle

Interact with the fibre optics (2m x 150 strands) using the eight switch wireless
controller. The LED lightsource also features a calming mode with slowly changing
colours that can be used for relaxation.
This bundle is great for developing interaction skills through cause and effect,
colour recognition and more! The wireless controller is powered by 4 x AA batteries
(supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m. The LED lightsource
operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 15 00 15

•

Portable LED Fibre Optics

A portable fibre optic package that provides soothing slowly changing colours,
ideal for relaxation and calming. Includes a small LED Fibre Optic Lightsource
and 30 plastic fibre optic strands measuring 2.5m. Powered by 4 x AA batteries
(supplied) or 6v power supply which requires mains voltage.
113 03 00 22
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Fibre Optics

•

Fibre Optic Sideglow

Clear fibre optic strands that transform into magical colours when connected to
your LED lightsource. Tactile, safe to touch and visually stimulating. You will need
a lightsource to illuminate this product.
113 03 00 05 – 1m x 100 strands
113 03 00 05 150 – 1m x 150 strands
113 03 00 06 100 – 2m x 100 strands
113 03 00 06 150 – 2m x 150 strands
113 03 00 06 – 2m x 200 strands
113 03 00 07 150 – 3m x 150 strands
113 03 00 07 – 3m x 200 strands

•

Fibre Optic Wide Bore

The Fibre Optic Wide Bore emits light along its length while providing a large
focused light at its end.
This product is well suited for use in a sensory room but really comes into its own
when used in a wet area. It can be used to illuminate a bath or placed underwater
in a hydrotherapy pool. Priced by the metre so you can make sure it fits your
environment. You will need a lightsource to illuminate this product.
113 03 00 09 - Per metre

•

LED Fibre Optic Softie

A large bean cushion that enables closer interaction with fibre optic sideglow (2m
x 200 strands and standard LED lightsource included).
The comfortable softie is made from soft but durable, wipe-clean fabric that is
available in a variety of colours - please state your colour preference when placing
your order (see page 123). Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1350mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 32 00 16

LED Fibre Optics & Softie

113 32 00 16 1

Softie Only

Fibre Optics
•

Interactive LED Circle Carpet

An attractive version of the fibre optic carpet with circles of coloured fibre optic
light. Simply step onto the carpet to activate the light! Great in a sensory room or
as a bedside rug to give that reassuring light at night time. Lightsource included.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 1.3m x 1.3m.
113 03 00 02

•

Fibre Optic Carpet

Tiny fibre optics light up the black carpet to create a fascinating ‘galaxy’ of colour.
Available in a wide range of sizes - please see below. Please note that you will
need a fibre optic lightsource to illuminate this product.
113 03 00 11 2 - 1m x 1m
113 03 00 11

- 2m x 1m

113 03 00 11 3 - 3m x 1m
113 03 00 11 5 - 2m x 2m
113 03 00 11 4 - 4m x 1m
113 03 00 11 1- Bespoke - per m
We can create a fibre optic carpet to your specific sizes, for a price just calculate
the area and multiply by our bespoke pricing, or just give us a call to discuss.

•

Interactive LED Hand Carpet

This impressive product enhances any wall and is fun for children of all ages and
abilities. Simply touch one of the four brightly coloured hands and the fibre optics
in the carpet change to the corresponding colour. This product is a great way
to develop motor, cause and effect and colour recognition skills. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 1200mm W x 90mm D x
1450mm H.
113 03 00 30

•

LED Fibre Optic Wall Carpet

A wall mounted version of the fibre optic carpet makes for a tactile and attractive
wall panel, great next to a waterbed! Includes lightsource which operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 2000mm W x 1000mm L.
113 03 00 32
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Fibre Optics

•

LED Fibre Optic Wall Cascade

•

Circular LED Fibre Optic Shower

Create a shimmering cascade of fibre optics with this excellent product.
Mount over a doorway or on a wall for a fabulous addition to any sensory
room. This product comes with a pivotal bracket that will enable the user
to move the cascade out from the wall. The box houses the lightsource
and the fibre optic strands cascade (2.5m x 150 strands) from the
base of the box. Please note this item should be professionally fitted to
ensure a safe fix. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 700mm W x 170mm D x 250mm H.

This fantastic new product gives the illusion of being in a tunnel. 200
strands of fibre optic hang from the edge of the mirror to create a special
area for people of all ages to enjoy. Big enough to accommodate a
wheelchair or standing frame, the fibre optics provide a soothing, calming
effect. Please note this item should be professionally fitted to ensure a
safe ceiling fix. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1200mm diameter.

113 03 00 28

113 03 00 31

Fibre Optics

•

LED Fibre Optic Shimmering Curtain

This product forms a 1m wide shimmering curtain of fibre optic strands fed
from ten 25mm diameter holes. Comes complete with a Standard LED Fibre
Optic Lightsource and a 2m x 150 strands harness. You can also buy the shelf
separately if you would like to jazz up your existing fibre optics. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: Shelf - 1000mm W x 350mm D.
113 03 00 12 - LED Shimmering Curtain
113 03 00 34 - Shelf only

•

Fibre Optic Plinth

Sit on the soft padded and interact with the colour changing optics. A visual and
tactile calming product. Unit comes complete with internal fibre optic lightsource
and 2m x 150 tails.
Please choose your colour from the options on page 123.
113 32 00 14 – Fibre Optic Plinth Set
113 32
3 00 19 – Plinth only

•

Calming LED Lightsource

This lightsource slowly changes through beautifully bright colours to create a
calming effect. Manufactured in the UK by Experia using LEDs to produce bright,
crisp light and allows you to avoid having to change the lamp. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 03 00 33
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Projection

Made in the UK

Experia offers a wide range of projector units and accessories that
bring striking visuals to your room. Projection is one of the three
essential components of a sensory room, used to promote relaxation
as well as encouraging social interaction skills and more.

• Aurora LED Projector
Designed by Experia, the Aurora LED Projector is perfect for spaces with a shorter
projection distance such as bedrooms and smaller sensory rooms. Utilising state
of the art LED technology, this unit is bright, robust, low maintenance (with no lamp
to change), completely silent and can be wall or ceiling mounted or used on a
table top. Compatible with all standard accessories such as wheel rotators, effect
wheels and effect cassettes. Please note that a wheel rotator and effect wheel
are required for operation. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 23 00 09

Projection

• Helios LED Projector
Designed by Experia, the Helios LED Projector is the Aurora big brother!
Ultra bright, this unit is brighter than the Aurora and perfect for larger sensory
rooms. Utilising state of the art LED technology, this unit is bright, robust, low
maintenance (with no lamp to change), quiet and can be wall or ceiling mounted
or used on a table top. Compatible with all standard accessories such as wheel
rotators, effect wheels and effect cassettes. Please note that a wheel rotator and
effect wheel are required for operation. Operates on mains voltage transformed
to low voltage.
113 23 00 10

• Aurora LED Projector Bundle

• Helios LED Projector Bundle

This bundle is a great starter kit that provides all the
items needed to get a projector up and running: an
Aurora LED projector, wheel rotator and five Experia
effect wheels (Balloon Extravaganza, Dawn til Dusk,
Firework Bonanza, Outer Space and Tropical Reef).
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage.

This bundle is a great starter kit that provides all the
items needed to get a projector up and running: an
Aurora LED projector, wheel rotator and five Experia
effect wheels (Balloon Extravaganza, Dawn til Dusk,
Firework Bonanza, Outer Space and Tropical Reef).
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.

113 23 00 09 PB

113 23 00 10 PB
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Projection
•

Solar 100 Projector

Designed for smaller areas, the Solar 100 Projector is small, quiet and can be wall
or ceiling mounted. Please note that a wheel rotator and effect wheel are required
for operation. Operates on mains voltage.
113 23 00 07

•

Solar 250 Projector

Perfect for almost any purpose from relaxation through to storytelling and social
interaction, the Solar 250 produces bright stimulating visual effects and is
compatible with any wheel rotator, effect wheel and cassette. Its large mounting
bracket allows it to be wall or ceiling mounted or used on a table top. Please note
that a wheel rotator and effect wheel are required for operation. Operates on mains
voltage.
113 23 00 01

•

Wheel Rotator for 6” Effect Wheel

The wheel rotator is required to allow any 6” effect wheel to rotate in any Aurora,
Helios, or Solar Projectors. Available in a choice of three speeds: ½rpm*, 5rpm*
or 6 minutes per revolution.
*rpm = Revolutions Per Minute

113 23 00 02

– ½rpm

113 23 00 02 2 – 5rpm
113 23 00 02 3 – 6 minutes per revolution

•

Deflector Mirror

Simply attach to the front of the Aurora, Helios or Solar Projectors to project the
image onto the ceiling, floor or wall.
113 23 00 04

Projection
•

Panoramic Rotator

Fit to the front of the Aurora, Helios or Solar Projectors and the projected image
will move across the floor and ceiling to produce an amazing visual effect.
113 23 00 05

•

White Pop-Up Tent

Can be folded or unfolded in less than a minute. Project images onto any of the
large white surfaces making the person feel like they’re inside the image. Can also
be used as an area to enjoy a relaxing, sensory experience. Dimensions: 1460mm
W x 1410mm D x 1400mm H.
113 23 00 65

•

6” Effect Blank Stencil Book Bundle

Includes a 6” blank wheel, 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book, one pack of overhead
projector sheets and eight pens.
113 23 00 63

•

6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book

Very easy to use, the 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book allows you to create your own
effect wheel by either photocopying onto the overhead projector sheet or lay the
clear sheet over the drawing to trace out and colour.
113 23 00 62
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Projection
•

Experia 6” Effect Wheels

Perfect for calming, storytelling or creating a theme, the Experia 6” Effect Wheels
have been specially designed to create a wonderful theme from which to start
developing stories or teach children in an innovative and interesting way. Please
note that you will need a wheel rotator and projector to use any of these wheels.
All wheels
Blank Wheel

•

Experia 6” Effect Wheels Bundles

Start your Experia 6” effect wheels collection with any of these bundles.
113 23 00 59

113 23 00 48 Under the Sea

3 x Experia 6” Effect Wheels

(Balloon Extravaganza, Firework Bonanza and Tropical Reef)
113 23 00 60

5 x Experia 6” Effect Wheels

(Balloon Extravaganza, Dawn til Dusk, Firework Bonanza, Outer
Space and Tropical Reef)

Visit our website regularly,
we have more new effect
wheels to come!
www.experia-innovations.co.uk
113 23 00 46 Birds of Paradise

113 23 00 43 Funky Halloween

113 23 00 42 Tropical Reef

113 23 00 50 Santa’s Journey

113 23 00 48 Under the Sea

113 23 00 49 Flower Power

113 23 00 47 Forces of Nature

113 23 00 45 Walk in the Woods

113 23 00 40 Blank Wheel

Projection

113
3 23 00 38 Balloon Extravaganza

113 23 00 41 Outer Space

113 23 00 58 Sports

113 23 00 46 Birds of Paradise

113 23 00 79 - Al
Alphabet
h b t

113 23 00 77 - Cityscape
Cit

113 23 00 39 D
Dawn til D
Dusk
k

113 23 00 44 Firework
Fi
k Bonanza
B

113 23 00 80 - F
Fruit
it

113 23 00 76 - Numbers
N b

113 23 00 75 - Sh
Shapes

113 23 00 78 - E
Expressions
i

113 23 00 53 - Ci
Circus

113 23 00 51 - Farm
F
Animals
A i l

113 23 00 56 - J
Jungle
l

113 23 00 55 - Pirate
Pi t

113 23 00 57 - S
id
Seaside

113 23 00 54 - Space
S

113 23 00 52 - Transport
T
t
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Projection

•

6” Liquid Effect Wheels

These wheels contain a unique oil in a variety of bright and
vivid colours. The liquid effect wheels help to promote a
relaxed and calm atmosphere when used with the Aurora
or Solar 250 Projectors. Please note that you will need a
wheel rotator and projector to use any of these wheels.
All wheels

113 23 70 38 D Orange

113 23 70 38 F Green and Blue

•

Aurora LED Projector Bundle
for 9” Effect Wheel

This bundle comprises an Aurora LED Projector, a 9”
wheel rotator and three 9” effect wheels (Coral, Day and
Night and Forest), ideal for use in care homes as they
are calming and age appropriate. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 15 00 21

113 23 70 38 Yellow, Red and Purple

• 9” Effec
Effect
ct Wheels
The 9” Effect Wheels display photographic images that
are suitable
suita
for use in care homes. Please note
that yyou will need a wheel rotator for 9” effect
wheels and a projector.
wh
A
All wheels

113 23 79 70 African Safari

113 23 79 76 Alphabet

113 23 79 74 Coral

• Wheel Rotator for 9”
Effect Wheel
The wheel rotator is required to
allow any 9” effect wheel to rotate
in any Aurora, Helios or Solar
Projectors.
1
113 23 00 02 4 – ½rpm*
*rpm = Revolution Per Minute
*r

113 23 79 72 Day and Night

113 23 79 71 Forest

113 23 79 75 Planets

Projection

• Cassette Rotator for
3” Cassette Wheel
Allows any 3” Cassette Wheel to rotate at 2rpm*.
*rpm = Rotation Per Minute

113 23 00 03

•

3” Cassette Wheel

A great alternative to the effect wheels, the 3” Cassette Wheel
produces bright visual effects while rotating. Please note that you
will need a cassette rotator for 3” cassette wheel and a projector to
use any of these cassettes.
All wheels

•

113 23 71 22 - Coloured
C l
d Circles
Ci l

113 23 71 27 - Doiley

113 23 71 13 - Gentle Strobe

113 23 71 20 - Kaleidoscope

113 23 71 23 - Radiating

113 23 71 25 - Psychedelic
P
h d li

3” Beam Cassettes

Ideal for use with a fog machine, the 3” Beam Cassettes
produce striking effects through fog in low light environments.
All wheels

113 23 71 41 Black and White Dot

113 23 71 42 Multi-coloured Dot
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Projection
•

Projection Net

This product creates amazing effects when used as a projection surface. It can be
hung from the ceiling with the hoop provided and is perfect for creating a space
where children can retreat for relaxing or storytelling.
113 23 00 64

•

Laser Theatre Projector

The Laser Theatre Star Projector projects amazing stars and kaleidoscope effects
on any surface. Position this laser projector so it projects onto your wall or ceiling!
It features two different lasers (red and green) and four separate laser covers that
give different patterns and effects.
113 23 00 67

•

Space Projector

Projects a rotating image of up to 1.5m in diameter onto a wall or ceiling. Each
projector comes with an Oil Wheel of your choice - red/yellow or blue/green.
113 23 00 69RY
113 23 00 69BG

•

Sphere Projector

This projector will light up a bedroom with a colorful kaleidoscopic show, and keep
them entertained for hours. Whether you use the projector as a night light or an
activity, the colorful dancing shapes will have you and your children mesmerized.
The Laser Sphere night light projector has a removable cap that can turn soft
mood lighting into an awe-inspiring light show on your walls and ceiling.
113 23 00 68

Projection

Video Projection
Experia offers a wide range of video projector units and accessories
that bring an extra dimension to your room. Use to create a realistic
theme, set a scene, with an Xbox or Wii or just for fun!
Videos projector technology is constantly advancing so please contact
us to discuss your needs.
•

Video Projector with inbuilt DVD

Enjoy a theater-like experience almost anywhere with big-screen images and
rich colors. With a DVD player and speakers built in, Epson MovieMate can go
wherever you go. Take it from room to room wherever its needed. A convenient
handle and soft, cushioned carrying case are included. And, at just 4.5 kg, it’s the
smallest combo projector available. Experience all the action with great sound —
two 10 W Dolby Digital speakers with DTS Digital Surround are also built in.

113 23 00 72

Don't forget, we have a huge range of video projectors available, contact us for more details
• Fireplace and Freshwater

• Sunset and Tropical Waves

Aquarium

This two disc set combines the ‘Tropical Waves’
and ‘Lagoon’ DVD’s to help create the ultimate
relaxing environment. See the perfectly white sands
and crystal clear waters of the Mediterranean
and Thailand in ‘Tropical Waves,’ while ‘Lagoon’
slowly scrolls through calming images of sunsets,
rippling reflections and tranquil scenes at dusk.

This two disk DVD set is perfect for relaxation. Listen
to the soft crackling of the fireplace as the flames
flicker around the burning logs, or have your own
fuss free aquarium as you watch the fish swim
around the tank and plant life.
113 18 00 01

113 18 00 05

• Lagoon

• The Beautiful Aquarium

Enjoy the beautiful selection of slowly changing,
calming images taken from a perfectly peaceful
lake. Watch as the day goes by from the breaking
of dawn to a tranquil, twilight scene. Listen to the
sounds of softly chirping crickets and gently flowing
water as you relax.

Watch as brightly coloured fish slowly swim around
the aquarium whilst relaxing music is played in the
background.
113 18 00 06

113 18 00 02

• Relaxation Harmony and

• Tranquil World – Rainforest

Wellness

Impressions

Bask in the warming images of sunshine and idyllic
landscapes, showing nature in its purest form. The
accompanying music is perfect for relaxation.

Explore the natural wonders of the rainforest and take
in the stunning views of the tropical world with this
DVD.
113 18 00 08

113 18 00 03

• Relaxation Mystic Forest

• Waterfall

Discover the peaceful
forest with this great
images combined with
make create the perfect

Allow the gentle flow of water transport you to a
tranquil state of mind. Watch as the flowing rivers form
into cascading waterfalls, running over natural rock
formations.

113 18 00 04

atmosphere of the
DVD. The colourful
the natural sounds
relaxing environment.

113 18 00 09
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Wall Panels

Made in the UK

Built to the highest standard, Experia’s wall panels offer a multitude
of colours and patterns, ideal for creating a calming or interactive
environment while helping the user to develop a number of life skills.
Effective additions to any room, these sensory wall panels produce
mesmerising and striking effects that enhance the sensory experience.

•

Soundboard

Ideal to develop communication and language skills, the Soundboard has eight
frames to display your own images or words. Each frame illuminates and plays
one of the eight pre-recorded messages when the appropriate button is pressed.
You can personalise the Soundboard by recording your own message. Includes
one set of themed images ready for use. Operates on mains voltage transformed
to low voltage. Dimensions: 1380mm W x 130mm D x 820mm H.
113 48 00 95

Wall Panels

•

Hopscotch Panel

Press one of the coloured squares on the Hopscotch Panel floor pad to light
up corresponding LED coloured squares on the wall mounted panel and play a
musical note or tune. The unit features 64 prerecorded audio samples with the
capability for the user to personalise the Hopscotch Panel by recording a further
16 sounds of their own. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: Wall Panel: 1200mm W x 140mm D x 650mm H - Floor Pad:
2000mm L x 1000mm W x 97mm H.
113 48 00 96

•

Sound Wall

This 1.5m high unit offers a fun and unusual way to generate music and develop
cause and effect skills by simply touching one of the eight coloured hands to
produce different sounds and effects. The unit features an inbuilt amplifier,
speakers and should be wall-mounted to ensure stability. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1200mm W x 90mm D x 1450mm H.
113 07 00 01
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Wall Panels
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•

LED Infinity Tunnel

The LED Infinity Tunnel creates the spectacular illusion of lights stretching into
infinity. The lights slowly change colours to produce a mesmerising effect. The unit
is lightweight, portable and can be wall-mounted to ensure stability. A Superactive
version is available - comes complete with a wireless controller giving the user the
option to switch between 8 colours. Operates on mains voltage transformed to
low voltage.
Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 580mm H.

•

113 07 00 10

Calming Infinity Tunnel

113 56 00 02

Superactive Infinity Tunnel

LED Star Tunnel

This amazing effects panel gives the impression of stars continuing to infinity and
beyond! The LED Star Tunnel is lightweight, portable and can be wall-mounted to
ensure stability. A Superactive version is available - comes complete with a wireless
controller giving the user the option to switch between 8 colours. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 580mm H.
113 07 00 09

Calming Star Tunnel

113 56 00 10

Superactive Star Tunnel

•

LED Infinity Tunnel - 3 Shapes

Building on the LED Infinity Tunnel, this 1.5m wide unit incorporates three different shapes including a triangle, square and circle. The colour lighting
of the tunnels is perfect for relaxation and calming. To ensure stability we recommend the unit to be wall-mounted. A Superactive version is available
- comes complete with a wireless controller giving the user the option to switch between 8 colours. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Dimensions: 1520mm W x 135mm D x 520mm H.
113 50 00 19

Calming - 3 Shapes

113 56 00 18

Superactive - 3 Shapes

Wall Panels

•

Interactive LED Fanlite

The Interactive LED Fanlite is a great way to encourage vocalisation. Features three
automatic and five sound activated modes that are ideal for developing vocalisation
skills in a fun and stimulating way. All modes have sensitivity and speed settings
that can be controlled by the internal or external microphone (supplied). The unit
is wall-mounted to ensure stability and operates on mains voltage transformed to
low voltage. Dimensions: 1050mm W x 135mm D x 650mm H.
113 48 00 91

•

•

LED Sound to Light Panel

Interact with the unit by simply making sound such as talking, shouting or clapping.
Eight modes are available, three automatic and five sound activated, to aid the
development of life skills such as vocalisation. All modes have sensitivity and
speed settings and can be controlled by the internal or external microphone
(supplied). The unit is wall-mounted to ensure stability and operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1050mm W x 135mm D x 650mm H.
113 07 00 07

Interactive LED Ladderlite

Standing over 1.5m high, the unit is ideal for
encouraging vocalisation through eight modes,
three automatic and five sounds activated, that are
ideal for developing vocalisation skills. All modes
have sensitivity and speed settings that can be
controlled by the internal or external microphone
(supplied). The unit is wall-mounted to ensure
stability and operates on mains voltage transformed
to low voltage.
Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 1600mm H.
113 48 00 92
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Wall Panels

•

Noisy Sound Board

Colourful soft play unit that produces a variety
of different sounds that are both entertaining
and engaging and aim to encourage
interaction and self-motivation. Switches are
installed within the themed board and make
a theme-appropriate noise when pressed,
utilising the in-built speaker. The soft play
unit is manufactured from strong, durable,
easy-to-clean vinyl which is double-stitched
to ensure strength and durability. Operates
on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 70mm D x
1270mm H.

113 35 00 01 – Circus
113 35 00 02 – Farm Animals
113 35 00 07 – Jungle
113 35 00 06 – Pirate
113 35 00 05 – Seaside
113 35 00 04 – Space
113 35 00 03 – Transport

Wall Panels

Tactile Wall Panels
•

Tactile Disc

Our wonderful new Tactile Disc is bright, attractive and features numerous textures!
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard,
smooth, rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet, mirror and more.
The meandering artistic shape has been designed to encourage a person to touch and follow it around the disc
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a persons likes and dislikes. Fits directly to a wall.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 29
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•

UV Tactile Disc

Another new Tactile Disc from Experia, this fantastic new unit features numerous shapes and textures, some of which glow furiously under UV Blacklight.
Perfect in a dark room , when it is exposed to a UV light, many of the shapes burst into life giving a visually appealing effect.
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard,
smooth, rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet, mirror and more.
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a persons likes and dislikes. Fits directly to a wall.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 30

Wall Panels

•

Interactive Tactile Disc

Wow - simply wow! This brand new Interactive Tactile Disc is a first. Simply press one of four coloured buttons to change the colour of the lights on
the unit.
60 intensely bright fibre optics are littered across the Tactile Disc whilst a fibre optic carpet follows the meandering artistic shape and its numerous
textures! These and the centrepiece of the unit, a curve shaped infinity tunnel change colour whenever one of the four buttons are pressed.
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard,
smooth, rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet, mirror and more.
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a persons likes and dislikes.
This unit is wall mounted and requires connecting to a mains power outlet.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 31
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Sensory Integration
The organisation of sensory input for use. Through sensory
integration, the many parts of the nervous system work together
so that a person can interact with the environment effectively and
experience appropriate satisfaction. Sensory experiences include
touch, movement, body awareness, sight, sound and the pull of
gravity. Sensory integration provides a crucial foundation for later,
more complex learning and behaviour.

Monkey Climber Roller Slide

Monkey Climber
Monkey Climber Rock Wall

•

Monkey Climber

The Monkey Climber is a wonderful new addition to our range. Can be used as
part of an obstacle course to address gross motor coordination as well as provide
proprioceptive input.
It is made from strong Russian birch to the very highest standard. Modular and
easy to set up, it can be used with various associated units to help develop
numerous skills.
Dimensions: 1800L x 830W x1320mmH. Self assembly required - should take 15
mins with 2 people. Image shows Monkey Climber, Roller Slide and Rock Wall. We
recommend the use of padding around this unit - available separately.
Max weight for any Monkey Climber unit is: 200kg.

Made in the UK

113 43 00 60

Monkey Climber

113 43 00 60 1

Floor Padding for above

Sensory Integration

Monkey Climber

Pulling and Reaching

Monkey Climber Cutout Wall

Sliding, Balancing and Fun!

Monkey Climber

Monkey Climber Roller Slide

Climbing, Pulling and Coordination!

Monkey Climber
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Sensory Integration

•

Monkey Climber Roller Slide

Attach to our Monkey Climber to enhance your obstacle course addressing gross
motor coordination as well as provide proprioceptive input. The Roller Slide further
challenges the body whilst creating a fun and exciting experience. Simply hook
onto the Monkey Climber and its ready to use.
Dimensions: Roller Ramp: 2200L x 790W
113 43 00 64

Roller Slide - Straight

113 43 00 65

Roller Slide - Wavy

•

Roller Slide - Wavy

Monkey Climber Rock Wall

Attach to our Monkey Climber to enhance your obstacle course. Create a
challenging wall to climb then traverse the top and down a slide or another unit at
the other side. Simply hook onto the Monkey Climber and its ready to use.
Features 5 climbing holds.
Dimensions: 800W x1400H x 100D
113 43 00 62

•

Monkey Climber Cutout Wall

Attach to our Monkey Climber to create another challenge for your obstacle
course. Simply hook onto the Monkey Climber and its ready to use.
Features 16 cutout shapes each for varying difficulty.
Dimensions: 800W x1400H x 100D
113 43 00 63

Sensory Integration
•

Monkey Climber Cargo Net

Another great addition to your Monkey Climber! The cargo net is easily attached
to the side of the unit to create a moving climbing challenge. Simply clip onto the
side of the unit and use.
Dimensions: 1600W x 1200H
113 43 00 75

•

Ladderclimb

Develop coordination, balance and basic climbing skills with the Ladderclimb.
A relatively easy activity for children which can be made more complex by using a
different climbing section.
Made from strong Russian birch the wall mounted section is fixed securely then
the ladder section hooked onto it.
Dimensions: 1800H x 780W x 150D
113 43 00 57

•

Cutout Climb

A Cutout Climb section to attach to the Ladderclimb making the climb a little more
challenging that the standard ladder section. Hooks onto the wall mounted section
and is ready to use. Price if for the Cutout section only - you need to purchase the
ladder section separately.
Dimensions: 1850L x 790W x 170D.
113 43 00 59

•

Rock Wall

A Rock Wall section to attach to the Ladderclimb making the climb a more
challenging that the standard ladder section. Hooks onto the wall mounted section
and is ready to use. Price if for the Rock Wall section only - you need to purchase
the ladder section separately.
Dimensions: 1850L x 790W x 170D.
113 43 00 58
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Sensory Integration
•

Angle Ladder

The Angle Ladder creates a slightly challenging obstacle to climb. Made from
strong Russian birch, it unfolds and is ready to use quickly, can be folded away
for storage.
Dimensions: 1970L x 1038W x 980H
113 43 00 66

•

Rocking Arch - Bridge

Can aid gross motor coordination as well as provide proprioceptive input. Great
to climb over or turn upside down and rock back and forth for a soothing effect.
Can also provide some vestibular input.
Dimensions: 1200L x 636W x 315H.
113 43 00 43

•

Rocking Boat - Steps

A fun way to address balance and coordination. Its a boat that can be rocked back
and forth or turn it over use a small steps.
Made from strong Russian birch timber.
Dimensions: 1525L x 780W x 410H.
Up for 3 - 6 years of age.
113 43 00 44

•

Stairs and Bridge

Have fun climbing the stairs and walking on the bridge to challenge your gross
motor coordination and balance skills. Minimum self assembly required.
Dimensions: 2170L x 475W x 450H.
Max weight 200kg.
113 43 00 48

Sensory Integration
•

2 way Balance Beam

Walk on the bridge to challenge your gross motor coordination and balance skills
in a different and fun way. The beam can be used in two positions, one is a beam
which is 75mm wide, turn the beam and its a more challenging 50mm.
Minimum self assembly required.
Dimensions:1700L x 300W x 125H.
113 43 00 51

3. Step Bench
A small strong step. Stand on the bench, alternating legs to develop coordination
and balancing skills.
Step Bench: 350L x 300W x 100H.
113 43 00 52

•

Tilt Board

Stand or sit on the Tilt Board to develop your balance skills and coordination.
Dimensions: 400L x 400W x 80H
113 43 00 50

•

Small Rocker Board

Develop balance skills and coordination in a fun and unusual way, complete with
carpet mat. Features hand holds to prevent pinched fingers.
Dimensions: 720L x 720W x 160H
113 43 00 67
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Sensory Integration
•

Large Rocker Board

D
Develop
balance skills and coordination in a fun and unusual way, complete with
carpet mat. Two people can work together to rock the board.
c
Features hand holds to prevent pinched fingers.
F
Dimensions: 1440L x 720W x 160H.
D
1
113 43 00 68

•

Scooter Ramp

Use with the Bolster Scooters a fun way to enhance balance and coordination
nation
skills. The ramp is big enough to allow the scooter to turn around completely at the
top. Bolster scooter not included.
Minimum self assembly required. Dimensions:1650L x 760W x 360H
113 43 00 47

•

Bolster Scooter

With the Bolster Scooter you can address whole body coordination and strength in
either a prone, supine or sitting position. Also great for developing balancing skills.
Bolster Scooter (Small): 640L x 460W
Bolster Scooter (Large): 850L x 617W

•

113 43 00 45

Bolster Scooter - Small

113 43 00 46

Bolster Scooter - Large

Weighted Shopping Trolley

The Weighted Shopping Trolley can be used for role play or to provide proprioceptive
input while having fun gathering things to push around.
Dimensions: 620L x 500W x 900H.
113 43 00 71

Sensory Integration
•

Ball Throw - Square

Have fun practicing your target throwing with the Bean Bag Toss!
Pack of 3 bean bags included.
Square: 680L x 600W x 190H
113 43 00 69

•

Ball Throw - Triangle

Have fun practicing your target throwing with the Bean Bag Toss!
Pack of 3 bean bags included.
Triangle: 680L x 775W x 190H
113 43 00 70

•

Kozy Kabin

Have fun and feel safe and secure in a cozy cube which may help to calm and
organise the body in a busy environment.
Minimum self assembly required.
Dimensions: 400L x 400W x 400H
113 43 00 55

•

Leaning Chair

Perfect for children who like rocking back and forth. The Leaning Chair is designed
to reduce the possibility of tipping over.
Dimensions: 380L x 360W x 630H
113 43 00 53
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Sensory Ceiling

Made in the UK

We are pleased to launch another new product, the Sensory Ceiling. Often overlooked and
undervalued, the ceiling is a great place to install sensory equipment. Many users will be laid
on a waterbed or soft padding, therefore looking upwards and at their most comfortable.
Various interesting designs are available to suit the size and shape of your room. While Sensory Ceilings
are normally used in a sensory room, they would also be ideal in a hospital ward, bedroom or bathroom.
Our calming Sensory Ceiling gradually changes colour to provide a soothing environment, while the
interactive version features an eight-way wireless controller that allows development of life skills from a
comfortable position, whilst our IRiS units takes interaction to a whole new level!
All of our Sensory Ceilings use the latest in LED and wireless technology to deliver a clear, crisp light.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.

• Sensory Ceiling Bundles
Purchasing a Sensory Ceiling is easy, simply decide how many tiles you require,
what shape you want and whether or not they need to be interactive or calming.
113 52 00 01 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 2 - Calming
113 52 00 02 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 4 - Calming
113 52 00 03 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 6 - Calming
113 52 00 04 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 8 - Calming
Superactive Sensory Ceiling Bundles come complete with a wireless controller
allowing the user to select up to 8 colours.
113 52 00 05 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 2 - Superactive
113 52 00 06 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 4 - Superactive
113 52 00 07 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 6 - Superactive
113 52 00 08 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 8 - Superactive
IRiS Sensory Ceiling Bundles come complete with an IRiS Colour Selector allowing
the user to select up to 8 colours. This bundle can also be controlled by any other
IRiS Talker, see page 72 - 76.
113 52 00 09 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 2 - IRiS
113 52 00 10 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 4 - IRiS
113 52 00 11 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 6 - IRiS
113 52 00 12 - Ceiling Panel - Set of 8 - IRiS

Sensory Ceiling

Infinity

Circles

Shapes
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Sensory Ceiling

Splash

Stars

Swirl

Sensory Ceiling

Fibre Optic Ceiling
•

Fibre Optic Ceiling Bundles

Create your own sky at night with this wonderful package, 120 fibre optics in four mirrored ceiling tiles that will fit into your suspended ceiling. Simply
replace the existing tiles, connect to the lightsource and you have a super effect in your ceiling! Great over a bed or waterbed or any padded area. Why
not add a few mirror tiles to compliment the overall effect! Superactive version includes an 8 way wireless controller.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 595mm square (per tile).
113 03 00 10 - Fibre Optic Ceiling - Set of 4 - Calming
113 03 00 10 1 - Fibre Optic Ceiling - Set of 4 - Superactive
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UV Blacklight

Made in the UK

Blacklight is great for people with a visual impairment as products
glow furiously under UV light. Our superb range of UV resources can
be used in your sensory room, providing visual challenges and eyecatching fun that inspires visual interaction and development. UV and
sensory lights are ideal for visual processing, improving tracking and
increasing hand-eye co-ordination.

Fi

•

UV Tactile Disc

Another new Tactile Disc from Experia, this fantastic new unit features numerous shapes and textures, some of which glow furiously under UV Blacklight.
Perfect in a dark room , when it is exposed to a UV light, many of the shapes burst into life giving a visually appealing effect.
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard,
smooth, rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet, mirror and more.
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a persons likes and dislikes. Fits directly to a wall.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 30

UV - Blacklight

•

UV Fibre Optic Softie

This large soft cushion allows the user to interact with the UV fibre optic strands
brre O
Optics
ptics
and really get among them. Supplied in black for maximum effect, the UV Fibre
Optic Softie is a large, comfortable bean bag on which to sit and touch the 2m x
100 UV reactive strands. Includes a standard LED lightsource. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 1350mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 03 00 27

•

UV LED Bubble Wall

This fantastic tent will enable you to create an instant sensory environment, simply
remove it from the bag and let it pop up! The dark material blocks out light making
our luminescent products look spectacular. Use with our UV Resource box on
page 58. Dimensions: 1460mm W x 1410mm D x 1400mm H.

Develop those all important lifeskills in your UV dark
room by controlling the colour of the bubble wall
with the nine switch wireless controller. Bubbles can
also be switched on/off by the user. Controller and
casing are painted in a dark colour to enhance the
effect when used in a UV room. Add tonic water to
the water and it glows under UV light. The bubble
wall operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage.
Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H

113 20 00 49

113 20 00 46

•

Black Pop-Up Tent
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UV - Blacklight
1

1. UV Strands
These plastic strands glow brightly under UV light. They are sold by the metre
and available in two thicknesses. Please specify your colour preference when you
order: blue, green, red, purple and yellow. Prices shown are per metre.
113 20 00 16

4mm thick

113 20 00 17

6mm thick
2

2. UV Rods
Four different coloured acrylic rods that glow brightly under UV light; these are very
smooth and tactile. Dimensions: 300mm each.
113 20 00 27

3. UV Texture Mat

Smooth
h

These mats glow strongly under UV light and are suitable for the floor, table top
or even to hang on the wall as a feature. Available in smooth or bumpy plastic,
both are wipe-clean, durable and lightweight. They also look fantastic with the UV
lantern in our pop-up dark tent. Dimensions: 1m sq
113 20 00 38

Smooth

113 20 00 39

Bumpy

3

Bumpy

4. UV Fabric
Let your imagination take you away! This material is very bright and will really glow
under UV light. Available in green, pink, red, white and yellow - please state your
preference when ordering. Price shown is per linear metre.
113 20 00 18

5. Fluorescent Fabrics
4

Lightweight jersey satin, beautiful when exposed to a UV light. Three colours
available. Width: 1470mm. Prices shown are per linear metre
113 47 00 06 01

Pink

113 47 00 06 02

Orange

113 47 00 06 03

Yellow

6. Glow in the Dark Gloves

6

A stretchy pair of gloves (one size fits most!) that glow in the dark or in a UV
environment. These are useful for developing spatial awareness.
113 20 00 26

7. Glow In the Dark Sensory Ball
A very tactile ball that glows in the dark. Great effect with or without UV light.
Diameter - 200mm
113 20 00 50

8. Glow In the Dark Glitter Stars
A pack of stars that glow in the dark. Great effect with or without UV light.
113 20 00 51

7

UV - Blacklight
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1

1. UV Mirror Chimeabout
1

Each Perspex strip is UV reactive and has mirrors on the reverse side and bells
on the end, giving a visual, auditory and tactile reward. The hand-crafted wooden
stand rotates making a lovely jingling noise. Dimensions: 240mm H - Base:
200mm.

2

113 20 00 09

2. UV Mirror Chime Mobile
A fantastic mobile designed for UV and dark rooms, giving a visual, auditory and
tactile reward. The strips of Perspex are UV reactive and have mirrors on the
reverse side and bells on the end. Dimensions: 230mm H.
113 20 00 08

3. UV Roly Poly
This item has UV reactive and mirror diffraction panels. Roll the item between two
people and get an auditory reward.
2
113 20 00 14

4. UV Diffraction Fluorescent Box
The box spins around creating different light refractions and noises as it turns.
Great for encouraging the user to touch items within their environment.
4

113 20 00 15
3

3

5. UV Tube Ladder
4

Each tube turns easily, giving a great visual reward!
Can be stood up or laid down this product is a firm favorite in UV areas.
113 20 00 13
5

5

6. UV Tube Drum
6

Rotates at the slightest touch.
113 20 00 12

7. UV Roller Shaker
A beautifully crafted roller shaker filled with colourful granules that glow under UV
7 room with tactile, visual and
light. This makes for a nice handheld item for a dark
auditory feedback.
7

113 20 00 11

8

8. UV Liteline Wand
Seven strands of colour flow from the tactile wooden handle, which causes an
impressive effect under UV light.
8
113 20 00 07
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UV - Blacklight

•

UV Resource Box

The UV Resource Box is an excellent addition to any dark room. The box contains a wide selection of Experia’s favourite UV products designed to
stimulate and encourage tactile and visual experiences.
Contents*:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x UV Mirror Chime Mobile

•
•
•

1 x UV Roller Shaker

yellow (one metre each)

1 x UV Wand

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x LED UV Lantern

4 x UV Rods
1 x Hydro Sphere
2 x Light Stick
4 x Prismatic LED Projector
2 x Colour Changing Egg
2 x Glow in the Dark Glove

113 20 00 41

4 x Linelite - 4mm
4 x Linelite - 6mm
3 x UV Net Material – Green, pink and

1 x UV Pinpression
4 x Ooze Tubes
2 x GITD Star Sets
4 x Glow Stars

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 x Stretchy Caterpillar

•

1 x Box

1 x Rainbow Streamer
3 x Knitting Ball
6 x UV Paint
4 x Fluorescent Marker
1 x Neon Paper - Pack of 12
4 x Spiky Wrist Bands

1 x Strobe Ball
1 x Koosh Ball

*Please note that the content may vary.

4 x Spiky Tiny Ball
UV Resource Box

•

UV Carpet

Colourful high quality carpet that glows in vivid fluorescent colours when exposed
to ultra violet light. Ideal for tactile exploration and visual stimulation. Available as a
rug (1m x 1m) or per metre.
113 20 00 44 - UV Rug
113 20 00 43 - Per square metre

UV - Blacklight

•

UV Reactive Fibre Optic Sideglow

Bright and vibrant fibre optic strands that light up in fluorescent colours when
connected to your LED lightsource (see page 23) and glow under UV light, giving
two stunning visual effects!
113 03 00 17

1m x 100 strands

113 03 00 18

2m x 100 strands

113 03 00 18 A

2m x 150 strands

113 03 00 19 A

3m x 200 strands

•

UV Light

Mount this fitting on a wall or ceiling. It works best in an environment that can easily
be darkened.
113 20 00 01

600mm

113 20 00 02

1200mm

•

•

UV Light – Caged

A robust unit with a cage tube protector that can be mounted on a wall or ceiling.
Dimensions: 1200mm.
113 20 00 03

UV Fibre Optic Wall Cascade

Shades of colours that glow when exposed to
UV lights. Get closer to them to appreciate the
colours, and how very tactile and great fun they
are! Our dark room sensory equipment is finished
in black paint, which looks excellent in any dark
environment. The box houses the LED lightsource
and a colourful cascade of UV reactive fibre optic
strands. Operates on mains voltage transformed to
low voltage. Dimensions: 700mm W x 170mm D x
250mm H.
113 20 00 48
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Switches

Made in the UK

Switches vary according to an individual’s needs, whether you are
looking for a robust item designed to withstand tough treatment, or
one that can be operated by the slightest touch. Our range is sure to
include a switch for every requirement.

•

Sladecolour Switches

Based on the innovative Sladecolour tactile visual system developed by
John Slade in the UK, our Sladecolour buttons are an extension of these.
Each shape on the switches corresponds to one of the Sladecolour
buttons making the shapes useful for the future.

has a 6.35mm jack plug. Available in eight colours: blue, green, light blue,
orange, purple, red, white and yellow.
113 17 00 27 B - Blue
113 17 00 27 G - Green
113 17 00 27 A - Light blue
113 17 00 27 O - Orange

The Sladecolour tactile visual system is a simple means by which blind
people are able to relate to colour by touch. This is achieved by matching
16 colours to specific shapes to form a shape colour code. By matching
colours with shapes, a simple equally visual and tactile system is achieved.

113 17 00 27 P - Purple
113 17 00 27 R - Red
113 17 00 27 W - White
113 17 00 27 Y - Yellow

Each Sladecolour is a tough, durable wooden switch designed to take
knocks whilst offering the user a worthwhile tactile response. Each switch

113 17 00 27 4 - Set of 4
113 17 00 27 8 - Set of 8

Switches
•

UV Rod Switch

The UV Rod Switch glows furiously under UV light.
Each is fitted with a 6.35mm jack plug. Available in
four colours: blue, green, red and yellow.
113 17 00 26 B - Blue
113 17 00 26 G - Green
113 17 00 26 R - Red
113 17 00 26 Y - Yellow

•

Tablet Switch

A stylish and reliable switch that is activated with the
slightest touch. Each switch is fitted with a 6.35mm
jack plug. Available in eight colours:
113 17 00 37 B- Blue
113 17 00 37 G - Green
113 17 00 37 A - Light Blue
113 17 00 37 O - Orange
113 17 00 37 P - Purple
113 17 00 37 R - Red
113 17 00 37 W - White
113 17 00 37 Y - Yellow
113 17 00 37 4 - Set of 4
113 17 00 37 8 - Set of 8

• UV Tablet Switch
A tough switch that glows under UV light. Each
switch is fitted with a 6.35mm jack plug. Available in
eight colours: blue, green, light blue, orange, purple,
red, white and yellow.
113 17 00 24 B - Blue
113 17 00 24 G - Green
113 17 00 24 R - Red
113 17 00 24 Y - Yellow
113 17 00 24 4 - Set of 4
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Switches
•

Low Profile Switch

This switch can be activated with the slightest
touch. Each switch is fitted with a 6.35mm jack
plug. Available in eight colours:
113 17 00 06 B - Blue
113 17 00 06 G - Green
113 17 00 06 A - Light blue
113 17 00 06 O - Orange
113 17 00 06 P - Purple
113 17 00 06 R - Red
113 17 00 06 W - White
113 17 00 06 Y - Yellow
113 17 00 06 4 - Set of 4
113 17 00 06 8 - Set of 8

•

Finger Switch

A sensitive switch that encourages the user to
activate a small area. Each switch is fitted with a
6.5mm jack plug. Available in eight colours:
113 17 00 23 B - Blue
113 17 00 23 G - Green
113 17 00 23 A - Light blue
113 17 00 23 O - Orange
113 17 00 23 P - Purple
113 17 00 23 R - Red
113 17 00 23 W - White
113 17 00 23 Y - Yellow
113 17 00 23 4 - Set of 4
113 17 00 23 8 - Set of 8

•

Joggle Switch

The pressure needed to operate this switch can be
adjusted by simply twisting the large coloured cap,
tailoring the item to each user’s needs.
113 17 00 22

Switches
•

Bloc Switch

A tough, reliable, wooden switch fitted with a
6.35mm jack plug. Available in eight colours:
113 17 00 05 B - Blue
113 17 00 05 G - Green
113 17 00 05 A - Light blue
113 17 00 05 O - Orange
113 17 00 05 P - Purple
113 17 00 05 R - Red
113 17 00 05 W - White
113 17 00 05 Y - Yellow
113 17 00 05 4 - Set of 4
113 17 00 05 8 - Set of 8

•

Boomerang Switch

A sensitive switch that encourages the user to
activate a small area. Features four or eight coloured
switches depending on the unit, fitted with 6.35mm
jack plugs. The four-way unit features blue, green,
red and yellow while the eight-way features blue,
green, light blue, orange, purple, red, white and
yellow.
113 17 00 38 - 4-way
113 17 00 39 - 8-way

•

Big Red Twist Switch

The popular Red Switch has been made even
better. Now supplied with blue, green, red and
yellow switch tops as standard. Fitted with a 3.5mm
jack plug.
113 17 00 07
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Switches
1

1. Pillow Switch
Operated by pressing the top foam surface. The contact surface is made from
closed cell foam to provide a smooth surface for cheek contact. Gives audible and
tactile feedback. Fitted with a 3.5mm jack plug.
113 17 00 34

2. Smoothie
Based on years of working with switch users, this has a low profile surface and
is angled towards the learner to make it really easy to press, especially for those
with limited movement.

2

113 17 00 30 B - Blue
113 17 00 30 G - Green
113 17 00 30 R - Red
113 17 00 30 Y - Yellow

3. Big Point - 5 Point
3

Record a 30-second message. Has a removable clear top to add your own
pictures or symbols to match your recording. Wall mountable. Requires 3 x AAA
batteries.
113 17 00 36

4. Dome Switch
Large, colourful dome shaped switches that give auditory and tactile feedback at
the slightest touch. Available in 4 colours:
113 17 00 16 B - Blue

4

113 17 00 16 G - Green
113 17 00 16 R - Red
113 17 00 16 Y - Yellow

5. Piko Button
This small, extremely durable button switch gives auditory and tactile feedback. It
has a sensitive response with just 0.8mm activation travel. Available in 4 colours:

5

113 17 00 33 B - Blue
113 17 00 33 G - Green
113 17 00 33 R - Red
113 17 00 33 Y - Yellow

6. Switch Adaptors
Makes a small jack plug fit in a large jack socket.
113 17 00 02 -3.5-6.5
Makes a large jack plug fit in a small jack socket.
113 17 00 03 -6.5-3.5
If you are unsure which adaptor you need, please call us for advice

6

Switches
1

1. BIG Mack
An old favourite now updated with a new digital processor ensuring excellent
sound quality for recorded messages (Recording time: 75 seconds). Can be used
on its own or as an external switch. Interchangeable switch tops are also supplied;
colours include blue, green, red and yellow.
113 17 00 14

2

2. Finger Button Switch
A durable finger mounted switch that is ideal for individuals with minimal movement.
Extra sensitive with 0.8mm activation travel. Fitted with a 3.5mm jack plug.
113 17 00 32

3. Grasp Switch
3

A single switch that can be held in the palm of the hand and activated by squeezing
the 1” diameter rubber hand grip. Fitted with a 3.5mm jack plug.
113 17 00 35

4

4. Head Tilt Switch
A very small and useful switch that comes with a headband, making it easy
to mount on a child or adult’s head. It is activated by being tilted forwards and
backwards through a few degrees which makes it appropriate for users with very
little movement. Fitted with a 3.5mm jack plug.
113 17 00 13

5

5. Pressure Mats
Pressure mats are ideal for developing switching and recognition skills as well as
encouraging movement. Stand, touch or roll on the mat to activate music, lights and
toys. Available in small (580mm W x 180mm L) and large (740mm W x 380mm L)
113 17 00 18 S - Small
113 17 00 18 S - Large
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Autism
Individuals with Autistic Spectrum Disorder may have difficulty
processing all the different sensory input coming into their body
(sounds, smells, touch, colours or light). Therefore, they may become
over or under aroused with certain sensory input/experiences leading
to possible stress, confusion and anxiety.
Knowing and understanding what type of sensory input is calming or
arousing for them will help you work and interact with your students
better.

• Tran Quill Writing Kit - Vibratory
Tran-Quill™ Writing Kit is an innovative sensory kit that can be used to improve a variety of writing skills, particularly for individuals with sensory integration
issues and/or poor fine motor control. Each kit includes: 1 vibratory aluminum handpiece, 5 Pen Tips (assorted colors), 3 pencil tip adapters, 12
replacement pencils, 1 pencil sharpener, 6 Bite-n-Chew Tips, 2 Butter Grips, 1 triangular pencil grip, and sample pages of EZ Script Handwriting Paper,
all stored in a sturdy carrying box.
The vibration, textured surface, and weight of the aluminum handle provide increased sensory input and proprioceptive feedback to the hand during
writing tasks. These sensations may increase focus, normalise writing speed, increase hand strength and dexterity, and/or decrease the grip force
used to hold a pen/pencil. If turned on to vibrate, the soothing effects are felt in the hand, but do not affect the actual writing - perfect for homework,
note-taking, drawing, and much more .
113 26 00 13

Autism

1. Soft Mini Tip
Mini Tip is a unique oral motor tool for speech and feeding therapy. Use it with any
of Vibe handles to stimulate the gums, palate, cheek, and tongue through stroking
and by applying pressure. The gentle vibrations of the Vibe handles "wake up" the
mouth and provide additional sensory input. This listing is for the Mini Tip only, with
significant savings on the multi-packs. Vibe handles are sold separately.
113 26 00 01

Single

113 26 00 02

Triple Pack

1

2. Plastic DNZ Vibe
The DnZ-Vibe® is a vibratory oral motor device specifically engineered to improve
a variety of speech, feeding, and sensory skills. Its sleek, innovative design
features a lightweight, plastic handpiece with a tip on either end. The end with the
Probe Tip is sealed off from the internal components so that no water, moisture, or
saliva can enter from that end while working in the mouth.
113 26 00 03

2

3. Easy Y Chew
The Y-Chew® is another great product to assist in oral exploration and to increase
movement in the cheek, tongue, lips, and jaw. Use it to develop biting and chewing
skills, to decrease oral sensitivities to textures, and to assist in the reduction of
teeth grinding. The handle allows for an easy grip, and the extensions on the top
part of the "y" make it easy to reach the upper and lower back molar area. Each
arm has a different texture: one smooth, one ribbed, and one with gentle bumps.
Each Y-Chew® is constructed of medical grade materials that are FDA compliant
and contain no lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex.

3

113 26 00 04

4. Try Chew XT

4

Designed with ridges, bumps, and swirls on each end to simulate the various
textures of food used for chewing. Jaw movement and pressure can be
experienced through the varied sizes of the ends, which are also small enough
to prevent gagging. The textured sides provide sensory input for the lips, gums,
and tongue. The triangular shape makes it is easy for little ones to hold. Not
recommended for aggressive chewing. Material and color are FDA approved and
contain no lead, phthalates, PVC, or latex.
113 26 00 06

Single

113 26 00 05

Triple Pack
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Autism

1. Baby Grabber Combo
Designed to calm and soothe infants who are in the early stages of development.
At approximately 5-6 months, babies start mouthing and chewing in order to
strengthen their mouth muscles and exercise their lips, tongue, and jaw. This oral
exploration prepares them to eat solid foods and to make speech sounds later
on. Made out of medical grade materials, the Grabber® provides a safe outlet for
babies to develop these skills.

1

113 26 00 07

2. Textured Grabber
Designed for individuals who exert more jaw pressure, the Textured Grabber is
constructed of a firm material, but remains chewy and resilient. As mouthing tools,
both of these Grabbers® provide an excellent opportunity for the mouth to play
through jaw movement, tongue movement, and oral exploration. They can also
help with oral defensiveness and food aversions by de-sensitizing the mouth and
introducing it to new textures that simulate the textures of real food.
Furthermore, they are also a safe and durable alternative to tooth-grinding and/or
chewing on hazardous non-food items.

2

113 26 00 09

3. Scented Grabber
Now our popular Grabber XT® is available in four different scents: Vanilla,
Chocolate, Grape, andLemon. Vanilla is calming, lemon is alerting, grape is an
all-time favorite, and chocolate is for the sweet tooth!
These fun scents are sure to spark the interest of all ages. The combo pack
includes one of each scent. ARK's Grabber XT® is an Xtra Tough version of ARK's
Grabber®. It is constructed of a firmer material, but remains chewy and resilient.
The Grabber XT® not only allows individuals to exert lots of jaw pressure, but it
also provides an excellent opportunity for jaw movement, tongue movement, and
oral exploration. It is also a safe and durable alternative to tooth-grinding and/or
chewing on hazardous non-food items.
Each Grabber® is constructed of medical grade materials that are FDA compliant
and contain no lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex. The resilient material is solid
with no through holes or crevices that could harbor bacteria or saliva.

3

113 26 00 08

4. Grabber XT Combo Pack
As a mouthing tool, the Grabber provides an excellent opportunity for the mouth
to play through jaw movement, tongue movement, and oral exploration. The
chewy, resilient material can help with oral defensiveness and food aversions by
de-sensitizing the mouth. It is also a safe and durable alternative to tooth-grinding
and/or chewing on hazardous non-food items. The Grabber XT® is an Xtra Tough
version of the Grabber®. It is constructed of a firmer material so individuals can
exert more jaw pressure, but it remains chewy and resilient. Each Grabber® is
constructed of medical grade materials that are FDA compliant and contain no
lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA, or latex. The resilient material is solid with no through
holes or crevices that could harbor bacteria or saliva.
113 26 00 10

4

Autism
1. Complete Grabber Family
1

As a mouthing tool, ARK's Grabber® provides an excellent opportunity for the
mouth to play through jaw movement, tongue movement, and oral exploration.
The chewy, resilient material helps with oral defensiveness and food aversions by
de-sensitizing the mouth. It is also a safe and durable alternative to tooth-grinding
and/or chewing on hazardous non-food items. Each Grabber® is constructed of
medical grade materials that are FDA compliant and contain no lead, phthalates,
PVC, BPA, or latex. The resilient material is solid with no through holes or crevices
that could harbor bacteria or saliva.
113 26 00 11

2. Tips & Techniques Book for the Grabber

2

Written by Debra C. Lowsky, MS, CCC-SLP, the speech-language pathologist
who designed the Grabber®, Tips & Techniques for the Grabber® Family details
these oral motor exercises. It is a quick and easy reference guide explaining how,
when, and where to use the entire Grabber® Family, including the Grabber®,
Grabber XT®, Textured Grabber®, Scented Grabber®, and Baby Grabber®.
It is a 28-page, easy-to-carry, spiral-bound book with detailed instructions and
illustrations. Chapter topics include: how to increase lip & tongue control, how
to increase tongue mobility and lateralization, how to increase jaw stability and
control, how to establish the concept of bite and chew, how to promote a rhythmic
chewing pattern, and much more.
113 26 00 12

3. Tran Quill Writing Kit - Vibratory

3

ARK's Tran-Quill™ Writing Kit is an innovative sensory kit that can be used to
improve a variety of writing skills, particularly for individuals with sensory integration
issues and/or poor fine motor control. Each kit includes: 1 vibratory aluminum
handpiece, 5 Pen Tips (assorted colors), 3 pencil tip adapters, 12 replacement
pencils, 1 pencil sharpener, 6 Bite-n-Chew Tips, 2 Butter Grips, 1 triangular pencil
grip, and sample pages of EZ Script Handwriting Paper, all stored in a sturdy
carrying box. The vibration, textured surface, and weight of the aluminum handle
provide increased sensory input and proprioceptive feedback.
113 26 00 13

4. Tran Quill Writing Kit - Non Vibratory
4

The Tran-Quill™ Writing Kit is an innovative sensory kit that can be used to improve
a variety of writing skills, particularly for individuals with sensory integration issues
and/or poor fine motor control. Each kit includes: 1 NON-vibratory aluminum
handpiece, 5 Pen Tips (assorted colors), 3 pencil tip adapters, 12 replacement
pencils, 1 pencil sharpener, 6 Bite-n-Chew Tips, 2 Butter Grips, 1 triangular pencil
grip, and sample pages of EZ Script Handwriting Paper, all stored in a sturdy
carrying box.
113 26 00 14

5. Tran Quill Pencil Kit
5

It's a great tool to work on writing skills. The soothing vibrations are felt in the
hand, but do not affect the actual writing. Vibration helps many individuals focus
and concentrate. Perfect for homework, note-taking, and more. The chewable
"eraser" end is fun to chew on and can be easily replaced with another tip. Kit
includes: 1 DnZ-Vibe®, 3 Bite-n-Chew Tips, 1 pencil adapter, 6 pencils, and 1
pencil sharpener, all in a handy Carry Case. The pencil adapter screws into the
DnZ-Vibe® like every other tip, and the pencils fit nicely into the adapter. Carry
Case colors may vary. The unit comes with a special Vibe Battery not available
in stores.
113 26 00 15
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IRiS™ – Interactive Reward
System

Made in the UK

Take full control of your sensory room equipment with Experia’s
revolutionary IRiS wireless sensory range. IRiS stands for Interactive
Reward System and allows the user to control their sensory
environment by utilising a switch or multiple switches called “Talkers”,
which communicate with single or multiple pieces of equipment
called “Listeners”. Completely wireless, IRiS products can be
positioned anywhere within a room to maximise the user’s comfort
and experience.

What does IRiS do?
Our IRiS wireless products are built to suit any individual
regardless of age or ability. This means there’s an IRiS Talker
that is accessible and an IRiS Listener that can stimulate or
calm for everyone. An IRiS Talker can control any number of
IRiS Listeners, making your sensory room continually fresh
and never boring!

IRiS

How does IRiS™ work?

A

Assess:
Analyse the needs of
the individual and the
skills you wish to
develop...

B

Build your
collection of switches:
Select the IRiS switch
or switches best suited
to the users and their
development program...

C

Control:
Choose the IRiS
listeners you wish to
control and let’s get
started!

IRiS™
Listeners

IRiS™ Talkers
The perfect way to
develop life skills
while having fun!
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IRiS

Talkers
•

IRiS Qube & Recordable Speaker

A truly unusual and fun way to control sensory equipment!
Each side of the soft IRiS Qube is a different colour and has a clear sleeve to insert
an item or image of your choice. When rolled, the colour on the uppermost side of
the Qube will be displayed by any IRiS Listener and the IRiS Recordable Speaker
will announce the colour or any message you choose to record.
The IRiS Qube is powered by integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied) and operates from
a distance of up to 30m. The IRiS Recordable Speaker operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with
this product.
113 01 00 03 2 – 200mm
113 01 00 03 – 300mm
Picture cards - 200mm IRiS Qube
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Farm Animals
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Fruit
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Numbers
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Sport
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Transport
113 01 00 03 Q 20 – Wildlife
113 01 00 03 B Q 20 - All 6 sets
Picture cards - 300mm IRiS Qube
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Farm Animals
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Fruit
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Numbers
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Sport
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Transport
113 01 00 03 Q 30 – Wildlife
113 01 00 03 B Q 30 - All 6 sets

IRiS

•

IRiS Colour Selector

Control the colour of any IRiS Listener within a room by simply touching one of the
eight colours on the IRiS Colour Selector.
The 3.5mm jack sockets allow external switches to be connected and are perfect
for developing switching skills, cause and effect and colour recognition. Powered
by integral 4 x AA batteries (supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m.
Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.
113 01 00 42

•

IRiS Switchbox

Slightly touch one of the colours to control any IRiS Listener. The IRiS Switchbox is
ideal for individuals with poor or limited motor skills or hand-to-eye co-ordination.
Features eight switching modes: ‘locked’, ‘toggle’, ‘momentary’, ‘racing’, ‘passive’,
‘timed’, ‘scroll stop’ and ‘scroll next’. The unit comes complete with an eight switch
overlay and additional choices of four, two or one way switch overlays are available.
Powered by integral 6 x AA batteries (supplied) and operates from a distance of up
to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.

•

113 01 00 01

IRiS Switchbox

113 01 00 02

Switchbox Overlays - Set of 3

IRiS Colour Selector Deluxe

Ideal for developing switching skills, the IRiS Colour Selector Deluxe features eight
modes including ‘locked’, ‘toggle’, ‘momentary’, ‘racing’, ‘passive’, ‘timed’, ‘scroll
stop’ and ‘scroll next’.
Press a coloured button and the IRiS LED Bubble Tube will match that colour,
the IRiS LED Fibre Optic Lightsource will turn on or the IRiS Shape Projector will
display shapes. The unit comes complete with 3.5m jack sockets allowing external
switches to be connected. Powered by integral 4 x AA batteries (supplied) and
operates from a distance of up to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener
to use with this product.
113 01 00 62
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IRiS

•

IRiS Single Switch

The IRiS Single Switch is a great way to develop cause and effect skills for individuals with poor or limited motor skills by controlling any IRiS Listeners. Press the
IRiS Single switch to change the colour of the IRiS Bubble Tube or the speed of the
IRiS Soft Jetstream. The unit features 1¼” jack plugs allowing external switches to
be connected. Powered by integral 4 x AA batteries (supplied) and operates from
a distance of up to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this
product.
113 01 00 43

•

IRiS Vibration Switch

Extremely sensitive, a gentle or vigorous movement of the IRiS Vibration Switch
allows control of any IRiS Listener, ideal for individuals with poor or limited gross
and fine motor movement. Slightly shake the switch and the colours of the IRiS
LED Bubble Tube and IRiS LED Fibre Optic Lightsource change. The unit features
1¼” jack plugs allowing external switches to be connected. Powered by integral
9v PP3 battery (supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m. Please
ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.
113 01 00 45

•

IRiS Soundswitch

Control any IRiS Listener with the sound of your voice! Extremely sensitive, the IRiS
Soundswitch is a great way to encourage vocalisation skills with the four switching
modes: ‘momentary’, ‘locked’, ‘scrolling’ and ‘sound to light’.
Powered by integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied) and operates from a distance of up
to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.
113 01 00 05

IRiS
•

IRiS Light Wand

The wireless IRiS Light Wand has been specifically designed to work with the IRiS
Scanner. Move the joystick and watch as the IRiS Scanner follows every move you
make. Press the switch on the side, to change colour and shape, or connect it to
your own favourite switch.
Perfect to develop tracking skills regardless of age or ability. Use to develop fine
and gross motor skills, hand to eye co-ordination and tracking. Powered by an
integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied), the unit comes complete with a battery charger.
Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.
113 01 00 07

•

IRiS Floating Switch

Add interaction to any wet environment with the IRiS Floating Switch! Completely
safe to use, the switch allows the user to take control of any IRiS Listener located
in a swimming pool or bathroom.
The best IRiS Listeners suited for wet areas include the IRiS Shape Projector and
IRiS Light Spreader. Powered by integral 9V PP3 battery (supplied) and operates
from a distance of up to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with
this product.
113 01 00 10

•

IRiS Soft Switch

Bring interaction to a soft play area by pressing one of the eight large brightly coloured sections of the IRiS Soft Switch to control any IRiS Listener.
Perfect for developing gross motor skills and colour recognition, the unit is available in one or two piece and is covered in soft, durable and easy to clean
vinyl. Powered by integral 4 x AA batteries (supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with
this product. Dimensions: 2000mm W x 650mm D x 500mm H.
113 01 00 32

One Piece Unit

113 01 00 31

Two Piece Unit
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IRiS

•

iRiS+™ iConvertor

This fantastic brand new product allows a user to control ANY IRiS Listener, new
and old with your iPad*, iPhone* or iPod Touch* via touch, voice, vibration or
rotation with the free downloadable iRiS+ app from iTunes.
Simply download the free app, set up this unit and you're apple device is now an
IRiS Talker - easy! Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
* iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch not included.

113 01 00 73

•

IRiS Balance Beam

Add interaction and fun to a room by standing upon one of the eight brightly coloured sections of the IRiS Balance Beam to change the colour of any
IRiS Listener.
Ideal for developing gross motor skills and balancing and co-ordination skills by charting the progress of a user according to the colour reached along
the length of the beam. The IRiS Balance Beam is a floor standing unit covered in soft, durable and easy to clean vinyl. Powered by integral 4 x AA
batteries (supplied) and operates from a distance of up to 30m. Please ensure you have an IRiS Listener to use with this product.
Dimension: 2000mm W x 650mm D x 200mm H.
113 01 00 40

IRiS

Listeners

•

IRiS Soundboard

Ideal to develop communication and language skills, the IRiS Soundboard has eight frames to display your own images or words. Each frame illuminates
and plays one of the eight pre-recorded messages when controlled by any IRiS Talker. You can also personalise the IRiS Soundboard by recording your
own message. Includes one set of themed images ready for use. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product. Dimensions: 1380mm W x 135mm D x 820mm H.
113 01 00 69

•

IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel

This unit creates the illusion of spectacular light effects that stretch into infinity!
The IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel is ideal to develop colour recognition or switching skills
by creating dazzling effects that can be controlled by any IRiS Talker. The unit is
lightweight and can be wall-mounted to ensure stability.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product. Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 580mm H

113 01 00 57
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IRiS

•

IRiS LED Colour Panel

The IRiS LED Colour Panel produces a calming and relaxing effect through the use
of slowly changing colours that can by controlled by any IRiS Talker.
The unit is lightweight and can be wall-mounted to ensure stability. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to
control this product. Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 580mm H.

113 01 00 59

•

IRiS LED Star Panel

This amazing effects panel gives the impression of stars continuing to infinity and
beyond! Ideal for developing colour recognition and cause and effect skills, the
IRiS LED Star Panel is lightweight and can be wall-mounted to ensure stability.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product.
Dimensions: 520mm W x 135mm D x 580mm H.

113 01 00 58

•

IRiS LED Infinity LED Tunnel – 3 shapes

Building on the IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel, this 1.5m wide unit incorporates three different shapes including triangle, square and circle. The lighting colour
of the tunnels can be controlled by any IRiS Talker, perfect for social interaction and colour recognition. To ensure stability we recommend the unit to be
wall-mounted. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this product. Dimensions: 1520mm W x 135mm D x 520mm H.
113 01 00 65

IRiS

•

IRiS Jet Stream

Ideal for users with impaired or limited vision, the IRiS Jet Stream aids with the
development of cause and effect skills by controlling the speed of the fan with
any IRiS Talker. Slightly touch the IRiS Switchbox and the unit changes between
different wind strengths. Operates on mains voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 29

•
•

IRiS Soft Jet Stream

A soft play variation of the IRiS Jet Stream, this unit is covered in soft, durable and
easy to clean vinyl (please state the colour when ordering - see page 123). The
floor-based fan allows the users to get closer and feel the different wind strengths
that can be controlled with any IRiS Talker.
Operates on mains voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this
product. Dimensions: 520mm W x 800mm D x 520mm H.
113 01 00 30

IRiS LED Bubble Wall

The IRiS LED Bubble Wall is the perfect solution
for rooms where there is limited space. Control
the colour of the bubble wall with any IRiS Talker.
This unit has been specifically designed to be wallmounted to ensure stability.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to
control this product.
Dimensions: 560mm W x 120mm D x 1800mm H.
113 01 00 47
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IRiS

•

IRiS LED Shape Projector

The IRiS LED Shape Projector produces eight colours and shapes. Triangles,
squares, circles and rectangles help to develop basic recognition skills and cause
and effect skills.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 17

•

IRiS LED Light Changer

Ideal for use in a sensory room or pool, the IRiS LED Light Changer displays a
defined area of light that can be changed to any one of eight bright colours.
For maximum effect use it with the IRiS Balance Beam to develop colour
recognition, balance and visual stimulation while having fun. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to
control this product.
113 01 00 16

•

IRiS LED Ripple Light

The IRiS LED Ripple Light features eight bright colours and gives the impression
of rippling water!
The unit is ideal for developing cause and effect skills, switching skills and colour
recognition and can be wall or ceiling mounted. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this
product.
113 01 00 18

IRiS

•

IRiS LED Lightsource

Use this super-bright IRiS LED Lightsource with any IRiS Talker to get maximum
interaction potential from your fibre optic items (see page 72 - 76).
We recommend the IRiS Qube to create a fun session including colour recognition,
movement and visual stimulation. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this product.

113 01 00 33

•

IRiS LED Scanner

A brilliant way to develop tracking skills while having fun! The IRiS LED Scanner
produces eight colours and shapes, including triangles, squares, circles and
rectangles, providing a resource to develop basic recognition skills.
These shapes can be moved around the room using the IRiS Light Wand. Ideal
for colour and shape recognition, developing cause and effect skills, hand to eye
co-ordination and tracking skills. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 21

•

IRiS LED Light Spreader

Flood a room with bright colours using the IRiS LED Light Spreader. Perfectly
suited for use with the IRiS Colour Selector for developing colour recognition and
colour matching skills or alternatively with the IRiS Soundswitch for vocalisation
and switching skills.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have an
IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 46
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IRiS

•

IRiS LED Fibre Optic Wall Cascade

•

IRiS Circular LED Fibre Optic Shower

Wonderfully tactile, the IRiS LED Fibre Optic Wall Cascade creates a
shimmering cascade of fibre optics giving the illusion of a colour-changing
curtain that can be controlled by any IRiS Talker. Accessible for wheelchair
users due to the pivotal wall mount bracket, the unit can be mounted over
a doorway or on a wall. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this product.
Dimensions: 700mm W x 180mm D x 250mm H.

This is one of Experia’s most striking products, with over 150 strands of
fibre optic hanging from a ceiling-mounted mirror. This creates an amazing
effect and a unique personal area for people of all ages to enjoy. Big
enough to accommodate a wheelchair or standing frame, this unit is ideal
for storytelling and developing colour recognition and switching skills
using any IRiS Talker. Please note this item should be professionally fitted
to ensure a safe ceiling fix. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to control this product.
Dimensions: 900mm diameter.

113 01 00 61

113 01 00 68

IRiS

•

IRiS Fogger

Give an extra dimension to your room by turning the light into a 3D effect with the
IRiS Fogger. This unit uses a water based fluid to create smoke that is harmless to
individuals and even suitable for those with breathing difficulties. Please note that
the IRiS Fogger requires fog fluid. Operates on mains voltage. Please ensure you
have an IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 19

IRiS Fogger

113 33 00 07

Fog Fluid

•
•

IRiS Recordable Speaker

The brand new IRiS Recordable Speaker allows any IRiS Talkers to “speak”! Simply
roll the IRiS Qube and the name of the colour on the uppermost side is heard from
the speaker. Press a button on the IRiS Colour Selector and the name of the colour
comes from the speaker.
The IRiS Recordable Speaker features eight pre-recorded musical notes and
sound effects and you can also record your own voice or sound. Ideal for
creating a theme and storytelling, the unit works best with the IRiS Qube, IRiS
Colour Selector, IRiS Switchbox or IRiS Single Switch. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage.
113 01 00 04

IRiS LED Bubble Tube

Ideal to create a calming or motivating environment,
the colour of the bubble tube can be controlled by
the individual using any IRiS Talker. The IRiS LED
Bubble Tube is a great aid in the development of
colour recognition and cause and effect skills.
Available in heights of 1m, 1.5m and 2m - please
specify when ordering.
For tubes of 1.5m and over we recommend the
use of our bubble tube bracket to ensure stability.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage. Please ensure you have an IRiS Talker to
control this product.
113 01 00 13
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IRiS

•

Soundboard & Qube Bundle

Combine the IRiS Soundboard with the IRiS Qube for maximum wireless
interaction! Toss the IRiS Qube and get auditory and visual feedback from the IRiS
Soundboard. Place an image of a cat in the clear sleeve of the IRiS Qube and the
same image in one of the IRiS Soundboard frames and record the word “Meow”.
Throw the Qube and when the cat picture lands face up the corresponding
frame on the IRiS Soundboard will light up the image of the cat and “Meow” will
be played. The IRiS Qube is powered by integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied) and
operates from a distance of up to 30m. The IRiS Soundboard operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 01 00 70

•

IRiS Convertor

The IRiS Converter makes your existing products IRiS compatible. Simply connect
the IRiS Converter into a 240v mains socket and plug your item into the converter.

113 01 00 26

•

IRiS LED Strip

Mounted on a wall or ceiling, the 3m length IRiS LED Strip ‘washes’ an area
with bright and intense colours. The unit is ideal for theming, storytelling and
development of colour recognition when used with the IRiS Colour Selector.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please ensure you have
an IRiS Talker to control this product.
113 01 00 23

•

IRiS Master Pairer

If one IRiS Listener is physically inaccessible, the IRiS Master Pairer allows an
IRiS Talker to be paired with an IRiS Listener from a convenient location. The unit
is available in 6- or 10-way. Powered by integral 9V PP3 battery (supplied) and
operates from a distance of up to 30m.
113 01 00 11

6 way

113 01 00 12

10 way

IRiS

•

IRiS LED Bubble Tube and Qube Bundle

This bundle is a great introduction to the IRiS wireless range and is a fun way to
develop cause and effect skills and colour recognition.
Roll the IRiS Qube (200mm) and see what colour appears on the uppermost
side. The IRiS LED Bubble Tube (1.5m high) will then change to that colour and
the Recordable Speaker will announce the colour or any message you choose to
record. The unit also features a calming mode with slowly changing colours that
can be used for relaxation.
The IRiS Qube is powered by integral 9v PP3 battery (supplied) and operates
from a distance of up to 30m. The IRiS LED Bubble Tube and the IRiS Recordable
Speaker operate on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 01 00 81

•

IRiS+™ LED Bubble Tube Bundle

This brand new product brings the bubble tube into the 21st century! Control the
IRiS LED Bubble Tube (measuring 1.5m) with your iPad*, iPhone* or iPod Touch*
via touch, voice, vibration or rotation with the free downloadable iRiS+ App from
iTunes.
The bubble tube also has a calming mode to be used for relaxation. Operates on
mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
* iPad®, iPhone® or iPod Touch® not included.

113 16 00 02
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M.I.L.E – The 4D Sensory Room
Why have a normal Sensory Room when you
can have a 4D Sensory Room?
Our M.I.L.E. (Multisensory Interactive Learning Environment) 4D Sensory Room has reached new heights,
offering even more potential following the introduction of revolutionary iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch control.
The M.I.L.E. is the very latest in multisensory room technology. It allows you to calm or stimulate an
individual or develop their life skills in a way that is both personal and rewarding.

What is calming to one person, may not be to another. What stimulates one individual, may be uninteresting
to someone else. It’s the M.I.L.E.’s ability to be ‘all things to all people’ that makes it truly unique.
Using the M.I.L.E. you can easily create a scenario that is totally personal for each individual, regardless of
ability. For example, one person may be calmed by classical music and a certain aroma, while another may
respond more to the sound and sight of ocean waves.
What’s more, you can create, save and share an infinite number of scenarios for use time and time again.
And the beauty of the M.I.L.E. is that it’s so easy to use, regardless of your technical abilities. Just ask the
130 establishments worldwide already using it!

M.I.L.E - 4D Sensory Room
Made in the UK

Calming
Just imagine how calming and enjoyable it would be to watch dolphins swimming and leaping out of the
water, accompanied by gentle music while the room is flooded in blue lighting and the aroma of the sea
fills your nostrils.

Interactive
Activate a switch and your favourite music starts. Activate a different switch and your favourite film begins
and the lights change to your favourite colour. This engaging experience encourages users to develop life
skills by giving them completely individual rewards.

Stimulation
Dance music plays, lights quickly change colour, the floor vibrates and a video showing partygoers appears
on a screen. Lets party!

Drama
Drama is brought to life in an exciting and professional environment. A multitude of lighting effects, sounds,
aromas and much more can transform any rehearsal or performance.
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M.I.L.E - 4D Sensory Room

Theming
Theming is simply brilliant in a M.I.L.E®. The room is flooded in the colour green, the wind gently blows in
your hair, a video showing the rainforest appears, you can hear animals moving around you and the smell
is unlike any other.
Start another scenario and the lights turn blue, you hear the sound of seagulls overhead whilst you can
smell the distinct aroma of the sea.
A video of a trawler appear and suddenly you’re transformed to a life on the ocean waves, the floor vibrating
as the boat motors on.

Recreation
Be a star! Create your own X Factor competition with the M.I.L.E®. Lights that change colour and highlight
the performer give a dynamic, fun affect.
The audience can hear you as you sing your favourite song using a radio microphone and the wind
machine blows your hair - you’re a pop star!

Storytelling
Storytelling is great fun in a M.I.L.E®. How about going on a bear hunt? The lights in the room turn green
as you smell the cool, wet grass. As you venture into the snow storm the wind blows your hair, the lighting
turns white and snow buffets around the room.

Teaching
Teaching comes alive in a M.I.L.E®! Go back in time to the blitz and the Second World War. A video
projection shows the buildings alight whilst air raid sirens are heard overhead. The lights in the room flash
red and yellow, fog moves across the room as the flames lick the buildings.
The smell of burning fills your nostrils as a search light scans for planes. A bomb lands nearby and the floor
vibrates, and the sound pounds the walls. Now it’s time to teach! Why did it happen? How would people
have lived? How would you have coped? Teaching is inspired in a M.I.L.E®!

Reminiscence
You can take people back in time in the M.I.L.E®! Perhaps a client worked in a machine shop? The smell of
machine oil fills the air and a film shows a lathe in action. You can talk about how they feel - did they work
in a shop like this?
Press a switch and their favourite colour illuminates together with images and video of their family, along
with a favourite aroma, giving you an inspiring environment to talk about their family.

M.I.L.E - 4D Sensory Room

Switches
The M.I.L.E® can be controlled by anyone, regardless
of ability. Its features can be controlled by touch (hand,
feet and body), sound, vibration, rotation and more.
There are a large number of switches which can be
used in the M.I.L.E®. These can be seen on page 72.

Effects
The M.I.L.E® can control many effects including light,
sound, aroma, wind, fog, snow, vibration, video,
computer and more. There are many items which can
be used within the M.I.L.E®. These can be seen on
pages 77.
Unlike other systems, the M.I.L.E® doesn’t need to
have a computer to work. You can simply use our
wireless switches to control equipment!
The M.I.L.E® uses are limitless, It may be an overused
cliché, but is very true on this occasion - the only limit
is your imagination!
If you are looking for the ultimate sensory room
that delivers breath-taking results but doesn’t
cost the earth then the M.I.L.E® is for you!
Call us to arrange a FREE demonstration and
design at your establishment or to visit a M.I.L.E®
near you.
Visit www.experia-innovations.co.uk to learn
more or use our QR code to see the M.I.L.E® in
action.
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M.I.L.E - 4D Sensory Room

The M.I.L.E® From
Your Perspective...
Castle Wood School jumps M.I.L.E’s® ahead
were actually in the blitz,” explains Jackie. “We
with their sensory equipment!
Castle Wood is a specialist school in Coventry making
great use of sensory equipment from Experia with
three different sensory rooms, all built with learning
and fun in mind.
With over 130 pupils aged between 4 and 11,
this school caters for children with both mental
and physical disabilities including autism, Down’s
syndrome, visual impairment and moderate to
severe learning disabilities. Given the nature of these
disabilities, sensory equipment plays a vital role in
developing each child’s life and communication skills.
With the help of the Multisensory Interactive Learning
Environment (M.I.L.E®) from Experia, the children are
subjected to a full body, intensive learning experience
which aids in development through the use of wind,
sound, vibration, light, aroma and video.
Jackie Tiff, ICT operations manager at the school is
very pleased with the M.I.L.E® room from Experia and
feels it has made a huge impact on the children.
“The children really enjoy it as it is a proper learning
environment for them and one they can interact with.”
Since installing the M.I.L.E® room the school has
covered over 40 interactive topics including animal
boogie, bear hunt and autumn colours. They have
also created their own scenarios from a school trip
the children went on, reminding them of their time
there and involving them in the lesson even more.
“The M.I.L.E® room is excellent because you can
create environments and make them information
based. With the war topic we created, we could
really set the scene so the children felt like they

have also created a space theme which was my
particular favourite.”
Response from the parents has been fantastic and
some are looking into hiring out the M.I.L.E® room at
weekends so the children can spend even more time
in the environment they most enjoy.
The soft play area used at the school has also had a
great response and has been successfully integrated
into daily lesson plans. Jackie explains that it is also a
great place for the children to let off steam when they
need to, with the padded surfaces making it a safe
environment for them to be in.
“It can also be turned into a very calming environment
when used with the correct lighting and music,” says
Jackie.
The school is also home to a sensory pool which is
loved by children and teachers alike.
“The children love the pool,” says Jackie. “It has had
a very positive impact especially on those with autism
thanks to the calming music and lighting.”
It has proved such a hit that, like the M.I.L.E® room,
parents are hiring the space out at weekends for pool
parties for the children.
Sensory pools like the one at Castle Wood are
fantastic for those with physical disabilities and can
be easily and safely used thanks to the hoisting
system the school has in place.
“It gives the children the freedom they don’t usually
have. There isn’t a child in the school who hasn’t
used the pool,” Jackie explains. “Every child matters,
and that’s what counts.”

M.I.L.E - 4D Sensory Room

The extra M.I.L.E® makes a difference!
Rosehill School in Nottingham is a day school for
children suffering from various forms of autism
and related learning disabilities. It is one of only 30
schools in the UK to hold the ‘creative schools’
award from Creative Partnership, the governments
flagship creative learning programme.
With room for over 90 students aged 4 to 19, the
sensory equipment used here is extremely beneficial
to each child who place greater emphasis on their
senses during their leaning process.
When deputy head teacher Andy Sloan discovered
Experia whilst looking for new sensory equipment
for the school, he was amazed at the variety of
products and the service that was provided.
“Experia matched the schools requirements
perfectly,” he recalled. “While other companies
could do this and that, Experia seemed to be able
to do it all.”
He was quickly drawn towards the M.I.L.E®
package from Experia, a Multisensory Interactive
Learning Environment designed to be an intensive,
full body experience emphasising on learning and
development.
The M.I.L.E® rooms operate wirelessly and make
use of wind, sound, light, aroma, vibration and
video which helps to create a complete sensory
scenario, perfect for any subject the user wishes to
create. Currently Rosehill have created scenarios
ranging from winter to World War II.
“Our children don’t learn in the tradition way,” says

Sloan. “Our children learn through their senses.
The MILE provides a great opportunity for our
children to learn through that sensory experience.”
“We required an interactive learning environment
with a sensory aspect. Entertainment was important
too, and for those pupils who can’t readily go to
the cinema, the school can provide the ‘surround
sound’ cinema experience.”
Another aspect that attracted Sloan to the M.I.L.E®
room was the ability to mix and match equipment
to tailor it to different needs. It can also be easily
updated, improved and adapted over time, giving
it extra longevity. Portability was also a stand out
feature, “We can easily take it with us should we
ever decide to move, and that’s a distinct possibility.”
M.I.L.E® rooms are certainly a talking point between
teachers with many visiting Rosehill to see the
equipment and witness the benefits it can have on
pupils. OFSTED inspectors have also noticed an
improvement in the communication skills of pupils
and some parents are considering installing some
of the equipment in their own homes.
“They’ve seen what an effect it’s had on their
children,” says Sloan. “The M.I.L.E® has been a
great investment for us.”
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iRiS+® A full range of interactive switches
in an app
Control your sensory equipment
by iPad®, iPhone® or
iPod Touch®!
The power of the iPad is changing lives, particularly for people with special
needs.
We’re delighted to embrace this technology with the introduction of our
groundbreaking iRiS+ app, designed to enable the end user to easily control
multisensory equipment or a full multisensory room.
This unique app opens up a whole new world of interaction, learning and
development and is probably the easiest and most advanced control switch
on the market.
powerful,
It’s extremely powerf
erf offering seven control switches
touch, sound, vibration and
in one,, spanning
span
s
movement.
m
IIt’s also incredibly cost effective.
The full app is completely free to
T
download and by doing so you can
control a number of our multisensory
products in a variety of ways.

All rights reserved. iRiS+™ is trademark of Experia. All
rights reserved. Apple®, iPad®, iPhone®, iPod Touch®
and iTunes® are trademarks or service of Apple inc.

Projection

•

Touch
ouch
Compass Mode:

Multiple Buttons Mode:

Turn the iPad,, iPhon
iPhone or iPod
d Tou
Touch

Choose between two,
o, four aand eight
switches to cont
control the equipment
dependin
ending on the user’s ability. It
also has eight switching
al
ching modes to
develop different
rent sswitching skills.

Single Button Mode:
Sing
de:

through
g 360 degrees to c
control
sensory equipment. Inclu
Includes two
wo
modes to develop switching skills.
kills.

• Relaxation
Calming Mode:

A single button that controls sen-

Promotes calming and relaxation by slowly changing

sory equipment. Also includes four

the coloured lighting emitted from

modes to develop switching skills.

equipment. The speed of colour
change is also controllable.

• Sound
Controls sensory equipment via
sound. Just talk, shout or clap
your hands to control equipment.
Includes four modes to develop
vocalisation skills.

• Vibration
Move the iPad, iPhone or iPod
Touch to control sensory equipment.
Includes four modes to develop
switching skills.

• Rotation
Qube Mode:
Turn the iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch
onto different sides to control sensory
equipment. Includes four switching
modes to develop switching skills.

Got an iPad, iPhone or iTouch?
Then download our free app and you've
got a range of Interactive switches to
control bubble tubes, fibre optics and
much more!
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Sensory Resource Boxes
These wonderful Sensory Resource Boxes are stuffed full with
exciting items to make your sensory experience even better! Each
box is designed for a specific purpose, and feature a colour coded
heavy duty box to keep contents safe and easily identifiable.
Take the hassle out of finding your own resources and grab one or
more of our Sensory Resource Boxes today!

•

UV Resource Box

The UV Resource Box is an excellent addition to any dark room. The box contains a wide selection of Experia’s favourite UV products designed to
stimulate and encourage tactile and visual experiences.

1 x UV Mirror Chime Mobile

•
•
•

1 x UV Roller Shaker

yellow (one metre each)

1 x UV Wand

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contents*:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x LED UV Lantern

4 x UV Rods
1 x Hydro Sphere
2 x Light Stick
4 x Prismatic LED Projector
2 x Colour Changing Egg
2 x Glow in the Dark Glove

113 20 00 41

3 x Stretchy Caterpillar

2 x GITD Star Sets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 x Glow Stars

•

1 x Box

4 x Linelite - 4mm
4 x Linelite - 6mm
3 x UV Net Material – Green, pink and

1 x UV Pinpression
4 x Ooze Tubes

1 x Rainbow Streamer
3 x Knitting Ball
6 x UV Paint
4 x Fluorescent Marker
1 x Neon Paper - Pack of 12
4 x Spiky Wrist Bands

1 x Strobe Ball
*Please note: content may vary.

1 x Koosh Ball
4 x Spiky Tiny Ball

Sensory Resource Boxes

•

Tactile Sensory Box

Gonge Tactile Set - Full x 1
Original Mighty Tangle x 1
Pin Art x 1
Furb x 1
Mr Squashy x 2
Stretchy Caterpillars x 2
Knitted Bounce Ball x 2
Large Senso-Dot Ball x 1
Sensory Ball (16.5cm) x 1
Senso-Dot Pk4 x 1
Tactile Playing Mat Pk6 x 1
Squeezer Set 3 x 1
Massage Roll x 1
Loopy Loo x 1
Stretchy Ring on Tower x 2
Feel the surface x 1
Touch and Match Dominoes x 1
Touch and Feel Farm x 1
Elemenosqueeze x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 01
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Visual Sensory Box

Wooden Miragescope x 4
Squishy Mesh Ball x 2
Colour Storm Ball x 1
Liquid Timer x 3
Colour Changing Egg x 1
Spiral Glitter Wand x 4
Crystal Scope x 2
Large Sensory Bubble Set Pk 4 x 1
Easy Hold Discovery Set x 1
Large Hexagonal Softies Pk5 x 1
Mirror Block Set x 1
Sensory Blocks x 1
Wind up Torches x 3
Dancing Ribbons x 2
Diffraction Roly Poly Drum x 1
Flashing Iridescent Ball x 1
Large Rainbow Spring x 1
Large Crystal Ball x 1
Space Blanket x 3
Water & Bead Filled Ball x 1
Kaleidoscope & Magic Wand x 1
Juggling Scarfs Pk6 x 1
Twirly Whirly Rainbomaker x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 02
*Please note: content may vary.
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•

Auditory Sensory Box

Rainbow Sound Blocks x 1
Rainbow Humming Top x 1
Voice Changer x 1
Wooden Whistle x 4
Come back Roller x 4
Rockin Sounds Drum x 1
Singalonz x 1
Echo Microphone x 2
Webber Phone x 1
Message Disks Red - 10 Secs Pk5 x 1
Sound Prism Pk12 x 1
Wild Animal Groaning Sticks x 5
Water Fall Tube x 1
Frog x 1
Football Rattle x 1
Whistling Tube (Box of 24) x 4
Kazoo (Box of 24) x 10
Noisy Animals (Box of 30) x 5
Train Whistle x 1
Shake Me Shakers x 3
Animal Shakers x 3
Rainbomaker x 1
Clatter-Pillar x 2
Wooden Animal Shakers x 4
Animal Castanet x 4
Maracas x 2
Farm Sounds Puzzle x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 03
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Fine Motor Sensory Box

Dress-A-Pillar x 1
Baby Beads x 1
Tai-Chi Ball x 1
Lacing Shapes Apple x 1
Lacing Shapes Cheese x 1
Diamond Counting x 1
Geo Stacking Blocks x 1
Nuts and Bolts x 1
Bear x 1
Butterfly x 1
Twist & Drill x 1
Button Art x 1
Ready, Set, Write x 1
Ready, Set, Cut x 1
String My ABC's x 1
Baby Builder x 1
Peg & Layer x 1
My First Lacing Farm x 1
One,Two Tie My Shoe x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 04
*Please note: content may vary.

Sensory Resource Boxes

•

Musical Sensory Box

Parum Pum Pum x 1
Musical Bear x 1
Wak a Tube Set of 8 x 1
Wak a Rap x 1
Beaters x 1
Wak a Cap x 1
Wak a Tune Book x 1
Educational Triangles 8" x 2
Wrist Bells x 3
Hooting Owl x 1
Frog x 1
Thunder x 1
Mini Afuche x 1
Jingle Stick - Yellow x 2
Jingle Stick - Blue x 2
Seed Shaker x 2
Fish Guiro x 2
Bells Set of 8 x 1
Egg Shakers Set of 6 x 4
Kazoo x 10
Castanet Box of 36 x 4
Wave Sound Drum x 1
Sea Sounds Drum x 1
Clatter-Pillar x 2
Maracas x 3
Easy Grip Tambourine x 4
Harmonica Box of 48 x 3
Party Whistle Box of 48 x 3
Cymbals x 2
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 05
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Massage Sensory Box

Stress Spot Massager x 1
Muscle Massager x 1
Foot Massager x 1
Lymphatic Massager x 1
Cellulite Massager x 1
High Arch Body Massager x 1
Foot Massager x 1
Geisha Conditioning Hair Brush x 1
Nail Brush x 1
Body Brush x 1
Face Brush x 1
Body Massager x 1
Cushtie Dreamz x 1
Heated Egg Massager (Green) x 1
Mini Massager x 1
Genie Head Massager x 1
Massage Roll x 1
Massage Ring x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 06
*Please note: content may vary.
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•

Garden Sensory Box
Bee Flag - 1m 1

Metallic Spiral Pk 3 x 1
Large

African

Bamboo

Ladybird Flower Spinner x 1

Windchime x 1

Bumble Bee Flower Spinner x 1

Sunburst Bamboo Windchime

Technicolour Fun Spinner x 1

x1

Multi Bee Spinner x 1

Chimes of Mercury Windchime

Multi Ladybird Spinner x 1

x1

Bumble Bee Spinner x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Large x 1

Ladybird Spinner x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Medium

Ladybird Spiral x 1

x1

Bumble Bee Spiral x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Small x 1

Handheld Pinwheel x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Large x 1

Pinwheel x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Medium

Psycho x 1

x1

Spiral Twister x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Small x 1

Triple 8 Spinner x 1

Classic Multicoloured Windmill

Tri-Spinner x 1

x1

Bunting x 1

Multicoloured Wheel x 1

Windsock Rainbow x 1

Ladybird Flag - 0.5m x 1

Rainbow Fish Windsock x 1

Ladtbird Flag - 1m x 1

Rainbow Bali Flag 157cm x 1

Bee Flag - 0.5m x 1

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 07
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Bathtime Sensory Box

Whale of a Time x 1

Colour Changing Ducks Pk4 x 1

Laundry Day x 1

Water Xylophone x 1

Spin & Wash x 1

Water Trumpet x 1

Ocean Squirters x 1

Water Drum x 1

Upside Down Mirror x 1

Magic Mirrors - Frog x 1

Stickers for the Tub - ABC x1

Magic Mirrors - Penguin x 1

Stickers for the Tub - 123 x 1

Magic Mirrors - Crab x 1

Fizzy Tints x 3

Water Whirly x 1

Store it All x 2

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 08
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Aroma Sensory Box

Jelly Bean-Blue x 1

Breathe x 1

Jelly Bean-Red x 1

Headeez x 1

Sleep x 1

Bliss Diffuser - Aqua x 1

Travel x 1

Aroma Starter Kit x 1

Calm x 1

Pure Calm x 1

Unwind x 1

Classics For Relaxation x 1

Think x 1

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 09
*Please note: content may vary.

Sensory Resource Boxes

•

Ball Kit Sensory Box

Peek-A-Boo Ball x 1

Electromites x 2

Twist N Roll x 1

Colour Storm Ball x 1

Swish Classic x 1

Tail Ball x 1

Bababall x 1

Touch Ring: Elastic Rainbow

ABC + 123 Dress Up Ball x 1

Ball x 1

Flashing Meteor Ball x 2

Touch Ring: Elastic Ball x 1

Scented Fruit Ball x 4

Large Senso-Dot Ball x 2

Glitter Ball 18cm x 2

Sensory Ball (16.5cm) x 2

Metallic Juggling Balls 3Pk x 1

Large See Me Ball x 2

The Happy Yellow Ball x 4

Small Senso-Dot Ball 4Pk x 1

Furb x 1

Sensory Ball (10cm) 4pk x 1

Disco Glide Ball x 2

Glow In The Dark Ball x 1

Spectra Strobe Ball x 2

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 12
*Please note: content may vary.

•

At Home Sensory Box

Portable Bubble Tube x 1
Aurora Projector x 1
Wheel Rotator x 1
Effects Wheels - 4 x 1
Calming Lightsource x 1
Sideglow - 1m x 100 Tails x 1
Bliss Diffuser - Aqua x 1
Aroma Starter Kit x 1
Pure Calm x 1
Classics For Relaxation x 1
Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 10
*Please note: content may vary.

•

Fabric Sensory Box

Spotty Dotty - Red x 2m

Crushed Velvet - Purple x 2m

Spotty Dotty - Purple x 2m

Crushed Velvet - Petrol x 2m

Spotty Dotty - Emerald x 2m

Crushed Velvet - Emerald x 2m

Spotty Dotty - Royal x 2m

Crushed Velvet - Royal x 2m

Patterned Fur Fabric - Baby

Stage Satin - Red x 2m

Leopard x 1m

Stage Satin - Turq x 2m

Patterned Fur Fabric - Tiger x

Stage Satin - Pink x 2m

1m

Stage Satin - Purple x 2m

Patterned Fur Fabric - Cheetah

Stage Satin - Orange x 2m

x 1m

White/Silver Foil Jersey x 2m

Patterned Fur Fabric - Zebra x

Royal/Royal Foil Jersey x 2m

1m

Red/Red Foil Jersey x 2m

Patterned Fur Fabric - Giraffe

Gold/Gold Foil Jersey x 2m

x 1m

Emerald/Emarald Foil Jersey x

Rainbow Organza x 2m

2m

Crushed Velvet - Red x 2m

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 11
*Please note: content may vary.
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Sensory Room Packages
A quick and easy way to create your own sensory area with these readymade solutions specifically created to provide off the shelf sensory
solutions. Simply pick the package that best suits your requirements.

Made in the UK

•

Sensory Corner
• 2 x Acrylic Mirrors - 900mm W x 1200mm H

This package is an ideal starter pack, great for developing basic life skills
such as colour recognition and switching skills and promoting a calm and
relaxing environment. Includes:

• 1 x Bubble Tube Bracket
• 1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive

• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube - 1.5m and 9-way wireless controller

• 1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot pump

• 1 x Superactive LED Fibre Optic Bundle (includes Superactive LED
Lightsource, fibre optic strands and 8-way controller)

• 2 x CDs of calming sounds
• 1 x Fitting instructions

• 1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator and
three effect wheels (Balloons Extravaganza, Fireworks Bonanza and a
blank wheel)
• 1 x Curved Bubble Tube Plinth - Cream - Medium
400mm H

• 1 x Manual
* You will need 3 electrical outlets for this Sensory Package

- 900mm W x 900mm L x

113 04 00 05

Sensory Room Packages

•

Calming Sensory Room

This package is perfect for creating a soothing environment. It is ideal for
individuals who require calming or relaxation at key times during the day
such as bedtime or before an uncomfortable medical procedure.
Includes:

• 1 x Bubble Tube Bracket
• 1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive
• 1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot pump

• 1 x Calming LED Bubble Tube -1.5m
• 1 x Fibre Optic Softie

• 1 x Mirror Ball Bundle, including a 200mm mirror ball and a pin spot with
a four colour wheel

• 1 x Fibre Optic Star Carpet, including Calming LED Lightsource

• 1 x Basic Sound System

• 1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator and
three effect wheels (Balloons Extravaganza, Fireworks Bonanza and a
blank wheel)

• 5 x CDs of calming sounds
• 1 x Fitting instructions
• 1 x Manual

• 1 x Square Bubble Tube Plinth – Cream - Large -

1200mm W x 1200mm L x

* You will need 7 electrical outlets for this Sensory Package

400mm H

• 2 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirrors - 1200mm W x 1200mm H

113 04 00 03

We can install this sensory room package for you if required.
Contact us for more info!
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Sensory Room Packages

•

Premium Sensory Room

Designed to fit in any room, this package is perfect for interaction and
relaxation and can also help develop switching skills, cause and effect,
colour recognition, colour matching, motor skills and social interaction.
Includes:

• 3 x Soft Floor Padding - 1200mm
• 1 x Bubble Tube Bracket
• 1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive

• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube - 1.5m and 9-way wireless controller
• 1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot pump
• 1 x Superactive LED Fibre Optics Bundle (Superactive LED Lightsource,
fibre optic strands and 8-way wireless controller)

• 1 x Mirror Ball Bundle, including a 200mm mirror ball with motor and a
pin spot with a four colour wheel

• 1 x LED Fibre Optic Softie
• 4 x CDs of calming sounds
• 1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator
and three effect wheels (Balloons Extravaganza, Fireworks Bonanza and
a blank wheel)

• 1 x Fitting instructions

• 1 x Square Bubble Tube Plinth – Cream - Large - 1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H

* You will need 7 electrical outlets for this Sensory Package

• 1 x Manual

• 2 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirrors - 1200mm W x 1500mm H
• 2 x Soft Wall Padding - 1200mm

113 04 00 04

We can install this sensory room package for you if required.
Contact us for more info!

Sensory Room Packages

•

Superactive Sensory Room

Created with interaction and relaxation firmly in mind, this package helps
with the development of life skills such as cause and effect, colour
recognition, switching skills, vocalisation, social interaction and also aids
theming and storytelling. Includes:
• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube – 1.5m and 9-way wireless controller
• 1 x Superactive LED Fibre Optic Bundle (Includes Superactive LED
Lightsource, fibre optic strands and 8-way wireless controller)
• 1 x Superactive LED Fibre Optic Cascade (Includes Superactive LED
Lightsource, fibre optic and 8-way wireless controller)

three effect wheels (Balloons Extravaganza, Fireworks Bonanza and a
blank wheel)
• 1 x Bean Bag - Cream
• 1 x Curved Bubble Tube Plinth - Cream - Medium

- 900mm W x 900mm L x

400mm H

• 2 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirrors - 900mm W x 1.2m H
• 1 x Bubble Tube Bracket
• 1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive
• 1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot pump
• 1 x Fitting instructions

• 1 x Superactive LED Light Spreader and 8-way wireless controller
• 1 x Manual
• 1 x Superactive LED Infinity Tunnel and 8-way wireless controller
* You will need 7 electrical outlets for this Sensory Package
• 1 x Interactive LED Fanlite
• 1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator and
113 04 00 02

We can install this sensory room package for you if required.
Contact us for more info!
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Sensory Room Packages

•

IRiS Sensory Room

This is the ultimate sensory solution featuring Experia’s revolutionary IRiS
line of products. It’s great for developing cause and effect skills, colour
recognition, switching skills, vocalisation and social interaction, and ideal
for individuals looking to have a “full body” experience.

• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m x 150 strands
• 1 x iConvertor
• 1 x Interactive LED Fibre Optics Hand Carpet

Includes:
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube - 1.5m
• 1 x IRiS LED Fibre Optics Lightsource
• 1 x IRiS LED Light Spreader
• 1 x IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel – 3 Shapes
• 1 x IRiS Qube – 200mm
• 1 x IRiS Colour Selector
• 1 x IRiS Soundswitch
• 1 x IRiS Vibration Switch
• 1 x IRiS Switchbox
• 1 x Switchbox Overlays
• 1 x IRiS Master Pairer - 6-way

• 1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator and
three effect wheels (Balloons Extravaganza, Fireworks Bonanza and a
blank wheel)
• 1 x Curved Bubble Tube Plinth - Cream – Medium - 900mm W x 900mm
L x 400mm H
• 2 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirrors - 900mm W x 1.2m H
• 1 x Bubble Tube Bracket
• 1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive
• 1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit – Foot pump
• 1 x Fitting instructions
• 1 x Manual
* You will need 7 electrical outlets for this Sensory Package
113 04 00 01

Sensory Room Packages

3D Design Service
Sometimes its nice to see what your room will look like before its
finished. We offer a 3D design service so you can check that any of
our Sensory Room Packages fits your room perfectly. Just complete
the form on page 205, send it to us and we'll do the rest!

HydroPool

MILE

Soft Play Room

Sensory Pool

Sensory Room

Mary Elliot School

Take the hassle out of installing your sensory room package and call us today!
We have installed these across the world, from Cyprus to Mexico, USA to UAE
Slough to Aberdeen, Cardigan to Belfast - Contact us for more info!
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Interactive Floor System
This fabulous floor projection is a truly inclusive piece of equipment.
Anyone can interact with the image using just the smallest movement.
This system offers a new immersive world of interactive experiences
and possibilities, creating dynamic, sensory-rich environments which
can be embraced by all as they create and explore.

Interactive Floor System

We have two versions available:
either fixed or portable, with the
largest projected image being 2.3m
x 1.7m. The portable unit enables
the image to be much smaller so it
can be projected onto a lap tray or a
smaller floor area.
•

Encourages movement

•

Visual and auditory rewards

•

Ideal for cause and effect
development

•

Wide range of programs that
are constantly expanding

•

•

Accessible to all

Interactive Floor System - Fixed

This price includes installation and training anywhere in
mainland UK.
113 92 00 02

•

Interactive Floor System - Portable

This price includes delivery and training anywhere in mainland
UK.
113 92 00 01
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Portable Sensory Equipment
Discover Experia’s wide range of portable equipment perfect in cases
where space is limited or equipment needs to be moved. Ideal for use
in hospitals, classrooms or at home, our range of mobile sensory
equipment is equipped with the latest LED technology and makes use
of additional features such as mirrors for an enhanced experience.

Fi

Made in the UK

•

Sensory Express

Designed to be fun, exciting and educational, the Sensory Express
contains state-of-the-art sensory equipment that can be used to develop
a variety of life skills, such as cause and effect, colour recognition,
vocalisation, tracking, fine and gross motor skills and many more!
The Sensory Express is available in three attractive primary colours, blue,
green or red, at no extra charge (please state your preferred colour when
ordering).
Take the opportunity to make the Sensory Express your very own

by personalising it with a name at no extra charge (please state when
ordering). The Sensory Express may also be further personalised with a
logo at an additional cost; contact us for more details.
The unit comes as a mains powered device which means you can move
it from room to room if required and then connect to a mains socket.
The Sensory Express can also be adapted to be battery powered for
an additional cost. Please note that the battery powered unit will need
recharging every evening.
Dimensions: 550mm W x 1120mm L x 1400mm H.

Portable Sensory Equipment

•

Sensory Express - Calming

This version of the Sensory Express has been designed to provide
relaxation, calming and de-escalation in any environment. It
includes:
• 1 x Sensory Express
• 1 x Calming LED Bubble Tube - 1m
• 1 x Calming LED Infinity Tunnel
• 2 x Calming LED Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m x 100 strands
• 1 x Fibre Optic Carpet - 1m x 1m
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector Bundle
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x Mirror Ball
• 1 x Spotlight
• 1 x Hi-Fi
• 5 x Calming CDs

brre Optics
O

•

Sensory Express - Interactive

This Sensory Express is a cost-effective and fun way of bringing
wireless interaction into any home, classroom or sensory area. Ideal
for developing cause and effect and switch skills.
Includes:
• 1 x Sensory Express
• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube - 1m
• 1 x Superactive LED Infinity Tunnel
• 2 x Superactive LED Lightsource
• 1 x Superactive Wireless Controller
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m x 100 strands
• 1 x Fibre Optic Carpet - 1m x 1m
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector Bundle
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x Mirror Ball
• 1 x Spotlight
• 1 x Hi-Fi
• 5 x Calming CDs
113 90 00 02

Sensory Express - Superactive

113 90 00 05

Delivery to UK mainland only

113 90 00 01

Sensory Express - Calming

113 90 00 05

Delivery to UK mainland only
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Portable Sensory Equipment

•

Sensory Express - IRiS™

The IRiS version of the Sensory Express is the most sophisticated. It
was created to allow teachers, parents and carers to develop the life
skills of their individuals using the most enabling wireless equipment
available. Includes:
• 1 x Sensory Express
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube 1m
• 1 x IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel
• 2 x IRiS LED Lightsource
• 1 x IRiS Qube and Recordable
Speaker
• 1 x IRiS Colour Selector
Deluxe
• 1 x IRiS Soundswitch
• 1 x IRiS Vibration Switch

• 1 x IRiS Master Pairer - 6 way
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m
x 100 strands
• 1 x Fibre Optic Carpet 1m x 1m
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x Mirror Ball
• 1 x Spotlight
• 1 x Hi-Fi
• 5 x CDs of calming sounds

113 90 00 03

Sensory Express - IRiS

113 90 00 05

Delivery to UK mainland only

•

Sensory Express - IRiS+™

The iRiS+ version is the most up to date Sensory Express available. It
uses our groundbreaking iRiS+ app, designed to enable the end user
to easily control or the multisensory equipment on the train.
This unique app opens up a whole new world of interaction, learning
and development and is probably the easiest and most advanced
control switch on the market.
It’s extremely powerful, offering seven control switches in one,
spanning touch, sound, vibration and movement. All the equipment
can be controlled via iPad, iPhone or iTouch. It includes:
• 1 x Sensory Express
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube 1m
• 1 x IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel
• 2 x IRiS LED Lightsource
• 1 x iConvertor
• 1 x IRiS Master Pairer - 6 way
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m
x 100 strands

• 1 x Fibre Optic Carpet 1m x 1m
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x Mirror Ball
• 1 x Spotlight
• 1 x Hi-Fi
• 5 x CDs of calming sounds

* You will need an iPad, iPhone or iTouch to use this product.
You will also need to download our free app.
113 16 00 09

Sensory Express - iRiS+

113 90 00 05

Delivery to UK mainland only

Portable Sensory Equipment
•

Sensory Portare

Ideal in a classroom where additional sensory equipment is required
locally, in a care home where space is at a premium or in a hospital
ward, this stylish unit glides easily from one room to another, enabling
you to move sensory equipment to where it is needed.
The unit features lockable wheels, steering handles, shelves, lockable
cabinet, a power socket and RCD for protection.
Operates on mains voltage. Dimensions: 500mm W X 740m L x
1700mm H.

•

Sensory Portare - Interactive

Best for stimulation, this version includes:
• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube
• 1 x 9-way wireless controller
• 1 x Superactive LED Fibre Optic Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow (2m x 100 strands)
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector
• 1 x Wheel rotator
• 3 x 6” effect wheels
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x iPod* Docking Station
• 3 x Acrylic mirrors
*iPod not included.
113 61 00 01

•

Sensory Portare - Calming

Ideal for relaxation, this version includes:
• 1 x Calming LED Bubble Tube
• 1 x LED Fibre Optic Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow (2m x 100 strands)
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector
• 1 x Wheel rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect wheels
• 1 x Aroma Diffuser
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit,
• 1 x iPod* Docking Station
• 3 x Acrylic mirrors
*iPod not included.
113 61 00 03
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Portable Sensory Equipment

•

Sensory Portare - IRiS™

Perfect for developing colour recognition, cause and effect and
switching skills, this version includes:
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube

• 1 x Wheel Rotator

• 1 x IRiS LED Lightsource

• 3 x 6” Effect wheels

• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow (2m
x 100 strands)

• 1 x Aroma Diffuser

• 1 x IRiS Colour Selector

• 1 x iPod* Docking Station

• 1 x IRiS Soundswitch

• 3 x Acrylic mirrors

• 1 x IRiS Single Switch

*iPod Touch not included.

• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit

• 1 x Aurora LED Projector
113 61 00 04

Sensory Portare - IRiS

•

Sensory Portare - IRiS+™

The iRiS+ version is the most up to date Sensory Portare available. It
uses our groundbreaking iRiS+ app, designed to enable the end user
to easily control or the multisensory equipment on the unit.
This unique app opens up a whole new world of interaction, learning
and development and is probably the easiest and most advanced
control switch on the market.
It’s extremely powerful, offering seven control switches in one,
spanning touch, sound, vibration and movement. All the equipment
can be controlled via iPad, iPhone or iTouch. It includes:
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube

• 3 x 6” effect wheels

• 1 x IRiS LED Fibre Optic
Lightsource

• 1 x Aroma Diffuser

• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow (2m
x 100 strands)

• 1 x iPod Docking Station

• 1 x iConvertor

*iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch not
included.

• 1 x Aurora LED Projector

• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 3 x Acrylic mirrors

• 1 x Wheel rotator
* You will need an iPad, iPhone or iTouch to use this product.
You will also need to download our free app.
113 16 00 09

Sensory Portare - iRiS+

Portable Sensory Equipment
•

Sensory Roamer

The Sensory Roamer is the portable sensory solution for your home!
This small portable unit can be easily moved from room to room,
making it perfect for domestic use.
It features an LED bubble tube (120mm diameter x 1m H), LED
Fibre Optic Lightsource, fibre optic strands, sound system, lockable
castors, an acrylic mirror and is powered from a single electrical
outlet.
Operates on mains voltage.
Dimensions: 450mm W x 1000mm D x 1200mm H.

•

Sensory Roamer - Calming

Perfect for relaxation, the unit features:
• 1 x Calming LED Bubble Tube
• 1 x LED Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2.5m x 30 strands
• 1 x Mathmos Projector
113 61 00 11

•

Sensory Roamer - Interactive

Ideal for stimulation, this version includes:
• 1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube and 9-way wireless controller
• 1 x Superactive LED Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m x 150 strands
• 1 x Inbuilt Sound System with MP3 connection
113 61 00 12

•

Sensory Roamer - IRiS™

Develop a number of life skills such as colour recognition, cause and
effect and switching skills with this IRiS variant that includes:
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube
• 1 x IRiS LED Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow - 2m x 150 strands
• 1 x IRiS Colour Selector
• 1 x IRiS Soundswitch
• 1 x IRiS Single Switch
113 01 00 85

•

Sensory Roamer - IRiS+™

Control the unit with your iPad*, iPhone* and iPod Touch* via touch,
voice, vibration or rotation with the free downloadable iRiS+ App from
iTunes. The unit includes:
• 1 x IRiS LED Bubble Tube
• 1 x IRiS LED Lightsource
• 1 x Fibre Optic sideglow - 2m x 150 strands
• 1 x iConvertor
*iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch not included.
113 16 00 08
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Sensory Backpacks
Experia’s Sensory Backpacks have been created in association with
outreach workers and parents. Various themes have been created to
suit the specific needs of your clients.
Much easier to move than similar products, perfect on your back,
in your car, or even on the tube! Now, you can create a full sensory
environment in minutes, wherever you are!
Made in the UK

•

Sensory Backpack - Diamond

Our top of the range Backpack stuffed full with exciting products. Perfect for visual, auditory, olfactory and tactile work. Complete with our brand new
MIni LED Bubble tube and LED projector, its a great hit with all!
Contents*:

3 x 6” Effect Wheels: Create an ambiance or really

pens and paints will glow under the UV light.

focus on a story with this selection of 6” effect wheels:

1 x UV Fabric: Let your imagination take you away

1 x Backpack: Sturdy backpack with several

Balloon Extravaganza, Firework Bonanza and Tropical

with this very bright UV fabric that will glow under a

pockets.

Reef.

UV light.

1 x MIni LED Bubble Tube: Its compact size (50mm

1 x Low Profile Switch: A lovely switch that is

4 x UV Rod: Four different coloured acrylic rods that

diameter x 600mm H) makes it fully portable and very

activated with the slightest touch and fitted with a

glow furiously under UV light, and are very smooth and

easy to move from room to room.

6.5mm jack plug.

tactile.

1 x Standard LED lightsource: Creates a calming

1 x White or Black Pop-up Tent in separate bag:

1 x Tactile Animal Mirror: A safe acrylic mirror on a

effect with slowly changing, beautifully bright colours.

Create a whole new world in minutes! White is ideal

soft foam backing that will stick to tiles when wet.

1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow: Clear fibre optic strands

for projecting onto, making you feel like you are inside

1 x Waterfall Tube: A tube of colourful balls that

(1.5m x 100 strands) that transform into magical colours

the image. Dark is great for UV and fibre optics. Please

cascade through obstacles to create the sound of

when connected to the Standard LED Lightsource.

specify the colour required when ordering.

flowing water, a nice calming effect.

Tactile, safe to touch and visually stimulating.

1 x Aroma Mouse: Discreet, easy to use and perfect

3 x Stretchy Caterpillars: UV reactive, stretchy and

1 x Aurora LED Projector and Wheel Rotator:

for diffusing essential oils.

very tactile, these are great fidget toys.

The possibilities are endless with this super compact

1 x Aroma Starter Kit: A safe and easy way to

1 x Plug adapter

LED image projector. Project onto a wall, ceiling or the

explore different aromas.

*Please note that the content may vary.

white pop-up tent to create the atmosphere of your

1 x LED UV lantern: This lantern is great for close-

choice with your themed 6” effect wheels.

up work in a dark environment. UV reactive materials,

113 62 00 05

Switches

•

Sensory Backpack - Bronze

A fantastic starter pack, full of stimulating products, perfect for use
in the home.
Includes:
• 1 x Backpack
• 2 x Big Talking Button
• 4 x Prismatic LED Spinner
• 2 x Liquid Timers
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 3 x Space Blanket
• 1 x Soft Animal Mirror
• 1 x Tangle
• 3 x Stretchy Caterpillars
• 1 x Happy Yellow Ball
• 1 x Mini Glitter Ball
*Please note: content may vary.

113 62 00 01

Add a bargain pack of three
calming CDs to enhance a
relaxing environment or a popup tent, ideal for creating a
whole new world in minutes!

•

Sensory Backpack - Silver

This Sensory Backpack - Silver is a cost-effective and fun way of
bringing interaction into any home, classroom or sensory area. Ideal
for developing cause and effect and tactile skills.
Includes:
• 1 x Backpack
• 1 x Portable LED Fibre Optic Bundle
• 1 x LED UV Lantern
• 1 x Ice Starlight
• 4 x Prismatic LED Spinner
• 1 x Ooze tubes
• 1 x Rainbow Stunt Streamer
• 1 x UV Pinpression
• 3 x Space Blanket
• 1 x LED Torch
• 1 x Neon Paper - Pack of 12
• 4 x Highlighter Pens
• 3 x Magic Slate
• 3 x Stretchy Caterpillars
• 3 x Spectra Flashing Ball
• 3 x Colour Storm Bouncy Ball
*Please note: content may vary.

113 62 00 02
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Sensory Backpacks

•

Sensory Backpack - Gold

A great backpack, perfect for use visual work in the home.
Includes:
• 1 x Backpack
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector and Wheel Rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels
• 1 x Aroma Mouse
• 1 x Aroma Starter Kit
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 1 x UV Pinpression
• 3 x Magic Slate
*Please note: content may vary.

113 62 00 03

Add a bargain pack of three
calming CDs to enhance a
relaxing environment or a popup tent, ideal for creating a
whole new world in minutes!

•

Sensory Backpack - Platinum

Packed full of exciting products, this Sensory Backpack is a real
favorite! Great for visual work, theming and storytelling.
Includes:
• 1 x Backpack
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector and Wheel Rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels
• 1 x Portable LED Fibre Optic Bundle
• 1 x White or Black Pop-up Tent in separate carry-bag
• 2 x Big Button Talker
• 1 x Ooze tubes
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 1 x LED Colour Changing Egg
• 3 x Space Blanket
• 3 x Magic Slate
• 1 x Tactile Animal Mirror
• 1 x Tangle
• 1 x Mr Squash
• 1 x Colour Storm Ball
• 1 x Strobe Ball
*Please note: content may vary.

113 62 00 04

Sensory Backpacks
1

Extra's?
1. Pop Up Tent
This white pop-up tent offers the perfect surfaces for projections at home, great
when storytelling and theming. Carrier bag included. Use white tent with a projector
for best results of UV with the black tent.
Dimensions: 1460mm W x 1410mm D x 1400mm H.
2

113 23 00 65

White Pop up Tent

113 20 00 49

Black Pop up Tent

2. Mini LED Bubble Tube
Probably the cheapest, high quality bubble tube in the UK! This wonderful little
bubble tube is only tall so great in a bedroom on the move. The LED light slowly
changes colour whilst small bubbles rise continuously creating a calming, soothing
effect. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 75mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 02 00 33
3

3. Portable LED Fibre Optics Bundle
A portable fibre optic package that provides soothing slowly changing colours,
ideal for relaxation and calming. Comprises of a small LED fibre optic lightsource
and 30 plastic fibre optic strands measuring 2.5m. Powered by 4 x AA batteries
(supplied) or 6v power supply which requires mains voltage.
4

113 03 00 22

4. Aurora LED Projector Bundle
This bundle is a great starter kit that provides all the items needed to get a projector
up and running: an Aurora LED projector, wheel rotator and five Experia effect
wheels (Balloon Extravaganza, Dawn til Dusk, Firework Bonanza, Outer Space and
Tropical Reef). Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.

113 23 00 09 PB
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Sensory At Home
Multisensory products should not just be for school or hospital! This
range of products is designed to be used in smaller environments
so you can develop
evelop important life skills or encourage relax
relaxation in
the comfort of your own home.

Made in the UK

•

Calming Sensory Roamer

The Calming Sensory Roamer is the affordable portable sensory solution for your
home! The small portable unit can easily move from room to room, making it
perfect for domestic use. Ideal for encouraging relaxation, the unit features an LED
bubble tube, an LED lightsource and fibre optic strands (2.5m x 30 strands), a
projector, a sound system and an acrylic mirror. Includes lockable castors and is
powered from a single electrical outlet. Operates on mains voltage.
Dimensions: 450mm W x 1000mm D x 1200mm H.
113 63 00 11

Sensory At Home

•

Portable LED Bubble Tube

Perfect for home use, this cost-effective bubble tube is particularly helpful for
those who need some soothing prior to sleep and its size (120mm diameter x
1m high) makes it extremely portable. Operates on mains voltage transformed to
low voltage.
113 02 00 07

•

Aurora LED Projector Bundle

This bundle is a great starter kit that provides all the items needed to get a projector
up and running: an Aurora LED projector, wheel rotator and five Experia effect
wheels (Balloon Extravaganza, Dawn til Dusk, Firework Bonanza, Outer Space and
Tropical Reef). Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.

113 23 00 09 PB

•

Portable LED Fibre Optics Bundle

A portable fibre optic package that provides soothing slowly changing colours,
ideal for relaxation and calming. Comprises of a small LED fibre optic lightsource
and 30 plastic fibre optic strands measuring 2.5m. Powered by 4 x AA batteries
(supplied) or 6v power supply which requires mains voltage.
113 03 00 22
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Sensory At Home

•

LED Bubble Tube Bedside Cabinet

Ideal in a bedroom, the slowly changing colours and rising bubbles are perfect
for relaxing and calming. Created for those who need a relaxing atmosphere prior
to sleep, the LED Bubble Tube Cabinet is aesthetically pleasing and fits into any
bedroom environment. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 395mm W x 395mm D x 1400mm H.
113 84 00 04

•

LED Fibre Optic Bedside Cabinet

Perfect for a bedroom where users can lay with the fibre optic strands (2.5m x 30
strands) and surround themselves in the slowly changing colours. Ideal for creating
a relaxing environment before sleep. The fibre optic LED lightsource is inside
an attractive cabinet that will fit into any bedroom. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Dimensions: 395mm W x 395mm D x 530mm H.
113 84 00 05

• iPod® Docking Station with Switch Adapted
Remote
Enjoy music wherever you are with this portable iPod* docking station available in
two designs: Hello Kitty and Funky Pig. Use the wireless switch adapted remote
(battery powered) to control the music: play/pause, forward/back, volume up or
down. This item is ideal for developing hand-ear co-ordination, switching and
cause and effect skills and allows the user independence. External sockets (1/4”
jack) allow users to connect their own switches. The switch adapted remote is
battery powered (2 x AA) and the iPod docking station operates on mains voltage.
*iPod not included.

113 84 00 01

Funky Pig

113 84 00 02

Hello Kitty

Sensory At Home

•

Mosquito Net

Great for colour and image projections while surrounding yourself with the fabric.
Ideal for hanging above a bed for relaxation. Use with a projector for best results
(see page 24).
113 23 00 64

•

Mini LED Bubble Tube

Probably the cheapest, high quality bubble tube in the UK! This wonderful little
bubble tube is only tall so great in a bedroom on the move. The LED light slowly
changes colour whilst small bubbles rise continuously creating a calming, soothing
effect. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 75mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 02 00 33

•

Black Pop up Tent

Create your very own dark room in an instant with this dark pop-up tent, ideal
when using UV products. Bag included. Use with the UV Resource Box for best
results (see page 58).
Dimensions: 1460mm W 1410mm D x 1400mm H.
113 20 00 49

•

White Pop up Tent

This white pop-up tent offers the perfect surfaces for projections at home, great
when storytelling and theming. Carrier bag included. Use with a projector for best
results (see page 24).
Dimensions: 1460mm W x 1410mm D x 1400mm H.
113 23 00 64
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Soft Play

Made in the UK

All Experia soft play products are manufactured using strong, durable
and soft to touch vinyl. This is easy to clean and double stitched to
ensure strength and durability.
Whatever the size of your project, from an individual piece to an
entire room, we design, manufacture and install some of the most
interesting soft play environments around.
The great thing about Experia soft play environments is that they
enable the user to explore, test their physical abilities and have lots
of fun in a safe and comfortable place.
We can specifically design your soft play room and take into account
all the needs of potential users. Our experienced team of Sensory
Advisors will provide you with a 3D plan of your room showing the
layout of your proposed area so you can be sure that you have the
best equipment for your needs.

Soft Play

•

Soft Wall Pads

•

Soft wall padding is used to ensure an area is safe and fit for
purpose. We offer the three standard sizes shown below or
bespoke sizes are available on request. Please specify your
colour choice when ordering.
113 32 00 10 1

Small - 1270mmL x 1270W x 70mmD

113 32 00 10 2

Medium - 1270mmL x 1800mmW x 70mmD

113 32 00 10 3

Large - 1270mmL x 2440mmW x 70mmD

Please call for bespoke sizes and pricing

Soft Floor Pads

Soft floor padding provides a safe soft surface within a soft play
room or can be used as a comfortable area for physiotherapy
sessions. We offer the three standard sizes shown below or
bespoke sizes are available on request. Please specify your
colour choice when ordering.
113 32 00 11 1

Small - 1270mmL x 1270W x 100mmD

113 32 00 11 2

Medium - 1270mmL x 1800mmW x 100mmD

113 32 00 11 3

Large - 1270mmL x 2440mmW x 100mmD

Please call for bespoke sizes and pricing

Experia Colour Swatches
All our soft play products are available in a wide range of exciting colours
All colours shown are for illustrative purposes only. If you would like a free vinyl swatch please contact us.
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Soft Play
•

Soft Trampoline

This trampoline with its colourful surround fits perfectly in any soft play area. Please
specify your colour choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 1270mm L x 270mm H.
113 32 00 02

•

Stepping Stones

Four Stepping Stones of various heights make this a challenging terrain to cross.
This product is perfect as a feature within a soft play area. Please specify your
colour choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 1270mm L x various heights.
113 32 00 08

•

Soft Fan

A floor based fan that will add an interesting perspective to any soft play area. The
flow of wind emitted from the fan changes constantly. Please specify your colour
choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 520mm W x 800mm D x 520mm H.
113 32 00 01

•

Shape Set

A great addition to any soft play area, these six soft play shapes (cube, cylinder,
semi-circle, triangle, rectangle and octagon) are available in multi-coloured or
black and white.
113 32 00 33

Multi-coloured

113 32 00 33 1

Black & White

Soft Play
•

Infinity Mirror Corner

This fabulous new product is a must for day nurseries and any corner that small
children might enjoy some imaginative play. With a lovely segmented floor mat and
a corner acrylic mirror set, once installed the mirrors give an infinite effect which is
fascinating and a great and safe way to enjoy mirrors.
Dimensions: Mirror: 1200mm L x 700mm H – Corner: 1200mm W x 1200mm L
x 60mm D.
113 32 00 40

Multi-coloured

113 32 00 41

Black & White

•

Soft Play Shoe Holder

A timber backed, wall mounted unit perfecting for storing shoes at the entrance of
your Soft Play or Sensory Room.

•

113 32 00 29 8

8 Holes - 1250W x 700H x 40mm D

113 32 00 29 16

16 Holes - 1250W x 1400H x 40mm D

Bubble Tube Softie

A large softie expertly made to conceal the base of your bubble tube meaning the
user can get up close to the bubble tube column while feeling comfortable. This
comes with a Calming LED Bubble Tube (1m high) that operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage. Available in any standard Experia colour, please
specify your preference when ordering.
Dimensions: 1350mm D x 500mm H.
113 32 00 17 1

LED Bubble Tube & Softie

113 32 00 17 2

Softie Only

•

Fibre Optic Softie

A large bean cushion that enables closer interaction with fibre optic sideglow (2m
x 200 strands and standard LED lightsource included). The comfortable softie
is made from soft but durable, wipe-clean fabric that is available in a variety of
colours - please state your colour preference when placing your order.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1350mm D x 500mm H.
113 03 00 16

LED Fibre Optics & Softie

113 32 00 16 1

Softie Only
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Soft Play

•

Interactive Ball Pool

A fabulous and exciting soft play item,
this cream Interactive Ball Pool is filled
with balls that change colour when the
interactive switches on the walls are
pressed. Illuminated by a very safe, bright,
low voltage LED, you will never have to
change the lamp and the colour is always
vibrant. Balls are sold separately; six bags
each containing 500 balls are required for
the medium size pool and 12 bags each
containing 500 balls are required for the
large size pool. Operated on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage.
Medium - 1500mm square x 650mm H
Large - 2200mm square x 650mm H
113 32 00 14 1 - Medium
113 32 00 14 2 - Large

•

Ball Pool

A great addition in any soft play environment,
simply fill the ball pool with multi-coloured
balls for hours of fun! Available in any
Experia colour - please specify your
colour choice when ordering. Balls sold
separately, six bags each containing 500
balls are required for the medium size pool
and 12 bags each containing 500 balls are
required for the large size pool.
Medium - 1500mm square x 650mm H
Large - 2200mm square x 650mm H
113 32 00 31 - Medium
113 32 00 32 - Large

•

Ball Pool Balls

Available in a range of colours or clear, these balls are 75mm in diameter and
come in bags of 500. Please state colour preference when ordering.
113 32 00 12

Coloured

113 32 00 12 1

Clear

113 32 00 13

Net Bags - hold 500 balls

•

Interactive Keyboard

Each key on this wonderful keyboard is a bright colour and produces a different
note when pressed. A number of sounds are available. Operates on mains voltage
transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 2000mm L x 800mm W x 110mm D.
113 40 00 23

Soft Play
•

Soft Den

The Soft Den provides a fun area in which to play or a safe haven for those
who want to hide. This very sturdy product has a soft exterior and is ideal when
partnered with a Soft Slide and Soft Steps within a soft play area. Please specify
your colour choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 1270mm L x 1000mm H.
113 32 00 05

•

Soft Den Deluxe

This den is a wonderful hidey hole for children. With fibre optics constantly
changing the ceiling and three mirrored walls that create an infinity effect, the Soft
Den is a great attraction for children up to 11 years. Please specify your colour
choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 1270mm L x 1000mm H.
113 32 00 06

•

Soft Steps

A must in any soft play area, combine the medium or large version with a Soft
Slide to create a safe, fun and rewarding physical challenge. Our small steps are
ideal for accessing ball pools. Please specify your colour choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 635mm W x 1270mm L x 1280mm H.
113 32 00 04

•

Soft Slide

An exhilarating ride on the slide is a great reward for tackling the Soft Steps.
Together they help with balance and co-ordination and come in three standard
sizes. Please specify your colour choice when ordering.
Dimensions: 635mm W x 1280mm L x 1270mm H.
113 32 00 03
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Soft Play
•

Bean Bags

A soft bean bag made in our easy to clean vinyl. Available in any Experia colour,
please specify when ordering.

•

113 32 00 22 0

Mini - 400mm dia

113 32 00 22 1

Small - 525mm dia

113 32 00 22 2

Medium - 775mm dia

113 32 00 22 3

Large - 925mm dia

113 32 00 22 4

Giant - 1150mm dia

Bubble Tube Plinth - Square

This soft plinth fits any standard bubble tube and allows the user to get close to
the bubble tube column. Our unique design means that you can easily access the
base of the bubble tube for any necessary maintenance. Available in any Experia
colour, please specify when ordering (see page 123).
113 32 00 21 1 Small: 650mm W x 650mm L x 400mm H
113 32 00 21 2 Medium: 900mm W x 900mm L x 400mm H
113 32 00 21 3 Large: 1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H
113 32 00 42

Double Plinth - 1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H

•

Bubble Tube Plinth - Curved

A stylish curved plinth that can accommodate any standard bubble tube, it enables
the user to get close and enjoy the bubble tube in comfort. Available in any Experia
colours - please specify when ordering (see page 123).

•

113 32 00 30 1

Medium: 900mm W x 900mm L x 400mm H

113 32 00 30 2

Large: 1200mm W x 1200mm L x 400mm H

Multi-coloured Bean Bag

An eye-catching, multi-coloured bean bag made in our soft, easy to clean vinyl.
Dimensions: 800mm square x 400mm H.
113 32 00 15

Soft Play

•

Noisy Sound Board

Colourful soft play unit that produces a variety
of different sounds that are both entertaining
and engaging and aim to encourage
interaction and self-motivation. Switches are
installed within the themed board and make
a theme-appropriate noise when pressed,
utilising the in-built speaker. The soft play
unit is manufactured from strong, durable,
easy-to-clean vinyl which is double-stitched
to ensure strength and durability. Operates
on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 1270mm W x 70mm D x
1270mm H.

113 35 00 01 – Circus
113 35 00 02 – Farm Animals
113 35 00 07 – Jungle
113 35 00 06 – Pirate
113 35 00 05 – Seaside
113 35 00 04 – Space
113 35 00 03 – Transport
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Soft Play
•

Softplay Furniture

Experia’s innovative Soft Play Furniture products have been designed to offer support and comfort, making them ideal for relaxation. All our Soft Play
Furniture is made from foam, covered with strong, durable and soft to touch double stitched and flame retardant vinyl and is available in any Experia
colour.

•

Lydia Soft Sofa

Ideal for storytelling, the Lydia Soft Sofa can accommodate two individuals at a
time and will complete any sensory room. Available in any Experia colour - please
state when ordering.
Dimensions: 1470mm W x 660mm D x 910mm H.
113 32 00 44

•

Pinkham Soft Chair

The Pinkham Soft Chair is all about support and comfort. Simply sit back into the
soft chair and relax! Available in any Experia colour - please state when ordering.
Dimensions: 990mm W x 660mm D x 880mm H.
113 32 00 45

•

Park Soft Chair

All the comfort and support of the Lydia Soft Sofa but in a single chair size. Available
in any Experia colour - please state when ordering.
Dimensions: 660mm W x 660mm L x 880mm H.
113 32 00 46

Soft Play
•

Waterbeds

A waterbed is the perfect addition to any sensory room, helping to relax and comfort the user. The mattress moulds itself to the shape of the body to
give full support while the heated element helps to improve circulation and blood flow. The even distribution of body weight is especially beneficial to
those suffering with joint pain and muscular disabilities due to less stress being placed on certain areas of the body.
Mattresses can be placed onto a specially designed waterbed plinth or directly onto the floor, depending on the user’s needs and requirements. A fibre
optic wall carpet is a great addition to the space when placed beside the waterbed, bringing a tactile element to the calming environment.
Each waterbed is made from strong, durable and easy to clean vinyl, which is effective at keeping dust mites and particles out (perfect for those suffering
from asthma or respiratory problems). All our waterbeds are available in any Experia colours - please specify when ordering.

113 12 00 01 - Waterbed - 1m x 2m
113 12 00 02 - Waterbed – 1.5m x 2m
113 12 00 03 - Waterbed – 1.8m x 2m
113 12 00 04 - Plinth for waterbed - 1m x 2m
113 12 00 05 - Plinth for waterbed – 1.5m x 2m
113 12 00 06 - Plinth for waterbed – 1.8m x 2m
113 12 00 07 - Vibro plinth for waterbed - 1m x 2m
113 12 00 08 - Vibro plinth for waterbed – 1.5m x 2m
113 12 00 09 - Vibro plinth for waterbed – 1.8m x 2m
113 12 00 10 - Vibro waterbed with hoist access – 1m x 2m
113 12 00 11 - Vibro waterbed with hoist access – 1.5m x 2m
113 12 00 12 - Vibro waterbed with hoist access – 1.8m x 2m

Experia Colour Swatches
All our soft play products are available in a wide range of exciting colours
All colours shown are for illustrative purposes only. If you would like a free vinyl swatch please contact us.
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Soft Play
•

Leaf Chair

Elegant and extremely comfortable chair. Cleverly balanced to give a gentle
movement. The very strong steel frame is padded throughout in washable material.
Colours available: White, Green, Blue & Red, please specify when ordering.
Hanging or standing frame not included - please order separately.

•

113 32 00 48

Leaf Chair

113 32 00 49

Leaf Chair - Ceiling Bracket

113 32 00 50

Leaf Chair - Floor Standing Frame

Two Tone Chairs

Beautiful wooden chairs ideal for ages 3+. They fit under all of the wooden tables
and are made from replenishable rubber wood (which means it's eco friendly!)
Dimensions: 350mmW x 260mmD x 510mmH - Seat Height: 265mm
Available in 5 colours:
113 32 00 66

Two Tone - Lilac

113 32 00 67

Two Tone - Pink

113 32 00 68

Two Tone - Yellow

113 32 00 69

Two Tone - Green

113 32 00 70

Two Tone - Turquoise

Soft Play
•

Small Stool

This beautiful wooden stool is perfect for any toddler! It fits under all of the our wooden
tables and is made from replenishable rubber wood (which means it's eco friendly!)
Diameter: 290mm x 265mmH.
Available in 4 colours:
113 32 00 57

Green Stool

113 32 00 58

Yellow Stool

113 32 00 59

Blue Stool

113 32 00 60

Red Stool

•

Tables

These beautiful wooden tables fit with all wooden chairs and stools. Made from
natural wood this table will go perfectly in any room! This table is made from
replenishable rubber wood (which means it's eco friendly!). Dimensions:
Square Table - 600mm Square x 430mm H.
Circular Table - 600mm Diameter x 435mm H

•

113 32 00 65

Round Table

113 32 00 71

Square Table

Leaning Chair

Perfect for children who like rocking back and forth. The Leaning Chair is designed
to reduce the possibility of tipping over.
Dimensions: 380L x 360W x 630H.
113 43 00 53
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Soft Play
•

Animal Chairs

These beautiful animal chairs are made from replenishable rubber wood (which
means it's eco friendly!) with incredible detailing; these chairs fit perfectly in any
room, nursery or school! Dimensions: 330mmW x 310mmD x 540mmH Seat Height: 265mm.
8 animals are available:

•

113 32 00 61

Bear Chair

113 32 00 62

Frog Chair

113 32 00 63

Cat Chair

113 32 00 64

Mouse Chair

113 32 00 72

Lion Chair

113 32 00 73

Tiger Chair

113 32 00 74

Giraffe Chair

Tables

These beautiful wooden tables fit with all wooden chairs and stools. Made from
natural wood this table will go perfectly in any room! This table is made from
replenishable rubber wood (which means it's eco friendly!). Dimensions:
Square Table - 600mm Square x 430mm H.
Circular Table - 600mm Diameter x 435mm H
113 32 00 65

Round Table

113 32 00 71

Square Table

Soft Play
•

Bean Chair - Small

Rock back and forth in the Bean Chair for a calming soothing effect. Turn it over
and you have a static chair. Manufactured from strong Russian birch and easy to
clean vinyl. Max weight 200kgs
Dimensions: 970L x 485W x 525H
113 43 00 73

•

Bean Chair - Large

Rock back and forth in the Bean Chair for a calming soothing effect. Turn it over
and you have a static chair. Big enough to seat two people.
Manufactured from strong Russian birch and easy to clean vinyl. Max weight
200kgs.
Dimensions: 970L x 925W x 525H
113 43 00 72

•

Modular Furniture

An extremely versatile modular range of furniture to enhance any school reception,
doctors waiting room or a nursery.
These units offer many combinations making them ideal for both imaginative play
situations or for more practical uses in reading corners. Seat height 30cm.
113 32 00 51

Straight Single Chair

113 32 00 52

Straight Double Chair

113 32 00 54

Corner Unit

113 32 00 55

Square Table
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Movement & Balance
Developing movement and balance can be incorporated into play
time, and our excellent product range offers lots of different ways to
have fun while exploring and learning.

•

Made in the UK

Rocking Arch - Bridge

Can aid gross motor coordination as well as provide proprioceptive input. Great
to climb over or turn upside down and rock back and forth for a soothing effect.
Can also provide some vestibular input.
Dimensions: 1200L x 636W x 315H.
113 43 00 43

Movement & Balance
•

2 way Balance Beam

Walk on the bridge to challenge your gross motor coordination and balance skills
in a different and fun way. The beam can be used in two positions, one is a beam
which is 75mm wide, turn the beam and its a more challenging 50mm.
Minimum self assembly required.
Dimensions:1700L x 300W x 125H.
113 43 00 51

•

Scooter Ramp

Use with the Bolster Scooters a fun way to enhance balance and coordination
skills. The ramp is big enough to allow the scooter to turn around completely at the
top. Minimum self assembly required. Scooter not included - available on page 43.
Dimensions:1650L x 760W x 360H
113 43 00 47

•

Tilt Board

Stand or sit on the Tilt Board to develop your balance skills and coordination.
Dimensions: 400L x 400W x 80H
113 43 00 50
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Movement & Balance
•

Small Rocker Board

Develop balance skills and coordination in a fun and unusual way, complete with
carpet mat. Features hand holds to prevent pinched fingers.
Dimensions: 720L x 720W x 160H
113 43 00 67

•

Large Rocker Board

Develop balance skills and coordination in a fun and unusual way, complete with
carpet mat. Two people can work together to rock the board.
Features hand holds to prevent pinched fingers.
Dimensions: 1440L x 720W x 160H.
113 43 00 68

•

Balance Beam

This beam is ideal for developing balance skills and charting the progress of the
user according to the colour they can reach along the length of the beam. This
sturdy product has eight brightly coloured sections to walk or crawl across. Ideal
in a soft play environment. Dimensions: 2000mm W x 650mm D x 200mm H.
113 43 00 03

Movement & Balance
•

Hilltops

Inspire children to jump around a room with these five hilltops, all in varying heights.
Each piece has a rubber rim to prevent slipping and has been designed so that
it cannot overturn. Dimensions: 360mmW x 360mmL x 85mmH - 405mmW x
405mmL x 170mmH - 420mmW x 420mmL x 255mmH.
113 43 00 07

•

Mountain

This mountain challenges children to reach the top by climbing up the large steps.
Use with River Stones and Hilltops for the ultimate in stimulating playtime. Fitted
with non-slip rubber feet.
Dimensions: 490mmW x 655mmL x 320mmH.
113 43 00 08

•

River Stones

Create your very own river stepping stones with these colourful triangular blocks.
Make paths as challenging as you like by changing the position of the stones on
the floor. Each stone has a rubber rim to prevent it slipping, and can be stacked for
easy storage. Includes three big stones and three small stones.
Dimensions: Big stones: 360mmW x 360mmL x 85mmH - Small stones:
250mmW x 250mm L x 45mmH.
113 43 00 06
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Movement & Balance
•

The River

Design an endless numb
number of different balancing paths with these colourful blocks.
Each piece slots together
togeth easily so even the smallest fingers can build a ‘river’.
Created from durable plastic
pl
with anti-slip feet. Can be stacked for easy storage.
Dimensions: 115mm W x 355mm L x 45mm H (Set of six) - 155mm L x 85mm
W (One).
113 43 00 09

•

Island

Combine these Islands with The River blocks to
create a natural centre junction or refuge. Set of two
in green and red. Dimensions: 140mm W x 500mm
L x 70mm H.
113 43 00 10

•

Bridge

Use with The River and Islands to add a greater
challenge to the course. Children can balance as
they cross the bridge, as though crossing over a
river. Dimensions: 14mmW x 50mmL x 70mmH.
113 43 00 11

Bridge

Island

Movement & Balance
•

Tactile Discs

Challenge the sense of touch in both hands and feet with these tactile discs.
These are available either as large discs for use on the floor or small discs for
holding in the hand. The blindfold (included) can be used for memory games and
recognition. Small set includes: five large and five small disks, a blindfold and
a cloth bag. Full set includes: 10 small tactile discs and 10 large in a range of
colours, a blindfold and a large cloth bag.
Dimensions: Small: 110mm diameter - Large: 270mm diameter.
113 43 00 14 1

Small Set

113 43 00 14 2

Large Set

•

Big Foot Stilts

Stand up tall with these giant platform shoes! Feet are made from strong red
plastic with a black rubber sole for grip. The attached aluminium sticks with safe
rubber ends ensure a good grip. Dimensions: 150mmW x 1000mmH.
113 43 00 16

•

Jellyfish

Encourage motor play with these soft stepping stones made from transparent
rubber. Available in blue or orange.
Dimensions: 190mm diameter x 25mm H.
113 43 00 13 1

Blue - Set of 4

113 43 00 13 2

Blue - Set of 12

113 43 00 13 3

Orange - Set of 4

113 43 00 13 4

Orange - Set of 12
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Movement & Balance
•

Multicoloured Parachute

These parachutes offer a great way of developing basic physical co-ordination
and inspiring activities for groups of children and adults. Made from colourful,
lightweight, fire-retardant polyester with strong handles.
Dimensions: 3.5m diameter with eight handles - 6m diameter with 12 handles.

•

113 43 00 18 1

Small - 3.5m

113 43 00 18 2

Large - 6m

Summer Skis

Develop co-ordination skills with these skis as two or three children try to keep
their steps together as they move. Made from wood with anti-skid rubber pieces
to protect floors when used indoors.
Dimensions: Two children: 880mm L – Three children: 1040mm L.
113 43 00 17 4

2 Children

113 43 00 17 2

3 Children

•

First Bike

•

Scooter

Help develop balance and co-ordination skills before
your child gets to grips with a proper bike with this
sturdy wooden balance bike. Features easy-grip
handle bars, pneumatic tyres, carry handle, height
adjustable seat and a bell.

This retro looking scooter is great for teaching
balance and co-ordination as well as boosting
confidence. This scooter has a sturdy wooden
frame, easy grip handle bars, pneumatic tyres and
a height adjustable seat.

Dimensions: 790mm L x 54mm H.

Dimensions: 790mm L x 540mm H.

113 43 00 19

Blue

113 43 00 20 2

Yellow

113 43 00 19 1

Pink

113 43 00 20 1

Red

Movement & Balance
•

Rock Around

Children can sit inside and rock from side to side or spin around. Great for
developing physical co-ordination skills.
Dimensions: 750mm diameter x 140mm H.
113 43 00 14

•

Seesaw

A classic seesaw with a unique design. Pliable synthetic rubber domes underneath
the seesaw provide a softer, more dynamic movement and reduce the risk
of crushing. The non-slip surface is designed to prevent damage to the floor.
Dimensions: 220mmW x 520mmL x 140mmH.
113 43 00 05

•

Round Seesaw

This seesaw amuses and excites children as it moves around in every direction.
The robust, foam covered handles make standing on the board easier and safer.
Dimensions: 760mm diameter x 600mm H.
113 43 00 15

•

Air Balancing Board

This air board can be used for rehabilitation at any level thanks to the inflatable
base, adapting the intensity of the challenge to the user’s needs. Low air pressure
makes the board soft so movement is slow, while high pressure makes the board
hard and movement lively. A standard ball pump (not included) is used to inflate
the board. Dimensions: 380mm diameter x 95mm H.
113 43 00 12
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Movement & Balance

1. Fit Ring
A tough resistance loop with handles perfect for rehabilitation, developing muscle
strength and physio work. comes complete with exercise chart. Available in a
variety of strengths.
Dimensions: approx. 25 cm in diameter with foam handles for a better grip.
113 43 00 76 1

Light

113 43 00 76 2

Medium

113 43 00 76 3

Large

1

2

2. Fit Tubes
A resistance tube with flexible handles perfect for rehabilitation, developing muscle
strength and physio work. comes complete with exercise chart. Available in a
variety of strengths.
Dimensions: approx. 1.4m in length with flexible handles for a better grip.
113 43 00 77 1

Light

113 43 00 77 2

Medium

113 43 00 77 3

Large

3

3. Fun & Active Band
An extra tough tear resistant band for resistance work.
The band is odourless, latex free and completely washable. Complete with
practical storage tube and exercise chart. Available in a variety of strengths.
Dimensions: 150mmW x 2m.
113 43 00 78 1

Soft

113 43 00 78 2

Medium

113 43 00 78 3

Large
4

4. Fit Dome
An inflated hemisphere with a solid base. Can be used in either orientation to
improve balance, strength and endurance.
113 43 00 79

5. BalanceFit
A durable air filled pad which is spiked on both sides to give tactile feedback.
One side features short spikes for less intense feedback, the other has longer
spikes for more feedback
The Balance Fit is latex and phthalate free and two colours are available.
Diameter: 340mm.
113 48 00 80 1

Balancefit - Blue

113 48 00 80 2

Balancefit - Red

5

Movement & Balance

1

1. Spiky Dome
A set of 2 spiky Domes designed to improve proprioception and co-ordination.
The spiked surface is ideal for sensory stimulation and suitable for all ages and skill
levels. Latex and phthalate free.
Diameter: 160mm. Set of two: one blue and one red.
113 48 00 81

2. Rocking Boat - Steps
2

A fun way to address balance and coordination. Its a boat that can be rocked back
and forth or turn it over use a small steps.
Made from strong Russian birch timber.
Dimensions: 1525L x 780W x 410H.
Up for 3 - 6 years of age.
113 43 00 44

3. Step Bench
3

A small strong step. Stand on the bench, alternating legs to develop coordination
and balancing skills.
Step Bench: 350L x 300W x 100H.
113 43 00 52

4. Stairs and Bridge
4

Have fun climbing the stairs and walking on the bridge to challenge your gross
motor coordination and balance skills. Minimum self assembly required.
Dimensions: 2170L x 475W x 450H.
Max weight 200kg.
113 43 00 48
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Tactile & Dexterity
Tactile and Dexterity products involve the sensation of touch and
texture and are great for allowing individuals to feel and interact with
their environment.

Made in the UK
•

Interactive Tactile Disc

Wow - simply wow! This brand new Interactive Tactile Disc is a first. Simply press one of four coloured buttons to change the colour of the lights on
the unit.
60 intensely bright fibre optics are littered across the Tactile Disc whilst a fibre optic carpet follows the meandering artistic shape and its numerous
textures! These and the centrepiece of the unit, a curve shaped infinity tunnel change colour whenever one of the four buttons are pressed.
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard,
smooth, rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet, mirror and more.
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a persons likes and dislikes.
This unit is wall mounted and requires connecting to a mains power outlet.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 31

Tactile & Dexterity
•

UV Tactile Disc

Another new Tactile Disc from Experia, this fantastic new unit features numerous
shapes and textures, some of which glow furiously under UV Blacklight.
Perfect in a dark room , when it is exposed to a UV light, many of the shapes burst
into life giving a visually appealing effect.
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages
and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard, smooth,
rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet,
mirror and more.
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a
persons likes and dislikes. Fits directly to a wall.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 30

•

Tactile Disc

Our wonderful new Tactile Disc is bright, attractive and features numerous textures!
Made from Russian birch, its stong, durable and appealing to people of all ages
and abilities. It comprises a number of textures which are soft, hard, smooth,
rough, cool, warm and various material including metal, plastic, wood, carpet,
mirror and more.
The meandering artistic shape has been designed to encourage a person to touch
and follow it around the disc
The Tactile Disc is engaging and stimulating is a great way to have fun or assess a
persons likes and dislikes. Fits directly to a wall.
Dimensions: 1.2m diameter.
113 36 00 29
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Tactile & Dexterity
1. Flip Fingers

1

Five brightly coloured tubes, each with bells inside. Tubes revolve at the slightest
touch. Dimensions: 330mm L x 240mm H.
113 36 00 12

2. Paddle Wheel
A brightly coloured toy requiring low effort to rotate.
Dimensions: 380mm L x 310mm H.
113 36 00 04

3. Clacking Windmill

2

Responding to the lightest touch, the Clacking Windmill has a double windmill
which makes a clacking noise when spun round.
Dimensions: 200mm W x 240mm L x 320mm H.
113 36 0016

4. Rotating Drum
A large rotating drum containing brightly coloured balls and bells.
Dimensions: 300mm L x 230mm D.

3

113 36 00 05

5. Chime Frame & Beater
Six colourful wooden chimes, suspended within a strong wooden frame. The
beater is attached to the frame to prevent loss.
Dimensions: 370mm L x 270mm H.
113 36 00 17

4

5

Tactile & Dexterity

1. Small Rotating Ball Wall Board

1

This wall board consists of rotating balls, bell pulls, a rotating mirror and beads.
Panel size: 380mmH x 610mmL.
113 36 00 42

2. Music Activity Centre
A wedge shaped board including a xylophone, horn and bell pull. Great fun for
children of all abilities.
Dimensions: 460mm L x 760mm H.

2

113 36 00 02

3. Skwish - Classic

3
4

Wooden toy with elastic strings making it bounce back to its original shape when
pushed around. Great for hand/eye co-ordination.
Dimensions: 140mm W x 140mm D x 140mm H.
113 36 00 26

4. Skwish - Natural
Skwish Classic design with natural wood finish.
Dimensions: 165mm W x 165mm D x 140mm H.

5

113 36 00 27

5. Skwish - Colourburst
Large ball of beads, rods and elastic that returns to its original shape when pushed.
Dimensions: 160mm W x 140mm D x 130mm H.
113 36 00 28

6

6. Tower Slope
Giant slope for cars to roll down. Ideal for developing cause and effect skills.
Dimensions: 440mmW x 320mmD x 720mmH.
113 36 00 24

7. Rolling Slope

7

Cars roll down the slopes when placed at the top. Fun and simple way to develop
cause and effect skills.
Dimensions: 550mmW x 105mmD x 375mmH.
113 36 00 25
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Tactile & Dexterity

Tubies are great for developing
dexterity skills and tracking!

1

1. Tubie Wall Model
Coloured balls are placed inside tactile tubes and can be seen rolling through until
they reappear at the other end. Great for hand/eye co-ordination and tracking.
Dimensions: 500mm W x 370mm H.
113 36 00 03

2

2. Tubie Floor Model
Fun Tubie that can be used on the floor. Includes six balls.
Dimensions: 370mm W x 500mm H.
113 36 00 06

3. Tall Tubie
3

Coloured balls are posted through the top and fall through the tubes.
Dimensions: 350mm W x 550mm H.
113 36 00 07

4. Hand Tubie
Use both hands to guide balls through the tubes or use floor or table to see the
balls pop out. Dimensions: 230mm L.
113 36 00 08

4

5. Spare Balls - Plastic
Packet of six plastic balls for tubies.
5

113 36 00 09

6

6. Spare Balls - Wood
Packet of three wooden balls for tubies.
113 36 00 03

Tactile & Dexterity

1. Small Activity Centre
Can be used on either the floor or table and would be perfect for a reception or
waiting area. Comes with four different items on each side.
Dimensions: 250mm W x 610mm L x 380mm.

1

113 36 00 01

Lacing - perfect for developing
Dexterity skills...
2. Threading Tree
Easy to hold with wasp attached to cord for fun threading.
2

113 81 00 02

3. Threading Butterfly

3

Easy to hold with threader attached to cord.
113 81 00 03

4

4. Lacing Boot
Excellent for learning how to lace and tie. Comes with its own base to leave both
hands free for ease of use.
113 81 00 04

5. Fastening Skills Cube
5

This cube contains most common fastenings encountered in everyday life.Ideal for
young children or therapy and rehabilitation exercises. Features laces, zip, press
studs, hook and loop, buckle, toggle and dog lead clasp.
Dimensions: 240mm cube.
113 36 00 44
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Tactile & Dexterity

Visually appealing and fun, ideal
for any age!

1

1. Mirror Chime Mobile
Strips of mirror and Perspex suspended as a mobile to create reflections and
sound. Visually appealing with auditory feedback.
Dimensions: 230mmL.
113 36 00 18

2

2. Diffraction Tube Roller Shaker
Can be rolled in the hand for light reflection or shaken for sound.
Dimensions: 240mmW x 220mmL.
113 36 00 20

3

3. Mirror Chimeabout
Hanging strips of mirror Perspex faced with red and blue Perspex create great
visuals and sound at the slightest touch.
Dimensions: 200mm D x 240mm H.
113 36 00 19

4

4. Diffraction Tube Drum
Consists of highly reflective tubes that rotate at the lightest touch.
Dimensions: 240mm W x 220mm L.
113 36 00 10

5

5. Diffraction Tube Ladder
Five differently coloured tubes containing highly reflective material, which turn at a
touch. Can be used upright or laid down.
Dimensions: 270mm H.
113 36 00 11

Tactile & Dexterity

1

1. Shapes For Lacing
The set contains 40 pieces, 4 laces. The Aptitude games are designed to help
development of, shape and colour differentiation, hand co-ordination and acute
psychometrics. The games are also designed to help with a childs attention,
concentration which will then aid other skills such as reading and writing.
113 36 00 35
2

2. Buttons For Lacing
The Buttons set contains 40 pieces, 4 laces, activity card. The Aptitude games
are designed to help development of, shape and colour differentiation, hand coordination and acute psychometrics. The games are also designed to help with
a childs attention, concentration which will then aid other skills such as reading
and writing.
113 36 00 36
3

3. Figures For Lacing
This figures set contains 40 pieces and 4 laces. The Aptitude games are designed
to help development of, shape and colour differentiation, hand co-ordination and
acute psychometrics. The games are also designed to help with a childs attention,
concentration which will then aid other skills such as reading and writing.
113 36 00 37

4. Letters of the Alphabet to sew
The aptitude sets allow children to learn about literacy.
Provides a fun learning opportunity. Fun, colourful sets, most including activity
cards to get you started!
Provides excellent stimulation for a childs education and encourages children to
explore and learn.
Box Contains: 26 letters and 6 laces

4

113 36 00 32
5

5. Hands - for counting and sewing
Abacus with shapes is a one of the great sets of aptitude games from Miniland.
The set contains 1 abacus and 100 shapes. The Aptitude games are designed
to help development of, shape and colour differentiation, hand co-ordination and
acute psychometrics. The games are also designed to help with a childs attention,
concentration which will then aid other skills such as reading and writing.
Box Contains: 36 pieces and 4 laces
113 36 00 34
6

6. Junior Poi
The art of POI originated in New Zealand, POI are weighted balls at the end of
strings, which have a long and colourful ribbon attached.
This is to enable them to be swung around the body and spun to make beautiful
patterns.
113 36 00 88
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Tactile & Dexterity
•

My First Box

A fantastic range of activities for years 3 - 7. Made form quality materials, these puzzles vary from jigsaws to flashcards, dominoes to matching activities.
More detailed information is available on our website at www.experia-innovations.co.uk.
113 36 00 72

My Dominoes Box

113 36 00 79

My ABC Box

113 36 00 86

My School Box

113 36 00 73

My Lotto Box

113 36 00 80

My Town Box

113 36 00 87

My Bugs Box

113 36 00 74

My Jobs Box

113 36 00 81

My 123 Box

113 36 00 85

My Garden Box

113 36 00 76

My Jungle Box

113 36 00 82

My Farmyard Box

113 36 00 78

My Nature Box

113 36 00 77

My Nursery Box

113 36 00 84

My Body Box

My Town

My Dominoes

My Lotto
My 123

My Nature Trail

My Jobs

My Nursery Rhymes

My Bugs

My ABC
My Jungle Animals

My Farmyard

My School Day

My Body

My Garden

Tactile & Dexterity
1. Crococube

1

Crococube is a colourful sorting cube hosting familiar characters. Walter the
Dragon, Vicky the Cow and Ophelia the Hen all reside in here, making the cube a
centre of activity for little ones. There is a chunky zip, plus rattles and crinkles and
the characters become the sorting shapes. There's a lot of fun and learning to be
had with the Crococube!
113 36 00 63

2. Turn & Sort
2

Turn and Sort is where you twist and screw the disks into place. With different
shapes, your child will learn how the disks need to be moved in order to get them
off and start again. This game encourages early development skills such as colour
recognition and matching skills. Your child can match each of the different disks
and arrange them in order of colour if they like. Suitable for ages 2+ and ideal for
children with additional needs, this is the perfect product for helping your child
develop those all important key skills they will need when they start school.
Diameter: 200mm
113 36 00 66

3. Touch & Match
3

Touch and Match is an ideal game for children with special needs. Each piece has
a different texture which matches to one on the board which encourages sensory
skills. There are also numbered pieces which then have the number as a word on
the other side and this encourages early numeracy skills. Suitable for ages 2+ this
is a brilliant product for helping your child to develop those vital key skills that they
will need when they start school.
Dimensions: 465mmL x 105mmW x 50mmH.
113 36 00 67

4. Touch & Feel Flash Cards - 123

4

5

Touch, feel and learn flash cards! Small children look wide-eyed, grin happily, and
reach longingly for cute, bright, textured cards. Delightful & colorful, tactile flash
cards have children learning more and remembering more. Jump start counting
and language skills with darling graphics on educational cards that teach. Each
double-sided learning card has a different texture to help children identify what
they see. The back of each card is filled with interactive activities for a parent and
child to explore together. A great way to start your child's library. Highly durable
cards & sturdy storage box Ages: 2-5.
113 36 00 68

5. Touch & Feel Flash Cards - ABC
Similar to the 123 Touch and Feel product above, these Flash cards help a child
develop their letter recognition and alphabet skills.
6

113 36 00 69

6. Match & Stack
Watch your little ones while they stack these colorful cubes. Create a farm, jungle,
garden, monsters and learn to count. This set of stacking cubes helps your little
ones in developing their basic motor skills, and help them learn counting numbers,
flowers and more. Kit includes 10 colorful cubes which stacks to 890mm tall.
113 36 00 70
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Tactile & Dexterity
1. Chunky Farm

1

This Chunky Puzzle is ideal for taxing young minds. Each piece is extra chunky
to ensure easy lifting and handling. Each piece of the puzzle slots comfortably
into place, and there are even clues on the board to give your children a helping
hand.
As each piece is chunky, they also stand freely on their own adding extra play
value as they can use the characters away from the board.
The Chunky Farm Puzzle features a pig, a sheep, a cow and lots of other
different animals!
Dimensions: 305mmL x 225mmW x 10mmH. Thickness of each piece: 15mm.
2

113 36 00 47

2. Chunky Pets
Similar in design to Chunky Farm the Chunky Pets Puzzle is ideal for
taxing young minds. Each piece is extra chunky to ensure easy lifting
and handling. Each piece of the puzzle slots comfortably into place, and
there are even clues on the board to give your children a helping hand.
The Chunky Pets Puzzle features a cat, a dog, a parrot and lots of other different
animals!
Dimensions: 305mmL x 225mmW x 10mmH. Thickness of each piece: 15mm.

3

113 36 00 48

3. Chunky Safari
Similar in design to Chunky Farm the Chunky Pets Puzzle is ideal for
taxing young minds. Each piece is extra chunky to ensure easy lifting
and handling. Each piece of the puzzle slots comfortably into place, and
there are even clues on the board to give your children a helping hand.
The Chunky Safari Puzzle features an elephant, a giraffe, a lion and lots of other
different animals!
Dimensions: 305mmL x 225mmW x 10mmH. Thickness of each piece: 15mm.

4

113 36 00 49

4. Chunky Transport
Similar in design to Chunky Farm the Chunky Pets Puzzle is ideal for
taxing young minds. Each piece is extra chunky to ensure easy lifting
and handling. Each piece of the puzzle slots comfortably into place, and
there are even clues on the board to give your children a helping hand.
The Chunky Transport Puzzle features a fire engine, a boat,
an ambulance and lots of other different modes of transport.
Dimensions: 305mmL x 225mmW x 10mmH. Thickness of each piece: 15mm.

5

113 36 00 50
Farm

5. Sound Puzzles
The Sound Puzzle is ideal for teaching toddler's sounds and shape recognition
skills and new vocabulary. As each piece is lifted away from the board, it makes
a sound. If little ones need help, then there are clues on the board to help them
learn which piece of the puzzle belongs in which space.
Dimensions: 290mmL x 200mmW x 10mmH.
113 36 00 55

Farm

113 36 00 56

Transport

113 36 00 57

Jungle

Transport

Jungle

Tactile & Dexterity

1. Touch & Feel Puzzles

Farm
1

The Touch and Feel Puzzles are great for little hands. Each piece of the puzzle
is chunky which allows for easy handling and lifting. Also, as the pieces are so
chunky, they can stand and be played with away from the puzzle board, which
adds extra play value. Underneath each piece of the puzzle are different textures
that help your child recognise what puzzle piece goes where. This is great for
teaching them shape recognition as well as improving their sensory skills.
Dimensions: 200mmL x 200mmW x 10mmH. Thickness per piece: 15mm.

Bugs

The animals in the farm are a: cow, sheep, pig and chick.
The animals in Bugs are: a ladybird, a butterfly, a frog and a snail.
The animals in Safari are: a gorilla, a leopard, a lion and a zebra.

Safari

2

113 36 00 52

Farm

113 36 00 53

Bugs

113 36 00 54

Safari

2. Touch & Match Board
Identify and match up the 12 tactile turned hardwood counters each with a
different textured top surface. Can be used as a game or for sensory stimulus.
Dimension: 220 x 170 x 35mm.
113 36 00 41
3

3. Touch & Match Dominoes
Large dominoes with different colour-coded surfaces to allow matching
using vision and feel. Set of 28 pieces in wooden storage box.
Box size: 305 x 125 x 55mm
113 36 00 40

4. Hepworth Play Table
Designed primarily for use with our medium playmats 1000 x 750mm, the table
is perfect for small world play but also can be used for construction activities with
train tracks and Lego etc.
4

At the end of a session store mats away on the roomy shelf. There is plenty of
room for gratnell trays or storage tubs to contain all your resources (purchased
separately).
Hand holes at each end of the table allow it to be moved around quickly and easily.
Sturdily constructed in the UK, from quality timber MDF, the table is flat packed for
easy assembly and is suitable for children aged 3 to 7 years.
Dimensions: 1040mmW x 800mmD x 510mmH. Inside work top height: 450mm.
113 36 00 43
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Mirrors
Mirrors are a great way of encouraging self-awareness and developing
movement. Use alongside existing sensory equipment to create
exciting visual effects.

• Giant Wood Effect Softie Mirror Set
Using the Easy Hold design, these large format mirror panels, surrounded in
tough EVA foam* (with a wood effect patterning) enable young children to play
and interact with mirrors and observe reflection, self-reflection and symmetry with
the hardness of a more resistant edging. The set contains one Plane, Convex
and Concave Mirror providing for enlargement, reduction, inversion and plane
reflection. Dimensions: 315 x 190 x 30mm.
*Not suitable for children under 3 years, unless under supervision due to the closed cell nature of EVA which has a theoretical
chance of becoming a choking hazard if bitten off.

113 67 00 47

Mirrors
•

Easy Hold Plain Mirror

Hand held acrylic mirror for self-reflection, for collaborative group play and role
play. Housed in a solid Rubberwood outer, it is both extremely strong and easy to
hold and manipulate by youngsters.
Dimensions: 185 x 120mm (mirror 80mm dia).
113 67 00 59

•

Easy Hold Concave Mirror

Rubberwood frame with easy grip handles enclosing a concave and convex
mirror. These produce fascinating reflections - upside down, larger and smaller
reflections depending on which side you look in. Bring the concave mirror up really
close and it acts as a wonderful magnifying mirror.
Size of easy hold frame 185 x 120mm (mirror diameter 80mm).
113 67 00 60

•

Today's Special Person

Laser cut into the mirror surface is a message so that the user is prompted to
consider a thought. Provided with doublesided sticky pads for easy fixing to a wall.
Message Mirrors can be used to prompt a response, as a conversation piece, to
discuss feelings and to encourage a positive self image.
200mm in diameter can be hand held or wall mounted.
113 67 00 64
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•

Octagon Mirror

Geometric shape mirror made from safe acrylic.
113 67 00 03

•

Flower Mirrors

Fun flower shaped mirrors made from 2mm shatterproof but flexible material. A
great way to add interest to any room. Set of three.
Dimensions: 330mm.

113 67 00 01

•

Geometric Shape Mirror

Help develop shape recognition with this set of mirrors featuring five simple
shapes. Made from 2mm safe material.
Dimensions: 330mm.
113 67 00 02

•

Large Softie Mirror Cube

Made from dense EVA foam, the mirror cube provides fascination for children of
all ages particularly toddlers.
Inside all the faces have acrylic mirrors precisely fitted, providing views to infinity.
Children can place and arrange objects within the box to create multiple versions
and a chance to observe ‘more closely’. Also ideal when placed on its side to act
as a display cabinet for this week’s ‘interesting object’. Can be packed away flat
when not in use. Dimension: 300mm
113 67 00 53

Mirrors
•

Hexagon Mirror Softies

Set of 5 hand held, foam. surround mirrors in plane (purple, blue and yellow)
convex (red) and concave (orange). Like all Softies they have tough waterproof
EVA foam frames surrounding safety acrylic mirrors. Includes adhesive pads for
wall mounting.
Dimensions: Point to Point 190mm.
113 67 00 55

Large Mirror Softie

113 67 00 56

Small Mirror Softie

•

Jigsaw Softie Mirrors

Set of 4 softie plane mirrors with a jigsaw profile in four colours measuring 200mm
square. They can be hand held, free standing or wall mounted to create a stunning
display. Includes adhesive pads for wall mounting.
113 67 00 58

•

Whoozit Mirror

Provide both visual and tactile stimulation with this fun, soft tramed mirror. Can be
hung using the fabric ties or placed on a flat surface with the easel stand on the
back.
113 67 00 33

•

Hand Mirrors

Perfect for encouraging self-awareness, this two handled mirror is available in a
range of colours. Available in 4 colours.
Dimensions: 270mmW x 180mmH.
113 67 00 13 B

Blue

113 67 00 13 G

Green

113 67 00 13 R

Red

113 67 00 13 Y

Yellow
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•

Foam Framed Wall Mirror

Economical, colourful wall mirrors in Hexagonal (Blue) and Round (Red) made
using safety acrylic mirrors surrounded by tough Eva Foam frames. They come
with sticky pads for easy wall fixing.
Dimensions: Mirror Size approx 325mm diameter.
113 67 00 57

•

Large Mirror Block Set

Two new building block sets made up of rubberwood surrounds with acrylic mirror
inserts.
One set comprises 8 giant blocks in 4 shapes and the other set has 24 small blocks
in 6 shapes. Suitable for children from 2 years and up, the addition of mirrors to the
blocks creates added interest and unusual perspectives to construction activities.
The blocks can also add an extra dimension to small world play, encouraging
imagination and conversation.
The Large Mirror Block Set has 8 pieces, 2 each of the following shapes – square,
rectangle, equilateral triangle and arch.
The Small Mirror Block Set contains 24 blocks in 6 different shapes - square,
rectangle, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle, circle and arch.
113 67 00 67

Large Set

113 67 00 68

Small Set

•

Softie Mirror Centrepiece

The arrangement of the reflective surfaces on the Softie mirror encourage children
to look closely - at themselves and at natural and man-made objects. The mirror
encourages communication and cooperation as two or more children can play
together, sharing experiences and discoveries. Made from EVA foam with acrylic
mirrors.
Dimensions: Size of base: 300 x 300mm. Size of panels: 340 x 285mm.
113 67 00 52

•

Softie Six Way Mirror

The mirrors on this EVA foam corner are set at 60 degrees so objects placed
inside are reflected several times over. A wonderful way of creating awe and
wonder, encouraging children to look closely and talk about what they can see.
Comes as a flat pack and simply slots/pushes together.
Dimensions: Size of base: 380mm. Size of panels: 300 x 300mm.
113 67 00 51

Mirrors

•

Softie Four Way Mirror

Looking into this 90 degree corner is fascinating - you can see your own face
reflected back at you - and within each side mirror you can see the opposite side
mirr or reflection too. Children will want to look at themselves and explore the
world within the mirrors. Comes as a flat pack and simply slots/pushes together.
Dimensions: Size of base: 380mm. Size of panels: 300 x 300mm.
113 67 00 50

•

Wash Hands Mirror

Washing your hands is the most effective way of preventing the spread of germs
and infections in an early years setting. This wall mirror is designed to be positioned
at child height above the wash hand basin and provides a great way of reinforcing
the important hand washing message.
Dimensions: 200mm Diameter.
113 67 00 65

•

Softie Mirror Exploratory

Made from rigid foam, this smaller scale Mirror Exploratory is ideal for children to
use in imaginative play, to create small environments or to look closely at man
made or natural objects. The parallel sides of the Mirror Exploratory reflect images
backwards and forwards to infinity. The Mirror Exploratory can be folded flat when
not in use. Dimensions: 450 x 350 x 300mm.
113 67 00 49

•

Wood Effect Softie Mirror Tray

This plane acrylic mirror is entirely surrounded by soft EVA sponge foam* - providing
young children with something they can use in role play, and self reflection. Can
also be used indoors or out as a mini observation arena, a small world environment
and as a wall mirror.
Dimensions: 380 x 280 x 40mm.
*Not suitable for children under 3 years, unless under supervision due to the closed cell nature of EVA which has a theoretical
chance of becoming a choking hazard if bitten off.

113 67 00 48
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•

Hands & Feet Mirrors

Add fun to any room with these shaped mirrors. Made of acrylic, they are safe and
ideal for wall mounting. Choose from our selection of exciting shapes.

•

113 67 00 20

Feet (pair)

113 67 00 21

Hands (Pair)

Alphabet Mirrors

A new range of superb and affordable laser cut double-sided mirrors, made from
highly reflective yet safe 2mm acrylic. Not only are they an aesthetic addition
to everyday classroom resources, they provide a multitude of uses including
manipulatives for children to feel, experience, play with and trace around, as
teacher demonstration pieces and for wall and classroom display purposes. Lbe
strung up to create mobile displays. Made in two sizes, small - (70mm) & large
(168mm).
113 67 00 38

Small

113 67 00 39

Large

•

Number Mirrors

A new range of superb and affordable laser cut doublesided mirrors, made from
highly reflective yet safe 2mm acrylic. Not only are they an aesthetic addition
to everyday classroom resources, they provide a multitude of uses including
manipulatives for children to feel, experience, play with and trace around, as
teacher demonstration pieces and for wall and classroom display purposes. A
set of 10 numbered acrylic mirrored pieces (0-9) in a child friendly font with hole
positioned so that if hung by a thread they will dangle vertically.
Made in two sizes: small (70mm) and large (168mm).

•

113 67 00 40

Small

113 67 00 41

Large

Pirate Mirror

Made from 2mm acrylic, our Jolly Pirate is a great addition to any boys room.
113 67 00 24

Mirrors
•

Message Mirrors

Laser cut into the mirror surface is a message so that the user is prompted to
consider a thought. Provided with doublesided sticky pads for easy fixing to a wall.
Message Mirrors can be used to prompt a response, as a conversation piece, to
discuss feelings and to encourage a positive self image.
Dimensions: 200mm in diameter can be hand held or wall mounted.
113 67 00 61

Look At Me

113 67 00 62

Who Am I

113 67 00 63

How i Feel Today

•

Mirrored Ceiling Tiles

Place these ceiling tiles in any room to add interest above. Available in sets of two.
113 67 00 37

•

Wall Acrylic Mirrors

Safe acrylic mirrors perfect for attaching to walls to develop selfawareness and encourage movement. Available in three sizes.
113 67 00 04

Wall Mirror 900mmW x 1200mmH

113 67 00 05

Wall Mirror 900mmW x 1500mmH

113 67 00 06

Wall Mirror 1200mmW x 1200mmH

•

Acrylic Mirrors

Place these mirrors behind a bubble tube to create the visual
effect of multiple tubes. Can also be used on their own to
develop self-awareness.
113 67 00 15

Mirror 900mmW x 1200mmH

113 67 00 16

Mirror 900mmW x 1500mmH

113 67 00 17

Mirror 1200mmW x 1200mmH
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Visual

Made in the UK

Bright, colourful and attractive, our visual range is appealing to
children and adults alike. Use for arithmetic, science, colour and
shape recognition and much more.

•

Sensory Blocks

16 large hardwood blocks containing beads, transparent acrylic, coloured sand
and water/glitter filled pockets in 4 different shapes (square, rectangle, triangle and
semicircle). The Sensory Blocks will promote observation in the wider sense, as
all the shapes follow the same convention of colour and shape. The combination
of smooth hardwood exterior and the brightly coloured sensory centre makes a
fascinating component with a multitude of educational possibilities for use with
children of all ages. Rectangle measures: 140 x 70 x 40mm.
113 36 00 99

Visual
•

Ultra Slim LED Light Panel

This Ultra-Slim Light Panel is used for lighting items from beneath and works well
with transparent and translucent objects. The panel has a tough plastic surround
and uses low voltage technology to make it safe, lightweight and highly portable.
To create illuminated displays and for back lighting the panel can be wall mounted.
Comes with 12V mains adaptor and lead.
A3 Measures 520 x 400 x 25mm. Weight: 1.5kg
A2 Measures 700 x 520 x 40mm. Weight: 3kg
113 36 00 10 2

A3

113 36 00 10 3

A2

•

Colour Shapes

Child friendly shapes made in colourful clear acrylic. Ideal for colour mixing,
arithetic and moreuse on a light box to make letter recognition interesting and
exciting. Letters
113 36 00 10 6

Rainbow Letters

113 32 00 10 8

Colour Paddles

113 36 00 10 5

Rainbow Numbers

113 32 00 10 9

Splats

113 32 00 10 7

Jumbo Colour Mixing Shapes

Rainbow Letters (Pk26)

Colour Paddles (Pk6)

Jumbo Colour Mixing Shapes (Pk6)

Splats (Pk10)

Rainbow Numbers (Pk12)
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Visual
1. Folding Table

1

Low-level (300mm high, 700mm wide, 520mm deep) table, which accommodates
the Large Ultra-Slim Light Panel.
Fold-out legs lock into place with an allen key. Folds flat for easy storage.
Light panel fits securely on top and can be lifted off if required.
2

113 36 00 10 4

2. Easy Hold Magnifier
3

A great start for young explorers providing 3x and 5x magnification via a small
enlargement lens. It has an easy to hold hardwood frame making it ideal for small
hands. 185 x 120mm (80mm dia lens).
113 36 00 11 1

3. Easy Hold Colour Panels
Set of 3 transparent coloured acrylic sheets (red, blue and yellow) inside hardwood
frames with easy grip handles. Looking through them children will see the world in
different colours, or they can use more than one to create new colours.
Easy to handle and robust making them suitable for children of all ages.
Dimensions: 180 x 120mm.

4

113 36 00 98

4. Easy Hold Discovery Set
Buy this 6 piece set and allow children to see the world through new eyes. With
lenses to change the colour of everything they see, a giant magnifier and mirrors
to give true and distorted reflections of the world around them.
Can be stacked for colour mixing and for use on a light box.
Set includes: transparent acrylic red, blue, yellow, magnifying lens (with 3x
magnification), two sided convex/concave mirror and plane mirror.
Frame size 185 x 120mm (insert size 80mm diameter).
113 36 00 11

5

Liquid Timer Set

5. Timers
A range of colourful liquid timers. turn them upside down and watch the bubbles
fall and bounce to the bottom. Price per one timer
Ages 3+ years
113 36 00 94

Liquid Timer - pk 3

113 36 00 97

Spiral Tube Timer - pk 3

113 36 00 95

Bubble Timer Set - pk 4

Spiral Tube Set

Bubble Timer Set

Visual
1

1. Rainbow Blocks
Set of 24 hardwood blocks in 6 shapes and with 4 different transparent coloured
acrylic inserts for building, comparing, shape recognition, colour mixing and for
use on a light box.
Size of rectangle: 100 x 50 x 25mm.
113 36 00 10 0

2

2. Rainbow Bricks
Giant visually stunning building bricks made from beautiful rubberwood with
colourful transparent acrylic inserts. Can be used in building and stacking with
double and half sized bricks.
The set includes 36 pieces (24 Large, 12 Small) with rounded corners and
colourful inserts (red, green, blue, yellow, clear and mirror). Children will hold them
up to their eyes to see a world in different colours. Can also be used for colour
mixing and on a light box.
Suitable for all ages. Size of large rectangular brick 200 x 75 x 75mm.
Size of small brick 100 x 75 x 75mm.
113 36 00 10 1

3

3. Rainbow Sound Blocks
Six quality wooden blocks with translucent coloured side panels. Each block
makes a different sound when shaken.
Includes an attractive wooden box for storage. Sturdy & Safe.
Ideal sensory toy for babies. Age 24 Mths +
113 36 00 89

4

4. Glitter Wand
Turn the wand upside down to see the colourful assortment of shapes, beads and
glitter cascade down the spiral inside. Mesmerising and fascinating for children of
all ages. Price per Glitter Wand
113 36 00 11 3
5

5. Large Sand Timers
Large sand timers with moulded end caps and thick wall surrounds. For easy
identification each timer is colour coded.
Perfect for use in games, and timing experiments.
Dimensions: 160 x 70mm. Set of 3.
113 36 00 93
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Aromatherapy

Made in the UK

Aromatherapy supports the creation of themes and aids in storytelling.
Our selection of every day aromas is great for creating a familiar,
calming environment whether in the home or classroom.

•

Aroma Diffuser

Perfect for diffusing essential oils in any sensory room or classroom, this item is
discreet and easy to use. Mains operated with a quiet but effective fan.
113 06 00 05

Aroma Diffuser

113 06 00 05 1

Replacement Aroma Diffuser Pad

•

Aroma Starter Kit

This kit is perfect for those new to aromatherapy, presented in a black plastic
therapist case containing 10 essential oils (5ml each), carrier oil, measuring
beaker and a stirring rod. Oils include Bergamot, Chamomile Roman, Clary
Sage, Eucalyptus Glob, Geranium Egyptian, Grapefruit, High Altitude, Lavender,
Rosemary, Sweet Almond, Tea Tree and Ylang Ylang.
113 06 00 06

Aroma Generator

Aromatherapy

•

Aroma Mouse

This discreet electric diffuser is perfect for work or at home. It can be mains or
battery operated making it a great portable sensory device.
113 06 00 01

•

Aqua Aroma Diffuser

Five functions in one: aroma diffuser, mini humidifier, air purifier, ioniser and night
light! This striking diffuser gently disperses aroma in clouds of vapour giving
stunning visuals. Low energy and no use of heat make this a very safe item to
use; simply add water and it’s ready to. Features an auto shut off when the water
runs out.
113 06 00 11

•

Aroma Bowl

This attractive, discreet diffuser is controlled via a thermostat and heats up gently,
maintaining the heat thereafter.
113 06 00 07
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Aromatherapy

•

Aroma Cubes

These cubes are great for storytelling and theming, requiring a simply shake
and sniff to use. Each set of four is supplied in a presentation gift pack and is
available in a number of themes: Christmas, dinosaur, football, fruit, nostalgic,
Scottish, seaside, tropical holiday and zoo. Please specify your preference when
ordering.
113 06 00 04

•

MohDoh

Mohdoh provides a fun and absorbing new way of delivering carefully selected
blends of essential oils - helping both adults and children.
As the dough is kneaded, essential oils are not only vaporised and inhaled, but
absorbed through the skin. The concentration of oils is carefully controlled to
ensure that Mohdoh is both safe and effective. A number of aromas are available.

113 06 00 12

Travel

113 06 00 13

Calm

113 06 00 14

Unwind

113 06 00 15

Think

113 06 00 16

Breathe

113 06 00 17

Headeez

113 06 00 18

Sleep

•

Aroma Sensory Box

Jelly Bean-Blue x 1

Breathe x 1

Jelly Bean-Red x 1

Headeez x 1

Sleep x 1

Bliss Diffuser - Aqua x 1

Travel x 1

Aroma Starter Kit x 1

Calm x 1

Pure Calm x 1

Unwind x 1

Classics For Relaxation x 1

Think x 1

Heavy Duty Box x 1
*Please note: content may vary.

113 59 00 09

•

Aroma Generator

This generator produces aromas suitable for use during storytelling or theming.
Simply pour some oil into the heating receptacle and turn it on. The inbuilt timer
ensures the desired level of aroma can be maintained throughout a session.
Choose from over 500 aromas. Please note that essential oils cannot be used
with this item. Operates on mains voltage.
113 06 00 08

Aromatherapy

•

Aroma Oils

These oils are a great aid to storytelling and theming and have been created for the M.I.L.E®. These oils can only be used with the Aroma
Generator – 113 06 00 08. Please see our huge range below and specify your preference when ordering. Each bottle contains 25ml.
113 06 00 09 - Food Related Aromas
113 06 00 10 - Non-Food Related Aromas

Food Related Aromas
Almonds
Apples - green
Apples - red
Bacon
Bacon - Smokey
Banana
Beef
Blackcurrant
Boiled cabbage
Brandy
Bread
Bubble gum
Cake shop
Candy floss
Caramel toffee
Carrot

Celery
Cherry
Chicken
Chocolate (Dark)
Chocolate orange
Christmas apple
Christmas pudding
Cinnamon
Coconut
Coffee
Coffee chocolate
Coffee cream
Cola
Confectionery
Cookie
Coriander

Crusty bread
Curry
Fish market
Fruit cake
Fruity sweets
Garden mint
Garlic
Gingerbread
Granny's kitchen
Grapefruit
Herbs - Mixed
Herring
Honey
Hot apple pie
Irish cream
Jambalaya

Jelly babies
Liquorice
Mango delight
Melon
Mint chocolate
Mulled wine
Nutmeg
Onion
Orange - Fresh
Passion fruit
Peach flesh
Pear drops
Peppermint
Pineapple
Popcorn
Raspberry

Rhubarb
Rum
Smoked fish
Spices - Mixed
Stir fry
Strawberry
Sweet sherry
Tangerine
Tea leaf
Thai curry
Toffee apple
Tomato plant
Whisky
Wine oak cask
Vanilla
Whisky - Scotch

Non-Food Related Smells
Alpine laundry
powder
Alpine
Amaretto
Baby powder
Beauty soap
Bergamot
Boiler room
Bouquet
Brewery
Burning peat
Burnt wood
Cannon
Carbolic soap
Caribbean holiday
Cedar wood
Chamomile
Christmas tree
Christmas time
Church incense
Cloisters
Clinic/Hospital
Coal face
Coal fire
Coal gas
Coco Mango
Cuban cigar smoke
Cut grass

Deep heat
Dentist - Clove oil
Dinosaur
Dirty linen
Dragon's breath
Dressing room football
Earthy
Eau de Cologne
Eucalyptus
Eau De Cologne
factory
Farmyard
Factory
Fish market
Flatulence
Footie pitch
Forest
Fox
Freesia
Fresh Air
Frosty
Grass/Hay
Gun smoke
Havana cigar
Hawaiian
Heather/Bracken
Honeysuckle

Hyacinth
Incense
Iron smelting
Jaguar spray
Japanese POW
Jasmine
Lavender
Leather
Leather/Hide
Lemon, eucalyptus
and mint
Machine oil
Mahogany
Man - o - War
Methane
Mahogany
Mountain heather
Mummy (Egyptian)
Mustard gas
Musty
Oak
Old drifter (Ship)
Old inn
Old river
Old smithy
Out at sea
Ozone
Peat

Pencil/Wood shavings
Phosgene gas
Pine
Pineapple plantation
Pine/Heather/Peat
Pit ponies
Polish-wax
Pot-Pourri
Riverbank
Rope/Tar
Roses
Rosewood
Rotten egg
Rubbish acrid
Sandalwood
Sandalwood and basil
Sea breeze
Sea shore
Sheba
Ships cannon
Sports changing room
Stables/Horses
Stars dressing room
Steam/Oil/Ships
Steam/Oil/Trains
Street 1930’s
Street bomb
Sun, sand and

coconut
Swamp
Sweaty feet
Sweet peas
Tobacco leaf
Train smoke
Trophy room
Tropical
Tropical rain forest
Unisex perfume
Urine
USA swamp
Victorian lavender
Violets
Volcano
Vomit
Wallflower
Washday
Wild stag
Wine cask-oak
Wisteria
Wood Smoke
Ylang, Ylang, jasmine
and myrrh
Yuletide
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Music, DVDs & Books
Music plays an important role in sensory therapies, helping to
create a relaxing atmosphere to improve concentration and increase
motivation. Choosing the right piece can change the way we feel,
affecting our moods and feelings throughout the day.

•

Music

All CDs

1

113 10 00 01 African Landscape

2

113 10 00 38 Alien Encounter

3

113 10 00 47 Aromatherapy

1. African Landscape

9. Dolphins and

A sparse landscape shimmers in the
heat, while the sound of insects and
birdcalls fill the air. Goat bells, tribal
chanting and drumming all create a
wonderful journey.

Whales

2. Alien Encounter

10. Even Wolves

Subtle and mesmerising music floods
your perceptions whilst transporting
you to the very edge of the unknown
and beyond.

Dream

3. Aromatherapy
Tracing back to Chinese origins from
over 6000 years ago, aromatherapy is
still a powerful tool used today. This
composition creates the mood and
atmosphere to aid in relaxation.

4. Bali
4

113 10 00 03 Bali

5

113 10 00 04 Child of Transference

6

113 10 00 05 Classics for Relaxation

Escape to paradise with sounds of
the ocean shore, bird song, fountains
and streams combined with Chinese
and Indian wood flutes. Perfect for
meditation or relaxation.

5. Child of
Transference
A blend of contemporary rhythms and
production, influenced by classical
music with thematic qualities.

6. Classics for
Relaxation
7

113 10 00 06 Clouds

8

113 10 00 07 Colour Healing

9

113 10 00 09 Dolphins and Whales

Let the great composers including
Beethoven, and Mozart enhance your
wellbeing and stir the imagination.

7. Clouds
Inspired by the beauty of the sky, allow
the musical interpretation of cloud
formation relax you as if you were lying
in a sun drenched meadow, watching
clouds drift by.

8. Colour Healing
10

113 10 00 31 Even Wolves Dream

11

113 10 00 34 Jungle

12

113 10 00 26 Keeper of Dreams

The combination of colour and
music creates an all-encompassing
powerhouse of healing energy.

Fi

Discover a world of magical
intensity with the dolphin’s gentle
voice and the deep resonance of
the whale song.

Be captivated by the expressive
and atmospheric voice of the
wolf. This music nurtures and
reveals the mystery and beauty
of these untamed companions.

11. Jungle
Enjoy a vibrant world of life, rain,
sizzling heat and majestic lush
vegetation, heightening your
awareness of the mysteries of
nature.

12. Keeper of
Dreams
Be given the gift of tranquillity
and complete relaxation with the
gentlest of pianos and delicate
strings in an ever expanding
melody.

Music, DVDs & Books
13. Moonlore

25. Reflexology

Combining keyboards with Uilleann
pipes, whistles, guitars, piano,
flutes, skin drums and atmospheric
effects, allow you to be taken on
a historical musical adventure.

This music perfectly complements
the natural healing science of
reflexology, helping the body to
cope with everyday stresses and
tensions.

14. Mountain Stream
13

113 10 00 12Moonlore

14

113 10 00 13 Mountain Stream

15

113 10 00 33 Music for Children

Listen to the ever changing sound
of clear water, cascading over large
flat rocks with moorland wildlife.

15. Music for Children
The soft and soothing sound of this
recording have been especially
composed to calm and soothe
children and babies, but is equally
refreshing to the child in all of us.

16

113 10 00 14 Mystic Heart

17

113 10 00 15 Ocean Waves at Sunset

18

113 10 00 40 Peaceful Garden

brre O
Optics

113 10 00 45 Pure Calm

113 10 00 46 Pure Dreaming

21

113 10 00 44 Pure Peace

113 10 00 19 Pure Relaxation

113 10 00 25 Pure Tranquillity

113 10 00 18 Rainforest

29. Thunderstorm

Enjoy the sounds of the perfect
English garden, with various bird
songs to while away the afternoon.

Escape to a world of dreams with
this truly relaxing composition.
This gentle music is perfect for
those
with
trouble
sleeping.

21. Pure Peace
Listen as the river’s journey slows and
is lost to the sea. Featuring flutes,
piano, strings and natural sounds, this
music is ideal for calming and relaxing.

22. Pure Relaxation

25

113 10 00 48 Reflexology

26

113 10 00 16 Secret of the Panpipes

27

Be transported across to peaceful
meadows in summer, where time
moves slowly and the outside world
plays no part in disturbing the relaxation.

23. Pure Tranquillity

113 10 00 23 Surf and Spray

Inspired by the beauty of nature and
the inner spirit, allow this music to
take you beyond our own world
and into wide open spaces to
achieve inner strength and calm.

24. Rainforest

28

113 10 00 50 The One Ring

29

113 10 00 24 Thunderstorm

30

113 10 00 35 Tropical Night

Hear the ocean express her full
power, as crashing waves, foam
and spray recharge your spirit and
refresh the atmosphere.

17. Ocean Waves at
Sunset

19. Pure Calm

24

27. Surf and Spray

Inspired by The Lord of the Rings
trilogy, let this beautiful music
take you through the valleys and
mountains of Middle Earth.

20. Pure Dreaming
23

Keyboards, strings and ocean
waves become a backdrop to
the haunting quality of the ancient
sound of the panpipes.

28. The One Ring

This music of tranquil beauty
clears the mind of everyday
distractions and leaves the listener
feeling refreshed and energised.

22

Panpipes

This tender and emotive title
uniquely combines a sense of
the classical, spiritual and filmic.

18. Peaceful Garden
20

26. Secret of the

16. Mystic Heart

Enjoy the tranquillity as you relax
with the power of the ocean
vibrating
through
your
body,
remembering
past
holidays.

19
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The endless canopy is alive with
bird song, primal energy and the
indefinable power of the magnificent
trees, soaking your senses with a
deep sense of elemental Earth.

The elements are unleashed in a
heavy downpour of rain, dramatic
rumbling of thunder and flashes of
lightening across the sky.

30. Tropical Night
The evening frogs are singing and
the relaxing sound of the ocean is
heard as dusk descends on a warm
tropical evening.
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DVDs
Sit back and relax with this selection of ambient DVDs that offers a relaxing environment
and a sense of tranquillity.
• Fireplace and Freshwater

• The Beautiful Aquarium

Aquarium

Watch as brightly coloured fish slowly swim around
the aquarium whilst relaxing music is played in the
background.

This two disc DVD set is perfect for relaxation. Listen
to the soft crackling of the fireplace as the flames
flicker around the burning logs, or have your own
fuss free aquarium as you watch the fish swim
around the tank and plant life.

113 18 00 06

113 18 00 01

• Lagoon
Enjoy the beautiful selection of slowly changing,
calming images taken from a perfectly peaceful
lake. Watch as the day goes by from the breaking
of dawn to a tranquil, twilight scene. Listen to the
sounds of softly chirping crickets and gently flowing
water as you relax.

• Tranquil World – Dream
Islands of the Oceans
Escape to perfectly peaceful islands as this DVD
scrolls through stunning photography of white sands
and clear waters.
113 18 00 07

113 18 00 02

• Relaxation Harmony and

• Tranquil World – Rainforest

Wellness

Impressions

Bask in the warming images of sunshine and idyllic
landscapes, showing nature in its purest form. The
accompanying music is perfect for relaxation.

Explore the natural wonders of the rainforest and take
in the stunning views of the tropical world with this
DVD.

113 18 00 03

• Relaxation Mystic Forest

113 18 00 08

• Waterfall

Discover the peaceful atmosphere of the forest with
this great DVD. The colourful images combined with the
natural sounds create the perfect relaxing environment.

Allow the gentle flow of water to transport you to a
tranquil state of mind. Watch as the flowing rivers
form into cascading waterfalls, running over natural
rock formations.

113 18 00 04

113 18 00 09

• Sunset and Tropical Waves
This two disc set combines the ‘Tropical Waves’
and ‘Lagoon’ DVDs to help create the ultimate
relaxing environment. See the perfectly white sands
and crystal clear waters of the Mediterranean
and Thailand in ‘Tropical Waves,’ while ‘Lagoon’
slowly scrolls through calming images of sunsets,
rippling reflections and tranquil scenes at dusk.
113 18 00 05

Music, DVDs & Books
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Books
Books are a great way to help children understand the world around them from the comfort
of their home or classroom.
• All Cats Have

• Common

Asperger Syndrome

SENse
Inclusive Classroom

This touching book takes a look at the similarities
between Asperger’s Syndrome and the feline world
such as sensitive hearing, scampering at the first
sign of being stroked and particular eating habits.

Help teachers in mainstream school adapt their
regular teaching to support Special Educational
Needs with this easy to use book offering a number
of options to try out in the classroom.

Author: Kathy Hoopmann.

Author: Richard Hanks.

113 19 00 05

113 19 00 10

• All Dogs have ADHD

• Embracing Asperger’s

Enjoy this inspiring book which takes a look at the
similarities between Attention Deficit Hyperactive
Disorder (ADHD) and the canine world including
being restless and excitable, getting easily distracted
and acting on impulse.

This book offers an insight into what life is like for a
child with Asperger’s, offering strategies and points
to remember in order to address common difficult
areas.

Author: Kathy Hoopmann.

for

the

Author: Richard Bromfield PhD.
113 19 00 07

113 19 00 06

• Challenge Me!™ Mobility

• Frog’s Breathtaking

Activity Cards

Speech

These beautifully illustrated full-colour cards are ideal for
both teachers and parents during the rehabilitation of
children with neurological disorders and development
disabilities.

A charming story based around Frog, and his worry
over making a speech about breathing. A great
resource to help teach children to cope with stressful
or difficult situations.

Author: Amanda Elliot.

Author: Michael Chissick.

113 19 00 13

113 19 00 01

• Challenge Me!™ Speech and

• Living Sensationally

Language Cards

Discover how people’s individual sensory patterns
affect the way we react to things throughout the day.

These colourful cards provide fun and dynamic
challenges for children aged 3-12 with any form of
speech problem whether related to a motor disability
or general delay in speech.

Author: Winnie Dunn.
113 19 00 11

Author: Amanda Elliot.
113 19 00 14

• Chi for Children
An interactive book and DVD set containing four
excellent tutorials to teach children the Chinese art of
Tai Chi and Qigong.

• Six Healing Sounds with Lisa
and Ted

Author: Betty Sutherland

Let Lisa and Ted teach your child how to transform
negative feelings into positive ones by using simple
breathing techniques based on ancient Chinese
Qigong exercises.

113 19 00 08

Author: Lisa Spillane.
113 19 00 02

• Comforting Touch in
Dementia and End of
Life Care
Learn how simply touching someone’s hand can
have a powerful therapeutic effect, especially for
those suffering from dementia. Features instructions
of how to give an easy 30 minutes massage.
113 19 00 09
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•

Sign About Books

•

Children are able to communicate by signing before they develop the skills
necessary for speech. By teaching simple sign language to children from as
young as eight months, we can help them to convey their emotions and their
needs. When children begin to talk, having sign language to fall back on provides
a comforting safety net. This range features favourite nursery rhymes and songs,
with babies and toddlers, signing and miming along.
19 00 15
19 00 16
19 00 17
19 00 18
19 00 19
19 00 20

My First Signs
My First Animals Signs
Sign About - Getting Ready
Sign About - Meal time
Sign About - Play time
Sign About - Going out

Sign & Sing Books

Children are able to communicate by signing
before they develop the skills necessary for
speech. By teaching simple sign language to
children from as young as eight months, we
can help them to convey their emotions and
their needs. Add to the fun of signing by singing
well-known nursery rhymes and songs. Simple
and clear signing instructions allow anyone to
join in.
19 00 21
19 00 22
19 00 23
19 00 24

We
are
constantly
adding to
our range
of books.
Visit
our
website
to
view
our latest
additions!

Teddy, Teddy
Baa, Baa
Twinkle
Incey

Music, DVDs & Books
•

Hands On Song Books

Children are able to communicate by signing before they develop the skills
necessary for speech. By teaching simple sign language to children from as
young as eight months, we can help them to convey their emotions and their
needs. When children begin to talk, having sign language to fall back on provides
a comforting safety net. This range features Favourite nursery rhymes and songs,
with babies and toddlers, signing and miming along.
19 00 25
19 00 26
19 00 27
19 00 28
19 00 29
19 00 30
19 00 31
19 00 32

Humpty Dumpty
Jack & Jill
Five Little Ducks
Miss Polly Had A Dolly
Old MacDonald
Wheels On The Bus
Five Little Speckled Frogs
Wind The Bobbin Up

•

First Time Books

Reading any of our 'First Time' books with
your child is the perfect opportunity starting
point to talk to your child and help them to
understand and prepare for these events, and
to share any worries they may have. Young
children’s lives are full of new experiences and
these books help make them less scary. The
simple conversational text and lively illustrations
are carefully designed to encourage further
dialogue between reader and child.
19 00 33
19 00 34
19 00 35
19 00 36

Doctor
Hospital
Dentist
Vet
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Lighting

Made in the UK

Lighting is especially effective when used in storytelling or theming,
helping to create the desired atmosphere to bring the story to life.
It is also great for teaching colour recognition to both adults and
children with
ith sensory disabilities.

•

Mini LED Bubble Tube

Probably the cheapest, high quality bubble tube in the UK! This wonderful little
bubble tube is only 500mm tall so great in a bedroom on the move. The LED light
slowly changes colour whilst small bubbles rise continuously creating a calming,
soothing effect. Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
Dimensions: 75mm diameter x 500mm H.
113 02 00 33

Lighting
1. Pinspot & Mirror Ball Set

1

Shine the pinspot onto the mirror ball to create hundreds of mirrored reflections
around the room. Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 01

2. Pinspot & Colour Wheel
Create hundreds of coloured reflections when shone at a mirror ball. The colour
wheel slowly revolves over the pinspot to prject 4 different colours. Operates on
mains voltage.

2

113 48 00 05

3. Mirror Balls
Shine a pinspot onto any of these mirror balls to create amazing effects within a
room. Price includes mirror ball and mains powered motor. Operates on mains
voltage.
3

113 48 00 02 2

200mm Mirror Ball

113 48 00 02 3

300mm Mirror Ball

113 48 00 02 4

400mm Mirror Ball

4. Mirror Ball Motor
Mirror ball motor which can rotate any mirror ball.
Mains powered up to 400mm diameter.
Battery powered up to 200mm diameter.

4

113 48 00 04 1

Mains Powered

113 48 00 04 2

Battery Powered

5. LED Mirror Ball - Battery Operated
A battery powered motor that rotates a 200mm mirror ball. Shines LED lights
on top of the ball to create a pinspot type effect. Static or slow colour changing
operation. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).
113 48 00 97

5

6. Pinspot
Shine this pinspot onto a mirror ball to create reflections or use for highlighting
areas within a room.
Lamp included. Operates on mains voltage.
6

7

113 48 00 06

7. Fireball
A rotating ball producing colourful spots of light. Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 08
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Lighting
1

1. Light Pod - 3 way
Either watch the lights steadily change or use the internal microphone to convert
sound into light. Sensitivity is adjustable. Operates in two different modes and
uses LEDs so no lamps to change.
Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 13 3

2

2. Light Pod - 6 way
Either watch the lights steadily change or use the internal microphone to convert
sound into light. Sensitivity is adjustable. Operates in two different modes and
uses LEDs so no lamps to change.
Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 13 6

3

3. Star Net
Stars at night effect. Place on a wall or ceiling to create a relaxing atmosphere.
Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 0014

4. Calming LED Light Spreader
Watch the colour of the light gradually change, creating a calming and relaxing
effect. Ideal for storytelling and theming, the unit uses the very latest LED
technology and can flood a room with colour from floor to ceiling.
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage.
113 48 00 18

4

5. Sound Activated Lights
5

Lights respond and flash to any noise you wish to make. Lamps included.
Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 09

Lighting

1

1. LED Rope Light
A multi-coloured LED Rope Light with either pre-programmed patterns. The
programs are selected by the push of a button on the integral control. Operates
on mains voltage. 10m length.
113 48 00 12

2. Fog Machine

2

Use this fog machine with a pinspot and watch the beams of light change colour
and move across the room. Ideal for theming, storytelling or just for fun! Includes
wired remote control. Please note that the fog machine requires fog fluid. Operates
on mains voltage.

3

113 48 00 22

Fog Machine

113 33 00 07

Fog Fluid

3. Snow Machine
Make winter last all year with this fun snow machine! Simply fill the reservoir with
snow fluid, turn on and watch as a flurry of snow is blown into the air. Perfect for
storytelling and theming. Includes a remote control. Please note that the snow
machine requires snow fluid. Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 21

Snow Machine

113 33 00 08 A

Snow Fluid

4

4. Bubble Machine
Create fun inside or outdoors as this bubble machine produces hundreds of
bubbles. Please note that the bubble machine requires bubble fluid.
Operates on mains voltage.
113 48 00 15

Bubble Machine

113 33 00 13

Bubble Fluid

5

5. Baby Bubble Machine
An excellent party item or great in a garden on a summers day. Simply add the
bubble fluid (included) and switch on. the unit spews thousands of bubbles
automatically.
Operates with 2 x AA batteries.
113 48 00 48
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Sensory Pools

Made in the UK

Immerse your senses!
Hydrotherapy pools, jacuzzis, and swimming pools
burst into life with the addition of an Experia Sensory
Pool System!

Experia’s sensory pools are totally unique. They can be designed to suit any pool size, purpose and
budget, meaning each system is totally bespoke to your needs. From a calming, relaxing environment
to basic interaction and ‘all singing, all dancing’ systems, we have the experience to create, design and
install the perfect sensory solution for you.
Our options span single switch systems, allowing a user to control pool sound and light, to the
groundbreaking IRiS™ Room Director system, which allows the creative use of synchronised light,
sound, aroma and video projection to develop different modes for those with special needs.
IRiS Room Director can also assist professionals such as physiotherapists with their work while providing
a fun, exciting experience for users. For example, the movement encouragement mode uses a circle of
light to stay within as it moves across the pool. Alternatively the sound responsive mode is controlled by
the noises made by users, changing the colour of lighting or the music played.
The wonderful properties of the water reduce pain in some users, thereby allowing more focus on life
skills development. Equipment can be controlled from within the pool using our durable wireless floating
switches.
A number of themes are available for teaching and play, including Under the Sea, Desert, Forest and
everyone’s favourite, Space! Watch in awe as your spaceship enters the stratosphere. See stars and
planets pass by as you experience weightlessness and pretend to be moving across the moon!

Sensory Pools
Our unique drag and drop software enables you to create
your own modes, allowing you to design scenarios that
are specific to an individual, making every visit to the pool
interesting and rewarding.
Our range of water based products has been manufactured
to meet the differing uses of our system and the challenging
environments they are often exposed to. All are powder
coated to help prevent rust while electronic components are
protected by a lacquer. All products designed by Experia are
guaranteed for two years and most are low voltage.

If you would like more information, we offer a FREE
product demonstration and 3D design service for
all your pool needs.
Please e-mail
exp3@experia-innovations.co.uk
or call us on 0845 644 0977 to request your
demonstration or design.
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Sensory Bathrooms
Bath time can be perfect for some providing rest, relaxation, and
soaking away the stresses and strains of the day. When coupled with
soft music and slowly changing lights, this effect is enhanced still
further.
For those with special needs, the exaggerated, calming effect of a sensory bathroom adds an
extra dimension to bath time, heightening its appeal. It can allow muscles to relax, reduce pain
and make the bather open to developing new skills. For those with dementia, bath time can be
extremely stressful, and so projecting colours and playing favourite music can be an important
way to reduce tension and de-escalate anxiety.
Our Sensory Bathroom products have been designed to enhance the potential of this wonderfully
soothing atmosphere. For example, our wireless floating switch can control lighting within a
bathroom - ideal for developing cause and effect skills.
We have utilised the very latest in LED technology and the wireless switching we are famous for
to create these Sensory Bathroom Bundles - perfect for almost any size of bathroom. Just take
a look to see what’s on offer!

Made in the UK

Sensory Bathrooms

•

Sensory Bathroom Bundle 1

This bundle has been created to help those who dislike bath time to relax and
enjoy their surroundings. The unique IRiS Floating Switch floats in the water, and
each time it is activated the IRiS LED Shape Projector surrounds the user with
different bright colours and shapes. This bundle is a great way to relax or introduce
interaction into a bathroom setting in an economical way. Operates on mains
voltage transformed to low voltage. Please be sure to check with an electrician as
to the suitability of your bathroom prior to purchasing these products.
113 15 00 06

•

Sensory Bathroom Bundle 2

With this bundle, an IRiS Floating Switch can be used to change the colour of
the IRiS LED Shape Projector, creating a stimulating effect of moving shapes and
colours. Combined with an IRiS Lightsource and 3m of Fibre Optic Wide Bore,
enabling light to be immersed in the bath and moved around by users, this bundle
is perfect for those looking to create a strong sensory environment on a budget!
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low voltage. Please be sure to check
with an electrician as to the suitability of your bathroom prior to purchasing these
products.
113 15 00 07

• Sensory Bathroom Bundle 3
What a lovely way to enhance a bathroom and
encourage interaction or relaxation!
This bundle includes an IRiS LED Light Spreader
that floods the bathroom with colored light, ideal
for theming and colour recognition.
An IRiS LED Lightsource illuminates a 3m Fibre
Optic Wide Bore that can be shined directly into
the bath to change the colour of the water.
Both of these units are controlled by the IRiS
Floating Switch. Whenever the switch is
activated, the lights change colour, a great way
to encourage cause and effect and switching
skills.
This bundle also includes an Aurora LED
Projector, wheel rotator and three different
effects wheels. These components produce
a projection on a wall or floor, which can be
themed or personalised using the blank effects
wheel.

While you are implementing the Sensory
Bathroom Bundle, why not add one of our
standard sound systems with radio and CD,
allowing soft music or a bather’s favourite song
to be played for relaxation?
Operates on mains voltage transformed to low
voltage.
Please be sure to check with an electrician
as to the suitability of your bathroom prior to
purchasing these products.
This bundle includes:
• 1 x IRiS Floating Switch
• 1 x IRiS LED Light Spreader (Low voltage)
• 1 x IRiS LED Lightsource (Low voltage)
• 1 x Fibre Optic Wide Bore (3m)
• 1 x Aurora LED Projector
• 1 x Wheel Rotator
• 3 x Effects Wheels
• 3 x Transformers (Low voltage)

*You will need 3 suitable installed electrical
outlets for this bundle.
113 15 00 16

If you are not sure which
bundle will suit your
needs, please contact us
and we will be happy to
help!
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Sensory Gardens
Our ever popular Sensory Garden products offer so much to users!
Accessorise with wind chimes, windmills, herbs and fragrant flowers
to create a delightful outdoor space that will encourage exploration
and promote a feeling of wellbeing.

•

Interactive Soundpost

A garden post with personality! When someone passes, the sensor activates a
range of sounds from saying “hello!” to a bird song! It can be located anywhere
outside, hidden in foliage or for everyone to see and will work even on a cloudy
day. The unique design incorporates a solar panel that powers the unit. With
the Sound Post Programmer you can record your own message or choose a
theme from: animals, sea, rainforest, transport, household, weather or space.
Dimensions: 165mm W x 165mm D x 800mm H.

Made in the UK

113 08 00 05

Interactive Soundpost

113 08 00 05 1

Soundpost Programmer

Sensory Gardens
•

Tubano Drums

Hugely popular, this set of five wonderful sounding Tubano Drums are fun, colourful,
educational and easy to play. Drumming is perfect for music therapy sessions and
playing the Tubano Drums can be physically and musically rewarding. Drummers
don’t have to worry about melody or chords and absolutely no previous musical
experience is required!
Sold as a set of five ranging from 170mm to 400mm in diameter and supplied with
full installation instructions.
113 08 00 07

Tubano Drums

113 08 00 07 1

Tubano Drums with base

•

Musical Eye Chimes

The outdoor Musical Eye Chimes are ideal for a Sensory Garden. To achieve
maximum sound effect the chimes should be kept together in a horseshoe
shaped arrangement to enable the player to experience a ‘surround sound’ effect.
This arrangement works well for players using a wheelchair as they can access all
of the chimes easily and create a resonance they can feel.

•

113 08 00 08

Musical Eye Chimes

113 08 00 08 1

Musical Eye Chimes with base

The Swirl

One sweep across the Outdoor Swirl Chimes creates a wonderful wash of
sound. Tuned to the pentatonic scale, players will continually produce new and
original melodies, a fascinatingly beautiful array of unending variation. The weather
resistant aluminum tubes produce a sound rich in harmonic overtones bringing
cheerful music to your outdoor area. This product can either be wall mounted or
supplied with a stand – see prices below.
113 08 00 09

The Swirl - Wall Fixed

113 08 00 10

The Swirl - 3 Leg Stand
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Sensory Gardens
•

Rainwheel

This is a great piece of Sensory Garden equipment, very accessible and appealing
to a wide range of ages and abilities. Turn the wheel to be rewarded with the sound
of falling rain!
Dimensions: 400mm x 600mm D x 1000mm H.
113 08 00 12

•

Flying Amadinda

The outdoor Flying Amadinda has a full and rich sound which is low in pitch and
very pleasing to the ear. Tuned to C-major in the pentatonic scale, the bars are
made of weather-resistant Ipe wood from sustainable sources. The Outdoor Flying
Amadinda’s 13 20mm by 90mm bars are suspended between a sturdy frame
using coated steel cable and has an overall length of 1.8m.
113 08 00 11

Sensory Gardens
•

Watoto

The warm woody tone from the Ipe wood key arrangement delivers right through to
the higher notes; giving an organic, smooth sound. Scaled down from the much
larger Amadinda, the Watoto (Ugandan word for ‘the child’) produces a sound
which is both uplifting and very simple to play.
113 08 00 13

•

Wazawa

The Wazawa makes a beautiful, happy sound and is great fun to play. With its
entirely weather proof fibre-glass keys, it is just the right size for younger players
or smaller spaces. Wazawa means ‘the children’ in Swahili and playing it brings a
smile to everyone around.
113 08 00 14

•

Malaika

The Malaika (Swahili for ‘small child’) is an appealing, beautiful sounding instrument.
The weather proof aluminium bars, give a fast response with bright, clear tones
and penetrating sound. The perfect outdoor instrument for children and small
spaces, lots of fun, easy to play and in a great size!
113 08 00 15
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Sensory Gardens
•

Dragonfly

This is a really versatile product. It can be used as seating for up to eight children,
imaginative play or for younger children to practise their balance and co-ordination.
A popular and unique addition to any outdoor area.
113 08 00 18

•

Storytellers Chair

This item should be securely fixed into the ground. The Storyteller’s Chair is
1500mm high and comes engraved with “Once Upon a Time”. Warning - those
who sit on it must tell a tale!
113 08 00 17

•

Snake

The Snake is often used in nature or themed play areas. Great for practising
balance and co-ordination or just a place to perch during a group activity!
113 08 00 19

Sensory Gardens
•

Convex-Concave Mirrors

The Convex and concave mirrors are a favourite with children of all ages due to
their distorted reflection. Often included in sensory gardens they can be mounted
vertically or horizontally. For safety reasons our mirror panels must not be installed
facing south in unshaded areas; this can lead to damage from concentrated
sunlight.
113 08 00 20

Convex Mirror

113 08 00 21

Concave Mirror

•

Sensory Garden Planters

A range of chunky and attractive practical planters, learn about a plant’s life cycle
as you watch them grow.

•

Garden Sensory Box

Metallic Spiral Pk 3 x 1

Technicolour Fun Spinner x 1

Large Bamboo Windchime x 1

Multi Bee Spinner x 1

Sunburst Bamboo Windchime x 1

Multi Ladybird Spinner x 1

Chimes of Mercury Windchime x 1

Bumble Bee Spinner x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Large x 1

Ladybird Spinner x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Medium x 1

Ladybird Spiral x 1

Wall Butterfly - Yellow Small x 1

Bumble Bee Spiral x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Large x 1

Handheld Pinwheel x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Medium x 1

Pinwheel x 1

Wall Butterfly - Green Small x 1

Psycho x 1

Classic Multicoloured Windmill x 1

Spiral Twister x 1

Multicoloured Wheel x 1

Triple 8 Spinner x 1

Ladybird Flag - 0.5m x 1

Tri-Spinner x 1

Ladtbird Flag - 1m x 1

Bunting x 1

Bee Flag - 0.5m x 1

Windsock Rainbow x 1

Bee Flag - 1m 1

Rainbow Fish Windsock x 1

Ladybird Flower Spinner x 1

Rainbow Bali Flag 157cm x 1

Bumble Bee Flower Spinner x 1

Heavy Duty Box x 1

113 59 00 07
*Please note: content may vary.

113 08 00 22

Corner Planter

113 08 00 20

Rectangle Planter

113 08 00 21

Square Planter
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Sensory Gardens

1. Tuff Spot Trays
1

The Tufty Tray provides a compact universal area for exploration and discovery
and comes with lift-off tidy tray and scoop. Made from virtually unbreakable plastic
it can be used on the floor or desk. Perfect for potting plants using the flat base
scoop. Young explorers find it useful in imaginative play, painting, mark making,
science exploration and with sand and water too!
Dimensions: 610 x 550 x 200mm.
113 08 00 30

Tuff Spot Trays - Blue

113 08 00 31

Tuff Spot Trays - White

2

2. Discovery Tray
Giant tough plastic tray with hundreds of uses.
Dimensions: 100 x 55 x 15cm.
113 08 00 32

3. Childrens Hand Tool Set
Colourful painted steel hand tools perfect for the young gardener or for using in
sand and for mark making. Pk3
Length 22cm.

3

113 08 00 33

4

4. Childrens Garden Tool Set
Small size garden tools made from brightly painted mild steel perfect for use in a
planter bed, borders or for playing in the sand pit. Pk4
Handle length 600mm.
113 08 00 34

5

5. Window Bird Feeders
These offer a wonderful way to feed and watch wild birds up close. The tough,
non-yellowing polycarbonate bird feeder attaches to your window with strong
suction cups and detaches easily (without removing the suckers) for cleaning and
refilling. Suitable for year-round feeding.
113 08 00 27

Window Bird Seed Feeder

113 08 00 28

Window Bird Nuts Feeder

Sensory Gardens

1. Forest Phones
1

Use to foster overall language and communication skills, in particular to encourage
boys to talk and play outdoors. Following on from the success of Talking Tubes,
Forest Phones encourage children to hold conversations outdoors. They use the
same no-nonsense hollow tubes and stylish handsets to foster conversations
between individuals some distance away.
113 08 00 36

2

2. Talking Tubes - Telephone Exchange
The ultimate conversation starter!
Using the Telephone Exchange Set, children can build any network they want by
simply plugging components together as required.
Comprises of 8 handsets (4 red, 4 blue), 3 x 3 Metre lengths and 12 x 1 Metre
lengths of strong yellow, hollow flexible tubing, 6 in-line connectors and 6 ‘Y’
connectors to enable numerous networks to be made. The tubes all have rubber
ends so the handsets and connectors can easily be pushed into place and
removed as required.
Easy to wash, they can be used inside and out, and can be buried if required.
113 08 00 37

3

3. Wigwam
Made from hard wearing thick cotton fabric with heavy duty tubular steel poles our
wigwam features a ground sheet, window (with detachable cover), Velcro fixing
front entrance and strong reinforced stitching. Can be set up and stored away
in an instant making it the perfect den to use in any nursery space. Excellent for
cooperative play. Machine washable.
Dimensions: 1370mm tall, 1830mm across base.
113 08 00 35

4. Streamers

4

5

Children will develop gross motor skills to invent their own creative movements
with these streamers. 6 assorted colours - Red, Blue, Yellow, Purple, Orange &
Green.
Dimensions: Streamer 3m long,5cm wide, Stick 30cm long.
113 08 00 38

5. Dancing Ribbons
A set of 6 Dancing Ribbons, each one has six strands of 1 metre long colourful
ribbon and a strong hand strap made from woven nylon.
113 08 00 39
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Sand & Water Play
Sand & Water play are a great way to encourage social interaction
and group participation whilst also having alot of fun!
Our range of products offers a quick and easy way to buy almost all
you need for your sand pit!

•

Exploration Circle Set

At a manageable size the quadrant tray can be lifted and emptied with ease and
refilled with a variety of different materials to foster focussed discovery learning.
The stand is made to fold flat, carry and reposition easily (with a simple locking bar
mechanism) making it an ideal resource to use indoors and out when required or
for use in a nursery where space is at a premium. The stand set includes:
Chrome stand – height 460mm, and clear quadrant tray – 540 x 380 x 150mm.
113 38 00 07

Exploration Circle set

113 38 00 08

Exploration Circle Cover

Sand & Water Play

1. Castle Maker Set
Everything you need to help build a fantastic sand castle with round towers,
square corners, turrets, portcullis, castle walls and moats. Comprises of 16
pieces making it ideal for large group participation.
Clear bucket measures: 230 x 222mm diameter.
113 38 00 09

2. Bumper Hand Tools Set
Large 40 piece selection trowels, scoops, rakes and sieves, in red, blue green
and yellow. Children will build, sift, scrape, scoop, dig and make patterns. Ideal for
larger groups and collaborative play.
113 38 00 01

3. Spinner Set
Set of 6 spinners (2 of each of 3 different spinners) which will rotate when fed sand
or water in the same way as a water wheel works. The bases also act as sieves.
When in motion, adjacent spinning wheels rotate in opposite directions.
Large spinner measures: 325 x 130mm.
113 38 00 04

4. Grabber Set
Children will love to use these hi-tech pick up, move and drop grabbers. They will
become part of the machine and see technology in action.
Set of 4. Size: 390 x 140mm (open claw).
113 38 00 03

5. Massive Mould Selection
Consists of 40 plastic moulding shapes with hands and feet (left and right), star fish,
crabs, turtles, shells and fish. Children can design their own imaginary seascapes
and rock pools or use the moulds to decorate other larger constructions. Ideal for
both sand and water play.
Foot mould size: 175 x 24mm.
113 38 00 02

6. Monster Digging Claw Set
Children will love to pop on these glove like claws and become transformed into
demon excavators. The set comprises of 20 handy claws in 5 different designs.
Will fit all children’s hands. Size of claw: 185 x 125mm.
113 38 00 05
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Consumables
While bulbs and batteries may not be the most exciting of items, they
are a vital piece of the Experia offering. We source the highest quality
items to ensure your products stand the test of time.

1. Batteries
1

We offer a range of batteries for various products.
113 33 00 05

PP3 - 9v Battery

113 33 00 05 A

PP3 - 9v Battery (Pk10)

113 33 00 15

PP3 - 9v Rechargeable Battery

113 33 00 15 A

PP3 - 9v Rechargeable Battery (Pk10)

113 33 00 37

AA Battery (Pk10)

2. Lamps - Capsule
Capsule lamps are used in the Solar projectors. Choose 33 00 03 for Solar 250
and 33 00 19 for the Solar 100.
113 33 00 03

Capsule - 24v 250watt

113 33 00 03 A

Capsule - 24v 250watt - Long Life

113 33 00 19

Capsule - 12v 100watt

2

3. Lamps - Dichroic
3

Dichroic lamps are used in lighting projectors and older fibre optic lightsources.
113 33 00 01

Dichroic - 24v 250watt

113 33 00 03 A

Dichroic - 15v 100watt

113 33 00 02

Dichroic - 12v 50watt
4

4. Lamps - Par 36
Used in pinspots.
113 33 00 04

Par 36 Lamp

Consumables
1. Microphone
A high quality wired microphone perfect for vocal work.
113 49 00 02

2. BCB Bubble Tube Additive
Add to your bubble tube to slow the growth of bacteria.

1

113 33 00 06

3. Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot Pump
2
3

This kit makes changing the water in a bubble tube much easier. Simply press
the pump repeatedly with your foot to remove the water from your tube. This kit
includes 6m of hose and a foot pump.
113 34 00 06

4. Bubble Tube Emptying Kit
This kit consists of a 6m hose and a pump to connect a cordless drill*.
*Drill not included.

4

113 34 00 01
5

5. Fog Fluid
Creates dense fog which can be used in most fog machines. 5 litre.
113 33 00 07

6. Snow Fluid

6

Can be used in most snow machines. 5 litre.
113 33 00 08 A
7

7. Bubble Machine Fluid
Can be used in most bubble machines. 5 litre.
113 33 00 13

8. UV Strip Light
8

Available in two sizes: 600mm: Fits any 2ft strip light - 1200mm: Fits any 4ft strip
light.
113 33 00 10

600mm (2ft)

113 33 00 09

1200mm (4ft)

9. Fluorescent Starters
9

Available in two models: 600mm: Fits any 600mm strip light - 1200mm: Fits any
1200mm strip light.
113 33 00 12

Starter (2ft)

113 33 00 11

Starter (4ft)
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Curtains

Curtains

Made in the UK

Curtains are useful for quickly creating a sensory environment in any
room without the need for expensive partitions or extra walls. They
can be easily pushed back out of the way when not needed, giving
added versatility. Curtains can be purchased from Experia in either
black or cream, depending on your needs. Black is great for creating
a dark space for UV sensory work, while cream gives an ideal surface
onto which to project images.

•

•

Fluorescent Fabrics

White Flame Retardant Muslin

Lightweight jersey satin, great when exposed to a UV light.
Three colours available. Width: 1470mm.

Use this muslin to create amazing effects when used as a
projection surface. Maximum width: 3m.

113 47 00 06 01 - Pink - Per metre

£8.50

113 47 00 05 - Per metre with track and hooks

£66.50

113 47 00 06 02 - Orange - Per metre

£8.50

113 47 00 05 A - Per metre

£13.50

113 47 00 06 03 - Yellow - Per metre

£8.50

•

Blackout Cream Curtains

•

Black Curtains

Use these cream curtains to instantly create a space suitable
for projection. The prices on the chart include the finished
curtain, track, fittings, curtain hooks and 3” header tape.

A great way to quickly create a dark space, perfect when
working with UV products. The prices on the chart include
the finished curtain, track, fittings, curtain hooks and 3”
header tape.

113 47 00 03

113 47 00 01

£ See chart

113 47 00 04 - Per metre

Width (cm)

£10.95
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152

183

214

244

122

£40

£56

£59

£76

£79

137

£44

£61

£64

£83

£85

152

£46

£66

£68

£88

£91

168

£49

£71

£74

£96

183

£53

£77

£78

198

£56

£81

214

£59

237

274

£ See chart

113 47 00 02 - Per metre

£10.95
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335

366

396

427

457

488

518

549

£95

£97

£115

£117

£134

£135

£150

£155

£172

£174

£103

£106

£124
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£145

£147

£166
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£187
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£113
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£157

£160

£179

£181

£202

£205

£98

£120

£122

£144
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£169
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£194
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£218

£220

£102

£104

£129

£132

£155
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£180

£183

£207

£209

£232

£234

£83

£109

£111

£137

£139

£165

£166

£192
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£220
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£88

£117

£118
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£147

£175
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£204
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£264
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£91

£94

£123
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£216
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£247
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£278
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£99
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£204
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£73
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£214
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£76
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£113

£150
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£301
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£119
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£274
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£315
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320

£83
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£245
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£328
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335

£86
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£212

£214
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£385

350
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£176
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£221
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£265
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£309

£311

£355

£360

£398

£400

366
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£184
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£229

£232

£275
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£321

£323

£369
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Notes...
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How to order
Ordering made easy!

Delivery

By post:

We hold a large stock of products, however, please allow
28 days for delivery. Any items damaged in transit must be
notified to us in writing within 3 days.

Experia
Lydia Pinkham House
Unit 3, Spring Hill Road,
Park Springs, Barnsley
South Yorkshire, S72 7BQ
Please make cheques payable to Experia.

Delivery charges (for mainland UK only) are based on the
value of your order:
Under £500 - £21.00
Over £500 up to £1000 - £35.00

By telephone:
0845 644 0977
Orders can be placed over the phone using a debit or
credit card during opening hours. We are open from 9am
to 5.30pm Monday to Friday.
By fax:

Over £1000 - £70.00
Over £2000 - FREE
All deliveries are made by courier and must be signed for.

0845 644 0988

For delivery outside the UK mainland we may need to
contact you for additional shipping charges. For more info
contact us on 0845 644 0977.

By email:

Return goods

info@experia-innovations.co.uk

If for any reason you would like to return a product, please
contact us first on 0845 644 0977 to request a returns
number. Unfortunately we cannot accept any return without
this number.
You must inform us within 3 working days from delivery
date.

Online:
www.experia-innovations.co.uk

VAT exemption
Some items provided by Experia may be VAT zero rated.
To qualify for VAT exemption, please complete the VAT
exemption form at the back of the catalogue and send it
back with your order. Experia reserve the right to reclaim
any VAT that is falsely claimed.

Warranty
All products manufactured by ourselves carry a two year
return to base warranty. All other products are backed by
the manufacturer's standard guarantee.
Experia reserve the right to reclaim any VAT that is falsely
claimed.

All products returned must be in a saleable condition and
include original packaging. The cost of sending the product
back to us must be covered by the customer. We charge
an 20% handling fee for all returns.

Order Form

CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

QTY

SIZE/COLOUR

UNIT PRICE

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

All orders placed are subject to Experia terms and conditions.
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VAT @ 20%

TOTAL PRICE

SUB TOTAL

£

DELIVERY

£

VAT @ 20%

£

TOTAL PAYABLE

£

Payment Details
DATE

PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER

INVOICE ADDRESS

DELIVERY ADDRESS
POSTCODE

POSTCODE

CONTACT NAME

CONTACT NAME

POSITION

POSITION

ESTABLISHMENT

ESTABLISHMENT

ADDRESS

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

POSTCODE

TEL

TEL

FAX

FAX

EMAIL

EMAIL

AUTHORISED SIGNATORY NAME

AUTHORISED SIGNATORY NAME

I enclose a cheque made payable to Experia for the sum of: £
Please invoice me (company or established clients only). Please ensure that you pay your invoice within 30 days. Interest may be charged on overdue balances.
Please charge my credit/debit card.
Card Number
Expiry Date
Cardholder’s Name

Issue No

/

Valid from

/

Cardholder’s
Signature

Address
Postcode

Security code
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VAT Exemption Form

Some products in Experia literature are VAT zero rated
provided they are paid for by voluntary contributions
and are being supplied to a charity or named individual.
Please contact us for further details on which products
qualify.

Declaration of VAT exemption
for individuals with disabilities

Declaration of VAT exemption
for charities

Please note: There are penalties for false declarations.

Please note: There are penalties for false declarations.

If you are in any doubt as to wether you are eligible to receive goods
or service zero-rated for VAT you should consult Notice 701/7 VAT
reliefs for disabled people or contact the National Advice Service
on 0845 010 9000 before signing the declaration.

If you are in any doubt as to wether you are eligible to receive goods
or service zero-rated for VAT you should consult Notice 701/7 VAT
reliefs for disabled people or contact the National Advice Service
on 0845 010 9000 before signing the declaration.

I

I
(full name and status in charity)

of Address

(full name and status in charity)

of

declare that I am eligible person under paragraph 1 of VAT leaﬂet
701/7/94 and am suffering from:

(description of condition)

and that I am receiving from Experia, Lydia Pinkham House, Unit 3,
Spring Hill Road, Park Springs, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S72 7BQ

(name and address of charity)

declare that I the charity named above is receiving from
Experia, Lydia Pinkham House, Unit 3, Spring Hill Road, Park Springs,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S72 7BQ
1 The following goods which are to be made available to a
speciﬁc disabled person or persons for domestic or personal use:

1 The following goods which are being supplied to me for my
domestic or personal use:
(description of goods)

2 The following services to adapt goods to suit the condition
of persons the goods are to be made available:
(description of goods)

2 The following services to adapt goods to suit my condition:
(description of goods)

(description of goods)

3 The following services of installation, repair or maintenance of goods:

3 The following services of installation, repair or maintenance of
goods:

(description of goods)

(description of goods)

and I claim relief from value added tax.
Signature
Date
Experia reserves the right to recover VAT.

and I claim relief from value added tax.
Signature
Date
Experia reserves the right to recover VAT.

3D Room Design

Do you want us to provide a free design and quotation for you?
No problem, just answer these questions and provide a sketch
of your room.

YOUR DETAILS
Establishment name:
Contact Name:

Position:

Address:
City:
Post code:
Phone:

Fax:

Email:

ROOM REQUIRED (Please circle)
Sensory Room

Dark Room

Soft Play

Sensory Pool System

Sensory Bathroom

M.I.L.E® - Multisensory Interactive Learning Environment

THE USERS (Please circle)
AGE OF USERS

years

MLD

PMLD

SLD

ASHD

EBD

Phy Diff

DOW

ASP
EPI

VI
ASD

PURPOSE OF

SPandLD
Other (please state ):
ROOM (Please circle)

Interaction

Stimulation

Relaxation

Reminiscence

Theming

Storytelling

CP

Calming

Other (please state):

YOUR ROOM DETAILS
Width

Ceiling Height

Floor Covering

Wall Colour

Ceiling Colour

Length

No. of Windows

Type of Heating

No. of Electric Points

Type of Ceiling

PROJECT DETAILS
Budget £

New Build or Existing

Anticipated Order Date

When do you require your plan and quotation?
What items would you like to see incorporated into you sensory environment?
Which items do you not want included?
Plans usually take up to 3 weeks but on occasion can be much quicker, please contact us for our fast turnaround service.

Anticipated Install Date
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3D Room Design Form
Sketch your room here
Don’t forget to include door, window and radiator locations and dimensions.

Index
Index
AROMATHERAPY
Aqua Aroma Diffuser
Aroma Bowl
Aroma Cubes
Aroma Diffuser
Aroma Generator
Aroma Mouse
Aroma Oils - Food Related
Aroma Oils - Non Food Related
Aroma Sensory Resource Box
Aroma Starter Kit
MohDoh
AUTISM
Baby Grabber Combo
Complete Grabber Family
Easy Y Chew
Grabber XT Combo Pack
Plastic DNZ Vibe
Scented Grabber
Soft Mini Tip
Textured Grabber
Tips & Techniques Book for the Grabber
Tran Quill Pencil Set
Tran Quill Writing Kit - Non Vibratory
Tran Quill Writing Kit - Vibratory
Try Chew XT

170 - 173
171
171
172
170
172
171
173
173
98, 172
170
172
66 - 69
68
69
67
68
67
68
67
68
69
69
69
66, 69
67

BUBBLE TUBES
10 - 17
BCB - Bubble Tube Cleaner
17, 199
Bubble Tube Bracket
17
Bubble Tube Cap
17
Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Drill
17, 199
Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot
17, 199
Bubble Tube Plinth - Curved
16, 128
Bubble Tube Plinth - Square
16, 128
Calming LED Bubble Tube
12
Calming LED Bubble Wall
14
Coloured Fish - Bubble Tube
17
Interactive LED Bubble Tube Corner
12
IRiS LED Bubble Tube & Qube Bundle
11, 85
iRiS+ LED Bubble Tube
10, 85
iRiS+ LED Bubble Wall Bundle
15
LED Bubble Tube Bedside Cabinet
13, 120
LED Bubble Tube Softie
17
Mini LED Bubble Tube
13, 117,121, 180
Mirror - Safe
16, 135
Mirror - Safe - Timber Backed
16, 135
Portable LED Bubble Tube
13, 119
Superactive Gigantic LED Bubble Tube
11
Superactive LED Bubble Tube
11
Superactive LED Bubble Wall
14
Touch Sensitive LED Bubble Tube
12
UV Superactive LED Bubble Wall
14
CONSUMABLES
Batteries - AA
Batteries - PP3
BCB - Bubble Tube Cleaner
Bubble Fluid
Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Drill
Bubble Tube Emptying Kit - Foot
Bulbs - Capsule
Bulbs - Dichroic
Bulbs - Par 36
Fog Fluid
Microphone
Snow Fluid
UV - Fluorescent Starters
UV - Spare Lamps
CURTAINS
Curtain - Black
Curtain - Cream - Blackout
Curtain - Fluorescent Fabrics
Curtain - White Muslin

198 - 199
198
198
17, 199
199
17, 199
17, 199
198
198
198
199
199
199
199
199
200
200
200
200
200

FIBRE OPTIC CEILING
Fibre Optic Ceiling - Calming
Fibre Optic Ceiling - Superactive

53
53
53

FIBRE OPTICS
Calming LED Lightsource
Circular LED Fibre Optic Shower
Fibre Optic Carpet
Fibre Optic Plinth
Fibre Optic Sideglow
Fibre Optic Wide Bore
Interactive LED Circle Carpet
Interactive LED Hand Carpet

18 - 23
23
22
21
23
20
20
21
21

IRiS LED Fibre Optic and Qube Bundle
iRiS+ LED Fibre Optic Bundle
LED Fibre Optic Shimmering Curtain
LED Fibre Optic Softie
LED Fibre Optic Wall Carpet
LED Fibre Optic Wall Cascade
Portable LED Fibre Optics
Superactive LED Fibre Optic Bundle
INTERACTIVE FLOOR SYSTEM
Interactive Floor System - Fixed
Interactive Floor System - Portable

19
18
23
20
21
22
19, 117, 119
19
106-107
107
107

IRiS

72 - 85

IRIS - Listeners
IRiS Circular LED Fibre Optic Shower
IRiS Convertor
IRiS Fogger
IRiS Jet Stream
IRiS LED Bubble Tube
IRiS LED Bubble Tube & Qube Bundle
IRiS LED Bubble Wall
IRiS LED Colour Panel
IRiS LED Fibre Optic Wall Cascade
IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel
IRiS LED Infinity Tunnel - 3 Shapes
IRIS LED Light Changer
IRiS LED Light Spreader
IRiS LED Lightsource
IRIS LED Ripple Light
IRiS LED Scanner
IRiS LED Shape Projector
IRiS LED Star Panel
IRiS LED Strip
IRiS Master Pairer
IRiS Recordable Speaker
IRiS Soft Jet Stream
IRiS Soundboard
iRiS+ LED Bubble Tube
Soundboard & Qube Bundle

77 - 85
82
84
83
79
83
11, 85
79
78
82
77
78
80
81
81
80
81
80
78
84
84
83
79
77
10, 85
84

IRIS - Talkers
IRiS Balance Beam
IRiS Colour Selector
IRiS Colour Selector Deluxe
IRiS Floating Switch
IRiS Light Wand
IRiS Qube & Recordable Speaker
IRiS Qube Picture Cards
IRiS Single Switch
IRiS Soft Switch
IRiS Soundswitch
IRiS Switchbox
IRiS Switchbox Overlays
IRiS Vibration Switch
iRiS+ iConvertor

72 - 76
76
73
73
75
75
72
72
74
75
74
73
73
74
76

iRiS+
iRiS+ app
iRiS+ LED Bubble Tube
iRiS+ LED Bubble Wall Bundle
iRiS+ LED Fibre Optic Bundle

8, 9, 92, 93
10, 85
15
18

LIGHTING
180 - 183
Bubble Machine
183
Bubble Machine - Baby
183
Calming LED Light Spreader
182
Fireball
181
Fog Machine
183
Light Pod - 3 way
182
Light Pod - 6 way
182
Mini LED Bubble Tube
13, 117,121, 180
Mirror Ball Motor - Battery Powered
181
Mirror Ball Motor - LED - Battery Powered
181
Mirror Ball Motor - Mains
181
Mirror Balls
181
Pinspot
181
Pinspot & Colour Wheel
181
Pinspot & Mirror Ball Set
181
Rope Light - LED
183
Snow Machine
183
Sound Activated Lights
182
Star Net
182
MILE
MIRRORS
Alphabet Mirrors
Easy Hold Concave Mirror
Easy Hold Plane Mirror
Flower Mirror
Foam Framed Wall Mirror

86 - 91
158 - 165
164
159
159
160
162

Geometric Shape Mirror
Giant Wood Effect Softie Mirror Set
Hand Mirror
Hands & Feet Mirrors
Hexagon Mirror Softies
Jigsaw Softie Mirror
Large Mirror Block Set
Large Softie Mirror Cube
Message Mirrors
Mirror - Safe
Mirror - Safe - Timber Backed
Mirrored Ceiling Tiles
Number Mirrors
Octagon Mirror
Pirate Mirror
Soft Mirror Exploratory
Softie Four Way Mirror
Softie Mirror Centrepiece
Softie Six Way Mirror
Todays Special Person
Wash Hands Mirror
Whoozit Mirror
Wood Effect Softie Mirror Tray
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160
158
161
164
161
161
162
160
165
16, 135, 165
16, 135, 165
165
164
160
164
163
163
162
162
159
163
161
163

MOVEMENT & BALANCE
2 way Balance Beam
Air Balancing Board
Balance Beam
BalanceFit
Big Foot Stilts
Bridge
First Bike
Fit Dome
Fit Ring
Fit Tubes
Fun & Active Band
Hilltops
Island
JellyFish
Mountain
Parachute
River Stones
Rock around
Rocker Board - Large
Rocker Board - Small
Rocking Arch - Bridge
Rocking Boat - Steps
Round Seesaw
Scooter
Scooter Ramp
Seesaw
Spiky Dome
Stairs & Bridge
Step Bench
Summer Skis
Tactile Discs
The River
Tilt Board

136 - 145
47, 137
143
138
144
141
140
142
144
144
144
144
139
140
141
139
142
139
143
48, 138
47, 138
46, 136
46, 145
143
142
48, 137
143
145
46, 145
47, 145
142
141
140
47, 137

MUSIC, DVDS & BOOKS"
Book's
CDs
DVD's

174 - 179
177, 178, 179
174, 175
33, 176

PORTABLE SENSORY EQPT
Sensory Express - Calming
Sensory Express - IRiS
Sensory Express - iRiS+
Sensory Express - Superactive
Sensory Portare - Calming
Sensory Portare - IRiS
Sensory Portare - iRiS+
Sensory Portare - Superactive
Sensory Roamer - Calming
Sensory Roamer - Interactive
Sensory Roamer - IRiS
Sensory Roamer - iRiS+
PROJECTION
Aurora LED Projector Bundle
Aurora LED Projector Bundle - 9" wheel
Beam Cassette - 3"
Cassette Rotator - 3"
Cassette Wheels - 3"
Deflector Mirror
Effects Wheel Bundles, Experia - 6"
Effects Wheels - 9"
Effects Wheels, Experia - 6"
Helios LED Projector Bundle
Laser Theatre Projector
Liquid Effects Wheels - 6"
Panoramic Rotator
Pop Up Tent - White

109 - 113
109
110
110
109
111
112
112
111
113, 118
113
113
113
24 - 33
25, 117, 119
30
3
31
31
26
28
30
28, 29
25
32
30
27
27, 117, 121
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Index
Projection Net
Projection Stencil Book
Projection Stencil Book Bundle
Projectors - Aurora LED Projector
Projectors - Helios LED Projector
Projectors - Solar 100 Projector
Projectors - Solar 250 Projector
Space Projector
Sphere Projector
Wheel Rotator - 6"
Wheel Rotator - 9"
VIDEO PROJECTION
Video Projector
SAND & WATER PLAY
Bumper Hand Tools Set
Castle Maker Set
Exploration Circle Set
Grabber Set
Massive Mould Selection
Monster Digging Claw Set
Spinner Set

32, 121
27
27
24
25
26
26
32
32
26
30
33
33
196 - 197
197
197
196
197
197
197
197

SENSORY AT HOME
118 - 121
Aurora LED Projector Bundle
25, 117, 119
LED Bubble Tube Bedside Cabinet
13, 120
LED Fibre Optic Bedside Cabinet
120
Mini LED Bubble Tube
13, 117, 121, 180
Pop Up Tent - Black
55, 117, 121
Pop Up Tent - White
27, 117, 121
Portable LED Bubble Tube
13, 119
Portable LED Fibre Optics
19, 117, 119
Projection Net
32, 121
Sensory Roamer - Calming
113, 118
Switch Adapted Ipod Docking Station
120
SENSORY BACKPACKS
Aurora LED Projector Bundle
Mini LED Bubble Tube
Pop Up Tent - Black
Pop Up Tent - White
Portable LED Fibre Optics
Sensory Backpack - Bronze
Sensory Backpack - Diamond
Sensory Backpack - Gold
Sensory Backpack - Platinum
Sensory Backpack - Silver

114 - 119
25, 117, 119
13, 117, 121, 180
55, 117, 121
27, 117, 121
19, 117, 119
115
114
116
116
115

SENSORY BATHROOMS
Sensory Bathroom Bundle 1
Sensory Bathroom Bundle 2
Sensory Bathroom Bundle 3

186 - 187
187
187
187

SENSORY CEILING
Sensory Ceiling - Calming
Sensory Ceiling - IRiS
Sensory Ceiling - Superactive

50 - 52
50, 51, 52
50, 51, 52
50, 51, 52

SENSORY GARDENS
Childrens Garden Tool Set
Childrens Hand Tool Set
Concave Mirror
Convex Mirror
Dancing Ribbons
Discovery Tray
Dragonfly
Flying Amadinda
Forest Phones
Garden Sensory Resource Box
Interactive Soundpost
Interactive Soundpost Programmer
Malaika
Musical Eye Chimes
Rainwheel
Sensory Garden Planters
Snake
Storytellers Chair
Streamers
Talking Tubes - Telephone Exchange
The Swirl
Tubano Drums
Tuff Spot Tray
Watoto
Wazawa
Wigwam
Window Bird Feeders

188 - 195
194
194
193
193
195
194
192
190
195
98, 193
188
188
191
189
190
193
192
192
195
195
189
189
194
191
191
195
194

SENSORY INTEGRATION
2 way Balance Beam
Angle Ladder
Ball Throw - Square
Ball Throw - Triangle
Bolster Scooter

42 - 49
47, 137
46
49
49
48

Cutout Climb
Kozy Kabin
Ladderclimb
Leaning Chair
Monkey Climber
Monkey Climber Cargo Net
Monkey Climber Cutout Wall
Monkey Climber Rock Wall
Monkey Climber Roller Slide - Straight
Monkey Climber Roller Slide - Wavy
Rock Wall
Rocker Board - Large
Rocker Board - Small
Rocking Arch - Bridge
Rocking Boat - Steps
Scooter Ramp
Stairs & Bridge
Step Bench
Tilt Board
Weighted Shopping Trolley
SENSORY POOLS
SENSORY RESOURCE BOXES
Aroma Sensory Resource Box
At Home Sensory Resource Box
Auditory Sensory Resource Box
Ball Kit Sensory Resource Box
Bathtime Sensory Resource Box
Fabric Sensory Resource Box
Fine Motor Sensory Resource Box
Garden Sensory Resource Box
Massage Sensory Resource Box
Musical Sensory Resource Box
Tactile Sensory Resource Box
UV Sensory Resource Box
Visual Sensory Resource Box

45
49
45
49, 133
42, 43
45
44
44
44
44
45
48, 138
47, 138
46, 136
46, 145
48, 137
46, 145
47, 145
47, 137
48
184 - 185
94 - 99
98, 172
99
96
99
98
99
96
98, 193
97
97
95
58, 94
95

SENSORY ROOM PACKAGES
Calming Sensory Room Package
IRiS Sensory Room Package
Premium Sensory Room Package
Sensory Corner
Superactive Sensory Room Package

100 - 104
101
104
102
100
103

SOFT PLAY
Ball Pool - Interactive
Ball Pool - Standard
Ball Pool Balls
Bean Bag
Bean Bag - Multicoloured
Bubble Tube Plinth - Curved
Bubble Tube Plinth - Square
Bubble Tube softie
Fibre Optic Softie
Furniture - Lydia Soft Sofa
Furniture - Park Soft Chair
Furniture - Pinkham Soft Chair
Furniture - Animal Chairs
Furniture - Bean Chair - Large
Furniture - Bean Chair - Small
Furniture - Leaf Chair
Furniture - Leaning Chair
Furniture - Modular
Furniture - Small Stool
Furniture - Tables
Furniture - Tables
Furniture - Two Tone Chairs
Infinity Mirror Corner - Black & White
Infinity Mirror Corner - Multicoloured
Interactive Keyboard
Noisey Sound Board
Shape Set
Soft Den
Soft Den Deluxe
Soft Fan
Soft Floor Pads
Soft Slide
Soft Steps
Soft Trampoline
Soft Wall Pads
Stepping Stones

123 - 135
126
126
126
128
128
16, 128
16, 128
125
125
130
130
130
134
135
135
132
49, 133
135
133
133, 134
133, 134
132
125
125
126
38, 129
124
127
127
124
123
127
127
124
123
124

WATERBEDS
Waterbed - vibro
SWITCHES
Big Mack
Big Point - 5 Point
Big Red Twist Switch
Bloc Switch
Boomerang Switch
Dome Switch
Finger Button Switch

131
131
60 - 65
65
64
63
63
63
64
65

Finger Switch
Grasp Switch
Head Tilt Switch
Joggle Switch
Low Profile Switch
Piko Switch
Pillow Switch
Pressure Mats
Sladecolour Switches
Smoothie
Switch Adaptors
Tablet Switch
UV Rod Switch
UV Tablet Switch
TACTILE & DEXTERITY
Chime Frame & Beater
Chunky Farm
Chunky Pets
Chunky Safari
Chunky Transport
Clacking Windmill
Crococube
Diffraction Tube Drum
Diffraction Tube Ladder
Diffraction Tube Roller Shaker
Fastening Skills Cube
Flip Fingers
Hand Tubie
Hands - for Counting & Sewing
Hepworth Play Table
Junior Poi
Lacing - Buttons
Lacing - Figures
Lacing - Shapes
Lacing Boot
Letters of the Alphabet to Sew
Match & Stack
Mirror Chime Mobile
Mirror Chimeabout
Music Activity Centre
My First Box
Paddle Wheel
Rolling Slope
Rotating Drum
Skwish - Classic
Skwish - Colourburst
Skwish - Natural
Small Activity Centre
Small Rotating Ball Wall Board
Sound Puzzles
Spare Balls - Plastic
Spare Balls - Wood
Tactile Panel - Interactive
Tactile Panel - Standard
Tactile Panel - UV
Tall Tubie
Threading Butterfly
Threading Tree
Touch & Feel Flash Cards - 123
Touch & Feel Flash Cards - ABC
Touch & Feel Puzzles
Touch & Match
Touch & Match Board
Touch & Match Dominoes
Tower Slope
Tubie Floor Model
Tubie Wall Model
Turn & Sort
UV BLACKLIGHT
Fluorescent Fabrics
Glow in the Dark Glitter Stars
Glow in the Dark Gloves
Glow in the Dark Sensory Ball
Pop Up Tent - Black
Sensory Resource Box - UV
Tactile Panel - UV
UV Carpet
UV Diffraction Fluorescent Box
UV Fabric
UV Fibre Optic Softie
UV Fibre Optic Wall Cascade
UV LED Bubble Wall
UV Light - Caged
UV Light - Standard
UV Liteline Wand
UV Mirror Chime Mobile
UV Mirror Chimeabout
UV Reactive Fibre Optic Sideglow
UV Rods
UV Roller Shaker
UV Roly Poly

62
65
65
62
62
64
64
65
60
64
64
61
61
61
147 - 157
148
156
156
156
156
148
155
152
152
152
151
148
150
153
157
153
153
153
153
151
153
155
152
152
149
154
148
149
148
149
149
149
151
149
156
150
150
41, 146
39, 147
40, 54, 147
150
151
151
155
155
157
155
157y
157
149
150
150
155
54 - 59
56
56
56
56
55, 117, 121
58, 94
40, 54
58
57
UV
56
55
59
55
59
59
57
57
57
59
56
57
57
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UV Strands - 4mm
UV Strands - 6mm
UV Texture Mat
UV Tube Drum
UV Tube Ladder
VISUAL
Bubble Timers
Colour Shapes
Easy Hold Colour Panels
Easy Hold Discovery Set
Easy Hold Magnifier
Folding Table
Glitter Wand
Rainbow Blocks
Rainbow Bricks
Rainbow Sound Blocks
Sand Timers - Large
Sensory Blocks
Ultra Slim LED Light Panel
WALL PANELS
Hopscotch Panel
Infinity Tunnel - 3 way, LED - Calming
Infinity Tunnel - 3 way, LED - Superactive
Infinity Tunnel, LED - Calming
Infinity Tunnel, LED - Superactive"
Interactive LED Fanlite
Interactive LED Ladderlite
Noisey Sound Board
Sound To Light Panel
Sound Wall
Soundboard
Star Tunnel, LED - Calming
Star Tunnel, LED - Superactive
Tactile Panel - Interactive
Tactile Panel - Standard
Tactile Panel - UV

56
56
56
57
57
166 - 169
168
167
168
168
168
168
169
169
169
169
169
166
167
34 - 41
35
36
36
36
36
37
37
38, 129
37
35
34
36
36
41, 146
39, 147
40, 54, 147

Disclaimer
The content contained in this brochure is not a substitute for a personal consultation with a qualified
medical professional. All images are for illustrative purposes only. All measurements are quoted in millimetre
unless otherwise stated and are approximate. As part of our constant product development, we reserve
the right to change/alter any product without prior notice.
All descriptions are given in good faith, but Experia take no responsibility for any errors or omissions. All
purchases from this brochure or our website are subject to our standard terms and conditions, a full copy
of which is available on request.
All prices exclude VAT and shipping.
Copyright Notice
© Experia 2013 All rights reserved.
The material in this brochure is protected by copyright and is owned by Experia or its licensors. This brochure
is provided for private use. You may not commercialise or otherwise copy it without our permission.
Experia, IRiS™ Interactive Reward System, iRiS+™ and M.I.L.E® Multisensory Interactive Learning
Environment are trademarks of Experia.
Apple®, iPad®, iPhone®, iPod Touch® and iTunes® are trademarks or service of Apple inc.
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